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 Defini3ons 

Client The municipality of Eindhoven
Service provider The service GameBus

Quality of life "The degree of excellence or saGsfactory character of life. A person's 
existenGal state, well-being, or saGsfacGon with life [...] is determined 
on the one hand by exogenous facts and factors of his life and on the 
other hand by the endogenous percepGon and assessment he has of 
these facts and factors, of life and of himself” (Szalai, 1980, as cited 
in Leidelmeijer, & Van Kamp, 2004)

Serious game “A game in which educaGon (in its various forms) is the primary goal, 
rather than entertainment” (Michael & Chen, 2005; Riperfeld et al., 
2009)

Gamifica;on “A process of enhancing services with (moGvaGonal) affordances in 
order to invoke gameful experiences and further behavioral 
outcomes” (Huotari, & Hamari, 2012)

EHV>GO Concept serious game that is subject of study in this research. The 
game aims to to empower end users to improve quality of life.

End users Users that engage in the game EHV>GO, parGcularly people living or 
employed in the city of Eindhoven

Pilot Small scale preliminary implementaGon of the game EHV>GO

Respondent Someone who engages in the pilot (either in the control or 
experimental group) 

Par;cipant Someone who engages in the game EHV>GO
Challenge par;cipant Someone who engages in a parGcular challenge
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 It's the circle of life 
 And it moves us all 
 Through despair and hope 
 Through faith and love 
 Till we find our place 
 On the path unwinding 
 In the circle 
 The circle of life 

 Lyrics from “Circle of Life” by Elton John and Tim Rice 
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 Preface 

 I perceive quality of life as an elusive concept that has many definiGons, depending on 
the person you ask for an explanaGon. For me, this term indicates finding a balance in life 
between the virtues I find important. Although I do suppose we can influence our lives to 
some extent, finding a balance in life is not easy: our beliefs are constantly put to test, 
because we live in a world that is volaGle, uncertain, complex and ambiguous. As a result, the 
percepGon of quality of life is dynamic and therefore the interpretaGon of balance might 
change over Gme. 

 Since our definiGon and evaluaGon of quality of life is strictly personal, it might be the 
ulGmate goal we all strive for. Some people have a crystal clear desGnaGon, others define their 
path on the road. For some, the end jusGfies the means, for others a goal is only achieved in 
harmony. Albeit different interpretaGons of the goal and rules of the game, I believe that 
anyones’ percepGon of quality of life agrees to some extent: at least we are playing on the 
same map, planet earth. For other aspects of quality of life we always did feel the same; we 
just saw it from a different point of view. 

 Quality of life is like music: rigorously bounded by the laws of physics, though within the 
mathemaGcal constraints lies an infinite freedom. A piece of music might be experienced 
differently over Gme, as well as it might be received different by others. Music can be played 
alone, or together. When playing with others, it is the responsibility of the musicians to 
connect to each other on the infinite spectrum of sound: otherwise the effort does not sound 
like anything. The same holds for quality of life: only when we explore and discover each 
other’s quality of life, we can give direcGon to life. 

 I have enjoyed wriGng this research: this study is the crowning achievement of my 
efforts as a student. Apart from the strict condiGons that the Eindhoven University of 
Technology enforces, I have tried to impose my own set of rules: I wanted this Master’s thesis 
to mean something. I got engaged in an inspiring movement that I would like to remain part of 
azer my graduaGon. In this research, I have summarized the knowledge I have acquired during 
my life as a student. The first part illustrates my ability to reason raGonally, the second part 
demonstrates I can develop an academic framework, the third part illustrates my analyGcal 
skills and ability to staGsGcally analyze a proposiGon, the fourth part demonstrates my 
entrepreneurial mindset and ability to evaluate processes. 

 I want to thank dr. Van Gorp, dr. Le Blanc and prof. dr. ir. Kaymak for se{ng me free to 
develop this research, although providing boundaries to keep the effort realisGc. Also I want 
to thank Mr. Dijstelbloem for the inspiring conversaGons, the twinkling eyes, and support to 
create enthusiasm for this project at the municipality of Eindhoven. Finally, I would like to 
thank my family for asking the right quesGons, for not asking any quesGons, for moGvaGng me 
to keep wriGng, for dragging me away from my laptop, for pu{ng an arm around my shoulder. 
Unfortunate externaliGes have forced us to rethink our definiGon of quality of life. We are all 
agreed on one point: our quality of life, our responsibility. 

  Raoul Ceasar Yannic Nuijten 
 July 2017 
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 Execu3ve summary 

 Research case  ·    The municipality of Eindhoven commissioned this research to explore 
the effecGveness of a game (i.e. EHV>GO) and its impact on the quality of life of local ciGzens. 
Solving today's economical, environmental and social challenges demands for integral, 
sustainable soluGons that aim to improve quality of life and take into account people, planet 
and prosperity. SGll, the public might consider global challenges to be far removed from their 
personal lives. Games are a means that might be used to empower the public to improve their 
quality of life, since games are capable of providing immediate feedback and sGmulate 
pursuing a predefined goal (McGonigal, 2011) - which might be to 'behave healthy', or to 
'improve quality of life’. Empirical evaluaGon of serious games and gamificaGon reports 
promising outcomes, suggesGng that posiGve results tend to be achieved (Connolly et al., 
2012; Boyle et al., 2016; Hamari et al., 2014). 

 Research context  ·    Dutch urban areas are increasingly important drivers of the 
economy (Rijksoverheid, 2015), because of their apracGve force on people and businesses. To 
maintain (and enhance) economic viability of Dutch urban areas, it is necessary to focus on 
healthy and sustainable development of Dutch ciGes. In other words, outstanding quality of 
life is key to preserve the apracGve force ciGes have on businesses and consumers. 
Nevertheless, due to economical, ecological and socio-cultural challenges, quality of life is 
threatened in many Dutch ciGes. 

 First, the Dutch populaGon in urban areas is expected to grow substanGally (PBL & CBS, 
2016), leading to increased traffic flows (PBL & CPB, 2015) which potenGally increases 
greenhouse gas emissions. ReducGon of greenhouse gas emissions and counteracGng climate 
change is a defining challenge for the Netherlands, because climate change is expected to 
cause more extreme weather (PBL & KNMI, 2015; PBL, 2015), which might adversely affect 
public health (Rijksoverheid, 2017). 

 Second, 49% of Dutch populaGon is overweight (CBS & RIVM, 2017), accounGng for 
more than 5% of total Dutch disease burden (RIVM, 2014). As the number of overweight 
people is expected to rise in the upcoming years (CBS & RIVM, 2017), so is the  number of 
health problems and premature death (IHME, 2017). Since being overweight is more common 
among lower educated, SCP (2014, 2016) expects that contrasts within society will be 
uncovered in the upcoming years. Age, welfare and educaGonal differences increase, 
embodied in lifestyle, health, quality of life, leisure acGviGes and social parGcipaGon (SCP, 
2014; SCP, 2016). Lifestyle diseases (e.g. obesity) caused by unhealthy behavior are expected 
to surge, parGcularly in low-income groups (RIVM, 2015; PBL, 2016b; RIVM, 2016). 

 Theore.cal background  ·    From a systemaGc literature review, it is concluded that 
games and gamificaGon might be used to create awareness and are valuable tools for 
educaGonal purposes. AddiGonally, serious games and gamificaGon seem valuable tools to 
increase engagement in acGviGes that improve quality of life. Increasing moGvaGon and 
engagement may be criGcal to improve quality of life, since levels of moGvaGon and 
enjoyment are criGcal for adherence to training and learning effects (Schickler et al., 2016). 
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 Solu.on design  ·    The game EHV>GO is played using the service GameBus and is 
supported through a website. GameBus is a mobile applicaGon that encourages and rewards 
families and friends to stay acGve socially, mentally and physically through specific challenges. 
The game EHV>GO empowers you as an individual or as part of a team (i.e. of family 
members, colleagues, or classmates) to earn experience points by performing healthy 
acGviGes. The goal of the game is to collect more experience points than other individuals or 
teams. Within this research specific game challenges are developed in consultaGon with a 
focus group at the client side that are designed to 1) sGmulate to improve bodily funcGons, 2) 
promote ecological friendly commuGng (i.e. decrease ecological footprint), and 3) trigger 
social behavior, as antecedents of quality of life. 

 Solu.on implementa.on  ·    The game EHV>GO has been implemented among 
governmental officials, which are classified as early adopters, because they are familiar with 
the research context as a result of their profession. Since the game is implemented among 
early adopters, this study also serves as a pracGcal exploraGon of possibiliGes that are to be 
analyzed in more detail during an implementaGon at a larger scale, i.e. an implementaGon 
within a neighborhood of the city of Eindhoven. 

 Solu.on valida.on  ·    For this research, an empirical study was conducted to evaluate 
whether the game EHV>GO empowers end users to percepGbly improve their quality of life. 
From the staGsGcally significant results it may be concluded that the concept game EHV>GO 
empowers users to improve some facets of their quality of life, i.e. bodily funcGons, social 
parGcipaGon, although the Ecological Footprint due to daily commuGng deteriorated. 

 However, these claims have to be received with great care. The game EHV>GO seems 
to negaGvely affect the Ecological Footprint due to daily commuGng on the interval for which 
data has been gathered. Closer examinaGon of data reveals that the survey instrument also 
weighs the holiday locaGon and transport mode. The game EHV>GO was not primarily 
intended to impose ideas for ecological friendly holidays. Hence, this negaGve effect should 
probably not be apributed to the game EHV>GO. AddiGonally, the staGsGcally significant 
posiGve effect of the game on social parGcipaGon, might not be accounted for by the game, 
since only 10% of the acGviGes that the end users claimed as having done are classified as 
‘social’.  Yet, this posiGve effect might have been caused by the acGvity of playing a game, 
which might have sGmulated parGcipants to seek for social interacGon (Sherry, Lucas, 
Greenberg, & Lachlan, 2006; Jansz, Avis, & Vosmeer, 2010; Ryan, Rigby, & Przybylski, 2006). 
AddiGonally, the staGsGcally significant improvement of bodily funcGons is likely to be caused 
by the game, since an extraordinary number of 88% of the acGviGes that have been claimed 
are classified as physical. 

 Again, these interpretaGons have to be received with care, and might not apply for the 
actual target audience. External validity of this study is low, due to the low number of 
respondents. Furthermore, the quasi-experimental nature of this research might harm internal 
validity. It is important to empirically test the applicaGon among the actual target audience at 
a larger sample size. Hence, an implementaGon of the game among families in a specific 
neighborhood is necessary to evaluate potenGal outcomes of the game in detail. 
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 Implementa.on evalua.on  ·    For this research, a case study was conducted to explore 
strategies to increase the effecGveness of the game. The case study evaluates qualitaGve 
feedback, design choices, processes, data flow, and key performance indicators in detail. 

 From qualitaGve end user feedback, it is concluded that the game currently somehow 
lacks simplicity and the possibility to review the ac7vi7es claimed by other challenge par7cipants, 
in order to evaluate fairness. To improve ease of use, approximately 87% of non-value added 
Gme that has previously been required to play the game can in the future be made obsolete, 
e.g. by integraGng an acGvity tracker. 

 In order to avoid parGcipants feeling cheated, all challenge parGcipants should be able 
to review (and “down-vote”) each other’s claimed acGviGes. Users own their data and can 
decide themselves whether an acGvity is shared in a challenge or not, however, if an acGvity is 
not shared, experience points will not be awarded. 

 These improvements require exhausGve tesGng for acceptance among actual end users. 
PotenGally, collaboraGon between the client and service provider could accelerate 
development of the game EHV>GO: the client can facilitate implementaGon of the game in an 
actual neighborhood of the city of Eindhoven, while the service provider can supply the 
technical knowledge necessary to improve the game. The client and service provider should 
collaborate to envision a future state that both parGes want to strive for. 
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PART 1 

PROBLEM INVESTIGATION 

The best for the group comes when everyone in the group does what is best for himself  
AND the group. 

— John Nash  

 This part describes the context and problems that triggered the study, as well as the 
relevance of this study. Finally, the major conclusions drawn from a literature review, 
empirical research and case study are summarized. 
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1 A short summary of predic3ons on the Dutch future 

 CiGes are increasingly important drivers of the economy (Rijksoverheid, 2015). Urban 
environments are breeding grounds for innovaGve start-ups and businesses (PBL, 2016b). 
CiGes accommodate many organizaGons, which promotes sharing of knowledge (PBL, 2015). 
AddiGonally, ciGes possess a large and diverse labor force (PBL, 2016b; Rijksoverheid, 2017), 
which facilitates economic growth (PBL, 2016a). Also people are apracted to live in ciGes, 
because urban areas offer an extensive range of faciliGes and experiences (i.e. shopping malls, 
sports faciliGes, and entertainment opGons) (PBL, 2016b). Therefore, both businesses and 
consumers are vulnerable to the apracGve force of urban areas. As a result, the gross 
domesGc product that is earned in ciGes grows (PBL & CPB, 2013, 2015; PBL, 2016a). 

 To maintain (and enhance) economic viability of Dutch urban areas, it is necessary to 
focus on healthy and sustainable development of Dutch ciGes. In other words, the presence of 
an outstanding quality of life is key to preserve the apracGve force ciGes have on businesses 
and consumers. Nevertheless, due to economical, ecological and socio-cultural challenges, 
quality of life is threatened in many Dutch ciGes. SecGon 1.2 elaborates on specific 
economical, ecological and socio-cultural challenges and their interdependencies, but before 
examining these threats in detail, it is necessary to outline a definiGon for quality of life. 

1.1 Quality of life 

 Leidelmeijer, & Van Kamp (2004) construed a conceptual framework and demarcaGon of 
concepts related to environmental quality and livability. This research describes quality of life 
as life sa7sfac7on (Diener, 1995, as cited in Leidelmeijer, & Van Kamp, 2004), and happy life 
expectancy (Veenhoven, 1996, as cited in Leidelmeijer, & Van Kamp, 2004). A more formal 
definiGon is given by Szalai (1980, as cited in Leidelmeijer, & Van Kamp, 2004), who refers to 
quality of life as "the degree of excellence or saGsfactory character of life. A person's 
existenGal state, well-being, or saGsfacGon with life [...] is determined on the one hand by 
exogenous facts and factors of his life and on the other hand by the endogenous percepGon 
and assessment he has of these facts and factors, of life and of himself”. 

 The term quality of life closely relates to the concepts environmental quality, livability, and 
sustainability (Leidelmeijer, & Van Kamp, 2004). Chapter 5 outlines definiGons of these 
concepts as well as their relaGon with the term quality of life. For now it is sufficient to 
recognize that a person's quality of life is determined by external factors and the person's 
own percepGon of these factors (Szalai, 1980, as cited in Leidelmeijer, & Van Kamp, 2004). 

 Shafer, Lee & Turner (2000) propose a model that portrays the interplay between quality 
of life, livability, sustainability and the external factors from a human ecological perspecGve, 
also see chapter 5 and figure 5.1. Shafer, Lee & Turner (2000) model all external factors 
according to the People, Planet, Prosperity paradigm, that was outlined first by Elkington in 
1994. This paradigm – also named the triple bopom line paradigm – holds that a community's 
ulGmate value or quality can and should be measured not just by economic performance, but 
also by its social, ethical and environmental impact (Norman & MacDonald, 2004). Only when 
urban areas are able to unite people, planet and prosperity, sustainable soluGons for today's 
economic, environmental and social challenges can originate. 
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1.2 Today's urban trends & challenges 

1.2.1 Today's economical urban trends & challenges 
 According to PBL & CBS (2016), the Dutch populaGon is expected to grow to 17,8 
million by 2030 and to 18,1 million by 2040. PBL & CBS (2013, 2015, 2016) expect that the 
populaGon growth especially concentrates in urban areas, see figure 1.1. The Netherlands is 
already among the most urbanized countries in the world: 74 percent of Dutch populaGon 
lived in urban areas as of 2016 (PBL, 2016a). Furthermore, PBL & CBS (2013, 2015, 2016) 
and United NaGons (2014) expect that the tendency of people moving towards ciGes persists. 
As a result, Dutch urban areas are expected to grow substanGally, both in terms of populaGon 
and employment opportuniGes, whereas rural areas are potenGally prone to decline (PBL & 
CPB, 2015). 

 Although the Dutch populaGon is 
expected to grow, the enGre Dutch labor 
force stagnates or even shrinks (PBL & CPB, 
2015, 2016). SGll, Dutch economy is 
expected to grow because producGvity of 
the Dutch labor force increases (PBL & CPB, 
2015). The increased producGvity causes 
the gross domesGc product to rise and 
expedites recovery from the 2008 financial 
crisis and 2011 European debt crisis (PBL & 
CPB, 2013, 2015; PBL, 2016a). Economical 
development will be concentrated in the 
growing Dutch urban areas. Therefore, 
ciGes are increasingly important drivers of 
the economy (Rijksoverheid, 2015). 

 The increased producGvity of the 
labor force might parGally be explained by 
the innovaGve force of the Dutch: the 
Netherlands ranks fourth on the Global 
CompeGGveness Index 2016 / 2017 (World 
Economic Forum, 2016). The urban areas 
are important for Dutch innovaGveness, 
because ciGes are breeding grounds for 
innovaGon that facilitate knowledge 
exchange (PBL, 2015). More precisely, 
knowledge exchange is expedited by the 
virtual layer of informaGon and intelligence 
that is increasingly present in the physical environment – where sensors, connected by the 
Internet, supplement the senses. As a result, physical, social and digital networks become 
more closely linked. These technological developments interact with other social and 
economical developments, such as: 1) people preferring “experiences” over ownership of 
products, and 2) the emergence of circular (sub-)economies (WRR, 2015). Albeit the 
opportuniGes that these informaGon grids enable, the importance of well-funcGoning and 
secure (informaGon) infrastructures increases accordingly (Kreijveld, 2016). 
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Figure 1.1  ·    Rela=ve popula=on growth 
between 2015 and 2030 (PBL & CPB, 2016)

 Decline (-5% or more) 
 Slight decline (-5% to -2,5%) 
 Stable (-2,5% to 2,5%) 
 Slight increase (2,5% to 5%) 
 Increase (5% to 10%) 
 Strong increase (10% or more)



 From an economical point of view, it is necessary to keep our ciGes – and our country in 
general – apracGve to businesses and consumers, despite potenGal complicaGons that might 
reside from a substanGal populaGon growth (Rijksoverheid, 2017). High quality living and 
working environments and a focus on quality of life are required (Rijksoverheid, 2017). To 
maintain and improve quality of life (as defined in secGon 1.1), also a focus on today’s 
ecological and socio-cultural challenges is necessary. 

1.2.2 Today's ecological urban trends & challenges 
 Because of the economic and demographic concentraGon in ciGes, traffic flows are 
expected to increase strongly in urban areas. Especially traffic networks that connect ciGes 
are increasingly burdened, because people adopt a more complicated 'Daily Urban 
System' (PBL & CPB, 2015): especially high-educated workers are expected to commute daily 
between urban regions (Atelier Tordoir & Regioplan, 2015). Increased traffic flows might 
potenGally raise greenhouse gas emissions, see figure 1.2, and foster climate change. 

 Nonetheless, PBL & CPB (2013) esGmate that Dutch greenhouse gas emissions will 
decrease with approximately 45 to 65 percent by 2050, compared to 1990. However, the 
Netherlands strives for a 80 to 95 percent reducGon of greenhouse gas emissions by 2050, 
compared to 1990 (according to the Kyoto protocol). In order to achieve this goal, the 
Netherlands has to reduce its emissions with at least two percentage points a year on 
average; which is three Gmes the annual reducGon achieved between 1990 and 2014 
(McKinsey & Company, 2016). 

 Hence, reducGon of greenhouse gas emissions and counteracGng climate change is a 
defining challenge for the Netherlands. Especially, because climate change is expected to 
cause a rise of the sea level and more extreme weather, expressed in heat waves and 
droughts (PBL & KNMI, 2015; PBL, 2015). This more extreme weather might cause diseases 
and might adversely affect public health (Rijksoverheid, 2017). 

1.2.3 Today's socio-cultural urban challenges 
 According to CBS & RIVM (2017), 49% of Dutch populaGon is overweight (B.M.I. of 25 
or higher), see figure 1.3. Since being overweight causes health problems and premature 
death (IHME, 2017), a challenge arises as overweight levels are expected to rise in the 
upcoming years (CBS & RIVM, 2017). According to RIVM (2014) overweight accounts for 
more than 5% of total Dutch disease burden already, see image 1.4. 
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Figure 1.2  ·    Greenhouse gas emissions in the Netherlands from 1990 to 2015 (CBS, 2016)
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 Lower educated people are more ozen overweight: among those with only primary 
school educaGon 65% are overweight, while ‘only’ 35% of university graduates are 
overweight (CBS & RIVM, 2016a). Also obesity (B.M.I. of 30 or higher) is found four Gmes as 
ozen in people with only primary school educaGon as in university graduated (CBS & RIVM, 
2016a). This difference between lower and higher educated people is reflected in the average 
(healthy) life expectancy of both groups. On average, higher educated live 6 years longer than 
lower educated. AddiGonally, higher educated live on average 19 years longer in good health, 
compared to lower educated RIVM (2014). 

 As a result, SCP (2014, 2016) expects that contrasts within society will be uncovered in 
the upcoming years. Age, welfare and educaGonal differences increase, embodied in lifestyle, 
health, quality of life, leisure acGviGes and social parGcipaGon (SCP, 2014; SCP, 2016). 
Lifestyle diseases (e.g. obesity) caused by unhealthy behavior are expected to surge, 
parGcularly in low-income groups (RIVM, 2015; PBL, 2016b; RIVM, 2016). 

1.3 Solving today's challenges 

1.3.1 Poli[cal developments 
 Solving today's economical, environmental and social challenges demands integral, 
sustainable soluGons that take into account people, planet and prosperity. The Dutch naGonal 
government developed a variety of programs to improve quality of life in urban areas and 
living environments in general, also see the inscripGon Environment and Planning Act. 
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Figure 1.4  ·    Contribu=on of some antecedents to the total burden of disease (RIVM, 2014)
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Figure 1.3  ·    Reported and project percentage of the Dutch popula=on being classified as 
being overweight or obese from 1990 to 2014 (CBS & RIVM, 2017)



 The Dutch governmental program Agenda Stad addresses today's economical urban 
challenges and aims to strengthen compeGGveness of the Dutch urban network to maintain 
the Dutch posiGon on the Global CompeGGveness Index (Rijksoverheid, 2015). This program, 
that emerged from the European urban agenda, emphasizes the importance of urban areas 
and ciGes as drivers of the economy. 

 Whereas Agenda Stad is mainly 
iniGated from an economic point of view, 
other programs take a more social and 
ecological perspecGve. Agenda Stad is 
extended by the program Slimme en 
Gezonde Stad, that aims to permanently 
improve quality of life in urban 
environments, without imposing new 
standards. Combining  the program Agenda 
Stad and Slimme en Gezonde Stad 
guarantees an integral approach towards 
urban development that respects people, 
planet and prosperity. 

 The program Slimme en Gezonde Stad experiments using smart cooperaGve 
partnerships, including coaliGons with ciGzens and entrepreneurs. A partnership that emerged 
from the program Slimme en Gezonde Stad (amongst other poliGcal influences) is the 
Brabantse Health Deal. The Brabantse Health Deal is a bond between Noord-Brabant's five 
largest ciGes, water boards, municipal health services, and knowledge insGtuGons. 

 The city of Eindhoven is one of the ciGes that signed the Brabantse Health Deal, and 
hence contribute to the program Slimme en Gezonde Stad as well as the Agenda Stad. The 
program Slimme en Gezonde Stad aims to deploy technological innovaGon in pilot ciGes, and 
the city of Eindhoven has become a breeding ground for iniGaGves that aim to improve quality 
of life. Lessons learned from tested iniGaGves are input for future policies and performance 
measurements. 

1.3.2 Serious games & gamifica[on 
 The public might consider global challenges to be far removed from their personal lives: 
i.e. the effects of climate change might not be visible for over years, not to speak of the 
impercepGble effect of your efforts to lower greenhouse gas emissions by uGlizing your 
bicycles instead of your cars. How is healthy behavior rewarded percepGbly? 

 Games are a means that might be used to percepGbly reward healthy behavior. Games 
are capable of providing immediate feedback and sGmulate pursuing a predefined goal 
(McGonigal, 2011) - which might be to 'behave healthy', or to 'improve quality of life’. Over the 
past decades, a new type of educaGonal games, named serious games, emerged. A serious 
game is "a game in which educaGon (in its various forms) is the primary goal, rather than 
entertainment" (Michael & Chen, 2005; Riperfeld et al., 2009). 
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Environment and Planning Act 
The Environment and Planning Act that 
enters force in 2019 is a new law that 
promotes an integral approach toward 
urban development. The act combines 
and simplifies regulaGons for spaGal 
projects, in order to ease iniGalizaGon of 
projects. The act proceeds towards a 
sustainable, carbon neutral economy, 
and high-quality, future-proof living and 
working spaces.



 The concept of serious games closely relates to the concept of gamificaGon. 
GamificaGon is "the applicaGon of game design elements and principles in non-game 
contexts" and is applied to engage people (Frissen, Lammes, De Lange, De Mul, & Raessens, 
2015). GamificaGon has been defined as “a process of enhancing services with (moGvaGonal) 
affordances in order to invoke gameful experiences and further behavioral 
outcomes” (Huotari, & Hamari, 2012). 

 Connolly, Boyle, MacArthur, Hainey, & Boyle (2012) conducted a systemaGc literature 
review on empirical evidence of the impacts and outcomes of computer games and serious 
games. Boyle et al. (2016) have recently updated the systemaGc literature review. 
AddiGonally, Hamari, Koivisto, & Sarsa (2014), conducted a systemaGc literature review to 
determine whether gamificaGon does work or not. From these reviews of empirical research 
on serious games and gamificaGon it can be concluded that games might be used to enable 
and endorse learning - in all its various dynamic forms (Connolly et al., 2012; Boyle et al., 
2016; Hamari et al., 2014). 

 Empirical research on serious games and gamifica;on reports promising outcomes, 

sugges;ng that posi;ve results tend to be achieved. Therefore, the municipality of Eindhoven 

commissioned this research to explore the effec;veness of a concept game (EHV>GO) and 

its impact on quality of life of local ci;zens. 
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2 The research case 

 Although the governmental programs as described in subsecGon 1.3.1 rely on slightly 
different viewpoints, all programs focus on quality of life, sustainability, innova7on, and welfare, 
to a greater or lesser extent. Also the municipality of the city of Eindhoven – as a tesGng 
ground – aims to increase the quality of life and welfare of the urban area by sGmulaGng 
sustainable innovaGons. Within the city of Eindhoven, many innovaGve (ciGzen's) iniGaGves 
arise that might potenGally empower ciGzens to improve their quality of life, including game-
based projects. This research is commissioned by the municipality of Eindhoven in parGcular 
to evaluate the effecGveness of a concept game (EHV>GO) and its impact on quality of life of 
local ciGzens. Figure 2.1 summarizes the research case in relaGon with the research context. 

2.1 Research goals 

 This research aims to explore the effecGveness of a game that empowers end users to 
improve their quality of life. This goal is achieved by performing one iteraGon of the research 
cycle as proposed by Wieringa (2014), see chapter 3. 

 First, this research evaluates the relaGon between serious games and quality of life in 
general, by means of a systemaGc literature review (chapter 6). Second, this research 
evaluates whether engagement in the game EHV>GO empowers end users to percepGbly 
improve their quality of life. This goal is achieved by means of a quanGtaGve research, as 
presented in part 3. This part is describes a quasi-experimental study that evaluates six 
antecedents of quality of life. Third, this research evaluates how the effecGveness of the game 
EHV>GO can be improved. This goal is achieved by means of a qualitaGve research, as 
presented in part 4. This part is designed as a case study and explores deployment of the 
game EHV>GO and related processes in detail. 

2.2 Research questions 

 This research aims to answer following research quesGons: 

 > Research ques7on R0  · How do serious games and gamifica=on affect quality of life? 

 > Research ques7on R1  · Does engagement in the game EHV>GO empower end users to  
           percep=bly improve their quality of life? 

 > Research ques7on R2  · How can the effec=veness of the game EHV>GO be improved? 

 Prior to answering the research quesGons, it is necessary to gain a deeper 
understanding of serious games & gamificaGon (chapter 4) as well as to outline a definiGon for 
quality of life (chapter 5). Finally, research quesGon R0 is answered in chapter 6, research 
quesGon R1 is answered in part 3, and research quesGon R2 is answered in part 4.  
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Figure 2.1  ·    Summary of the research case and its rela=on with the research context



2.3 Scope 

 This research is commissioned by the municipality of Eindhoven (client) and the service 
GameBus (service provider). This research focusses on deploying the game EHV>GO within 
the city of Eindhoven, hence this research is bounded geographically to the city of Eindhoven. 

 The study allows anybody who lives or works in the city of Eindhoven to parGcipate in a 
pilot, although the markeGng campaign enrolled to recruit parGcipants aims to apract 
government officials. Originally (as of 01/02/2017), the client requested an implementaGon of 
the concept serious game among families (designated end users) within a neighborhood of the 
city of Eindhoven. Since neither the client, nor the service provider had direct access to 
families within a neighborhood of the city of Eindhoven in the short term, both parGes have 
jointly decided (as of 01/03/2017) to deploy the concept serious game among government 
officials. SGll, anybody who lives or works in the city of Eindhoven has been allowed to 
parGcipate in this pilot, although the markeGng campaign enrolled to recruit parGcipants was 
aimed to apract government officials. 

 Government officials are classified as early adopters, because they are familiar with the 
research context (chapter 1) as a result of their profession. Since the game is implemented 
among early adopters, this study also serves as a pracGcal exploraGon of possibiliGes that are 
to be analyzed in more detail during an implementaGon at a larger scale, i.e. an 
implementaGon within a neighborhood of the city of Eindhoven. 

2.4 Relevance for the stakeholders 

 This secGon evaluates the relevance of this research for different stakeholders. Figure 
2.2 provides an overview of different stakeholders and their connecGons. 

 Scien.fic relevance  ·    This research extends knowledge on serious games and their 
effecGveness to empower users to improve their quality of life. This research provides useful 
empirical informaGon and analysis, as well as direcGons for further research. 

 Societal relevance & value for the end user   ·    This research potenGally creates 
awareness among people to get familiar with global developments and challenges, and 
empowers them to counteract global threats by improving their quality of life. This research 
can be used in the advantage of end users to develop games that more effecGvely provide 
moGvaGon to improve quality of life, which is relevant from a socio-economical perspecGve, 
see chapter 1.  

 Value for the client  ·    This research provides insights into the effecGveness of serious 
games that moGvate to improve quality of life. The municipality of Eindhoven can use this 
knowledge to determine whether a game is an appropriate tool to empower users to improve 
their quality of life. AddiGonally, the case study describes possible future pathways to improve 
effecGveness of the concept game that has been empirically studied. 

 Value for the service provider  ·    The literature review (part 2) and empirical research 
(part 3) provide insight in the potenGal value and effecGveness of serious games that moGvate 
to improve quality of life. The case study that describes what games (or features) end users 
desire in order to improve their quality of life, and possible future pathways to improve 
effecGveness of serious games that moGvate to improve quality of life, might be of valuable 
input for the service provider to improve their service.  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Figure 2.2  ·    Overview of all stakeholders and their connec=ons



3 Methodology 

3.1 Rigor & relevance 

 Hevner, March, Park, & Ram (2004), present a conceptual framework, see figure 3.1, for 
understanding, execuGng, and evaluaGng research in informaGon systems, combining 
behavioral-science and design-science paradigms. This framework outlines the trade-off 
between business needs (relevance) and the need to produce scienGfic knowledge (rigor).  

 From a business perspecGve, this research is moGvated by the desire to improve the 
environment (i.e. quality of life), by the introducGon of an innovaGve arGfact (i.e a serious 
game). From a scienGfic perspecGve, this research contributes to literature through the 
building and evaluaGon of an arGfact designed to meet the idenGfied business needs. To 
saGsfy these needs, this research adopts a research cycle proposed by Wieringa (2014). 

 

  

3.2 Research cycle 

 Wieringa (2014) constructed a research cycle consisGng of five major phases that can 
be used as a design science methodology for informaGon systems and sozware engineering. 
The research cycle as proposed by Wieringa (2014) has been the fundamental guidance of 
this study. Exactly one iteraGon through the cycle has been performed for this study, with a 
cycle length of 25 weeks. Performing one enGre iteraGon was found necessary to accomplish 
the research goal (i.e. explore the effecGveness of a game that empowers end users to 
improve their quality of life). Figure 3.2 provides a graphical representaGon of the cycle that 
has been adopted in this study. This figure serves as a high-level overview of this research 
that depicts the relaGon between chapters and parts. 
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Figure 3.1  ·    Framework for posi=oning informa=on systems research, Hevner et al. (2004)
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Figure 3.2  ·    Graphical representa=on of the research cycle



3.2.1 Problem inves[ga[on 
 The phase of problem inves7ga7on defines what phenomena is to be evaluated, and why 
this evaluaGon is relevant (Wieringa, 2014). What this research evaluates is described in 
chapter 2. Chapter 2 outlines the goal of this study, the stakeholders involved and the 
relevance of this study for the stakeholders. Research context on why this research is relevant 
is presented in chapter 1. AddiGonally, this chapter (chapter 3) describes how this research is 
performed. In order to support the phase of problem inves7ga7on, as well as later research 
phases, the major constructs that are subject of this study (i.e. serious games & gamificaGon 
and quality of life) are defined in chapter 4 and 5, respecGvely. 

3.2.2 Solu[on design 
 Within the phase of solu7on design one or more arGfacts that could treat the problem 
are designed (Wieringa, 2014). In this study, the design process has been supported by an 
evaluaGon of the state of the art (chapter 6). Chapter 6 aims to explore the relaGon between 
serious games (and gamificaGon) and quality of life in general. This review has been performed 
by means of a systemaGc literature review, in order to ensure that the review is reproducible. 

 The design phase has been focussed to develop a game that empowers end users to 
improve quality of life as well as possible, while respecGng the cycle length of 25 weeks. For 
this study, one arGfact (i.e. a concept game named EHV>GO) has been designed. The game 
EHV>GO evolved from the frameworks presented in chapter 4 and 5, the systemaGc 
literature review presented in chapter 6, and collaboraGon with the client (municipality of 
Eindhoven) and service provider (GameBus). The design process included two brainstorm 
sessions among the client and service provider. 

 The game EHV>GO translates the overall goal (i.e. empowers end users to improve 
quality of life) into specific challenges that 1) sGmulate to improve bodily funcGons, 2) 
promote ecological friendly commuGng, and 3) trigger social behavior. The game adopts the 
planorm GameBus to host challenges and can be played on mobile or desktop. AddiGonally, 
the game is supported through a website that is also used to take surveys. Chapter 7 provides 
an in-depth descripGon of the game design. 

3.2.3 Solu[on valida[on 
 Within the phase of solu7on valida7on the appropriateness of an arGfact to treat a 
problem is evaluated (Wieringa, 2014). Amongst other things, this study aims to evaluate 
whether engagement in the game EHV>GO actually empowers end users to percep=bly improve 
their quality of life. This subgoal is achieved by means of an empirical research in the form of a 
pilot among early adopters (part 3). Part 3 presents a quanGtaGve evaluaGon of pilot 
parGcipants in a quasi-experimental study. The research goal and methodology are described 
in-depth in chapter 8 and 9, respecGvely. 

 The empirical study evaluates six antecedents of quality of life that fit in the framework 
that is presented in chapter 5. These six antecedents rely on two addiGonal frameworks: 
PosiGve Health and Ecological Footprint. Chapter 9 describes these frameworks in-depth. 

 Azer implementaGon of the game EHV>GO, the effect of the game has been evaluated 
by means of descripGve staGsGcal analysis as well as several mulGple linear regression analysis 
(chapter 10). The analysis compares game parGcipants’ pre- and post-test scores for 
antecedents of quality of life, with the scores of subjects from a control group. 
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3.2.4 Solu[on implementa[on 
 Within the phase of solu7on implementa7on, the problem is treated with one of the 
designed arGfacts (Wieringa, 2014). For this research, the game EHV>GO has been 
implemented on a small-scale. 

 Research popula.on & target audience  ·    The target audience as defined by the client 
includes anybody who lives or works in the city of Eindhoven. Nevertheless, the markeGng 
campaign enrolled to recruit parGcipants aims to apract government officials, which are 
classified as early adopters, see secGon 2.3. The game EHV>GO targets a specific niche (i.e. 
people who live or work in the city of Eindhoven) but could easily be applied to target the 
general public. In other words, the actual popula7on that could potenGally benefit from this 
game encompasses a larger audience. 

 Research sample  ·    Of the 43 subjects enrolled, 16 subjects parGcipated in the pilot. 
Of these 16 parGcipants, 9 subjects choose to engage in the game. Hence, the experimental 
group included 9 subjects, whereas the control group included 7 subjects. Of the 16 
parGcipants, 4 subjects (i.e. 3 experimental subjects, 1 control subject) do not strictly belong 
to the target audience (i.e. living or working in the city of Eindhoven). Nevertheless, because 
1) the actual popula7on that could potenGally benefit from this game encompasses a larger 
audience, and 2) these subjects are deemed precious to assure some degree of external 
validity of the study, two datasets are construed: a small dataset excluding these four 
subjects, and a large dataset including these four subjects. 

3.2.5 Implementa[on evalua[on 
 Within the phase of implementa7on evalua7on, the arGfact is evaluated on its 
successfulness (Wieringa, 2014). This goal is achieved by means of a qualitaGve research (part 
4). Part 4 is designed as a case study and explores deployment of the game EHV>GO and 
related processes in detail (Hevner et al. 2004). The research goal and methodology are 
described in-depth in chapter 11 and 12, respecGvely. According  to a case study is 
appropriate to evaluate an arGfact in-depth in business environment. 

 Within chapter 13, the current state is analyzed. This chapter evaluates the enGre 
design and implementaGon process, data apributes that are gathered, and key performance 
measures that have been drawn from these data apributes. AddiGonally, this chapter 
compares the game configuraGon that has been adopted in this study with a comparison 
study (that also relies on the planorm GameBus). The researcher that manages the 
comparison study has been interviewed. 

 Solu.on improvement  ·    Within chapter 14, a potenGal future state is explored. 
Amongst other things, this study aims to evaluate how the effecGveness of the game 
EHV>GO can be improved. This subgoal is achieved by means of a future state analysis that 
yields two specific direcGons for improvement. According to Wieringa (2014), the phase of 
solu7on improvement is not a phase of the research cycle, but rather a process of the phase of 
implementa7on evalua7on. In the interest of clarity, the process of solu7on improvement is 
drawn independently in figure 3.2. According to Wieringa (2014), the process of solu7on 
improvement may be the start of a new iteraGon through the research cycle. 
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PART 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 
& SOLUTION DESIGN 

Man is most nearly himself when he achieves the seriousness of a child at play.   
— Heraclitus  

 This part provides a theoreGcal background in order to gain a deeper understanding of 
serious games & gamificaGon (chapter 4) as well as a definiGon for quality of life (chapter 5). 
AddiGonally, the relaGon between serious games and quality of life in general is explored 
(chapter 6), by means of a systemaGc literature review. Finally, the theoreGcal background is 
translated into a soluGon design (chapter 7). 
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4 An explora3on of the concept of serious games 

 This chapter discusses the importance of playfulness, play and games for humankind. 
First, the beneficial effects of play on intellectual growth and skills are outlined. Thereazer, 
the relaGon among the concepts play and games is described. Subsequently, this chapter 
outlines four defining traits of games in general and explains the moGvaGon of playing games 
using two psychological theories. Finally, to describe the potenGal impact of games on quality 
of life, the concepts of learning through play and playing games are revisited. 

4.1 Playfulness & play 

 Playfulness and play are deeply rooted in human life (Huizinga, 1936). Play refers to "the 
young child's acGviGes characterized by freedom from all but personally imposed rules (which 
are changed at will), by free-wheeling fantasy involvement, and by the absence of any goals 
outside the acGvity itself" (Bepelheim, 1987). All people play, in all cultures and in all Gmes. 
Consequently, play and play theory have been subject of study for a long Gme. 

 The book Homo Ludens by Dutch cultural historian Huizinga (1936) is one of the 
founding studies of play theory. According to Huizinga (1936), play is not just a frivolous 
acGvity. It is a primary category of life and consGtuGve for culture as such. 

 Huizinga (1936) defines play as "a free acGvity standing quite consciously outside 
ordinary life, as being not meant, but at the same Gme absorbing the player intensely and 
uperly. It is an acGvity connected with no material interest, and no profit can be gained by it. 
It proceeds within its own proper boundaries of Gme and space according to fixed rules and in 
an orderly manner. It promotes the formaGon of social groupings which tend to surround 
themselves with secrecy and to stress their differences from the common world by disguise or 
other means." 

 Huizinga's (1936) definiGon of play contains six characterisGcs. First, play is an 
expression of human freedom - a free ac7vity - containing its own course and meaning. Play is 
an interlude in people's daily lives. Second, play is not meant; it refers to an acGvity of just 
pretending. Third, play is immersive in the sense that it is absorbing the player intensely. Play is 
accompanied by a feeling of exultaGon and tension and followed by mirth and relaxaGon. 
Fourth, play is dis7nct from ordinary life both in terms of locaGon and duraGon. Play is 
characterized by specific limits of Gme and space. Fizh, play has its own rules. The rules 
determine what holds in the temporary world described by play. As soon as the rules are 
transgressed the whole play work collapses. Sixth, play creates order into an imperfect, 
confusing world and might bring a temporary sense of perfecGon.  
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4.1.1 Psychology of play – What are the benefits of play? 
 The play drive first appears as infants try to adapt the physical world to their needs. 
Through play, children create new learning experiences, and these self-created experiences 
enable them to acquire social, emoGonal, and intellectual skills they could not acquire in any 
other way (Elkind, 2008). Also Huizinga (1936) argues that play helps to acquire both specific 
skills and insights. According to Huizinga (1936) play is indispensable for the well-being of a 
community and enhances human flexibility to deal with the unexpected. Similarly, Piaget 
(1950) argues that play teaches children, without them being aware, the habits most needed 
for intellectual growth, such as persistence, which is important in all learning. AddiGonally, 
Freud (1920) argues that play is therapeuGc and enables children to deal with their negaGve 
feelings. 

 Nevertheless, adults ozenGmes respond negaGvely to play because they define it as 
simply having fun and, therefore, as a waste of Gme. Although play can be fun, play also 
contributes to the best kind of learning (Elkind, 2008). Hence, play deems to be funcGonal 
since play endorses learning and contributes to cogniGve and social development (Freud, 
1920; Huizinga, 1936; Piaget, 1950; Bepelheim, 1987; Elkind, 2008). Children learn through 
play, and a child's healthy growth is best ensured by supporGng and encouraging the child's 
own self-iniGated learning acGviGes (Elkind, 2008). 

4.2 Playfulness, play & games 

 The terms play and game may seem synonymous. In fact, Huizinga's (1936) six 
characterisGcs of play also seem to describe most games, however, Huizinga does not 
explicitly refer to games as such. According to Huizinga, games might be a "higher form" of 
play (Michael & Chen, 2005). 

 The words play and game refer in fact to broadly disGnguishable stages of development, 
with play relaGng to an earlier stage, game to a more mature one (Bepelheim, 1987). 
Generally speaking, play refers to "the young child's acGviGes characterized by freedom from 
all but personally imposed rules (which are changed at will), by free-wheeling fantasy 
involvement, and by the absence of any goals outside the acGvity itself". Games, however, are 
"usually compeGGve and are characterized by agreed-upon, ozen externally imposed, rules, 
by a requirement to use the implements of the acGvity in the manner for which they are 
intended and not as fancy suggests, and frequently by a goal or purpose outside the acGvity, 
such as winning the game". (Bepelheim, 1987). 

 Similarly, Suits (1990, p. 34) defines a game as "the voluntary apempt to overcome 
unnecessary obstacles". According to Suits (1990, p. 41), "to play a game is to engage in 
acGvity directed towards bringing about a specific state of affairs, using only means permiped 
by rules, where the rules prohibit more efficient in favor of less efficient means, and where 
such rules are accepted just because they make possible such acGvity". McGonigal (2011) 
expands on this definiGon by specifying four disGncGve characterisGcs of games. According to 
McGonigal (2011), games share four defining traits: a goal, rules, a feedback system, and 
voluntary par7cipa7on. 
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 The goal is the specific outcome that players will aim to achieve. The goal focuses 
players' apenGon and provides them with a sense of purpose. Rules place limitaGons on how 
players can achieve that goal. Rules push players to explore previously uncharted possibiliGes, 
unleash creaGvity and foster strategic thinking (McGonigal, 2011). The feedback system tells 
players how close they are to achieving the goal and provides a moGvaGon to keep playing 
(McGonigal, 2011). Voluntary par7cipa7on requires that everyone who is playing the game 
accepts the goal, rules, and feedback. This agreement establishes common ground for 
mulGple people to play together. The freedom to enter or leave a game at will ensures that 
intenGonally stressful and challenging work is experienced as a safe and pleasurable acGvity. 

 These four characterisGcs lack traits ozen menGoned when it comes to games today, 
such as: interacGvity, graphics, narraGve, rewards, compeGGon, or virtual environments. 
Obviously, these features are common for many games, but they are not defining features, 
rather these features are an effort to reinforce and enhance the four core elements. A 
compelling story makes the goal more enGcing; complex scoring metrics make the feedback 
systems more moGvaGng; achievements and levels mulGply the opportuniGes for 
experiencing success; mulGplayer experiences can make the prolonged play more 
unpredictable; immersive virtual environments increase sustained apenGon to the game; and 
algorithms that increase the game's difficulty while playing redefine the goal by introducing 
more challenging rules (McGonigal, 2011). 

4.2.1 Mo[va[on of play – Why do people like to play games? 
 Numerous gamers find joy in playing games, and envision games as some sort of toy. 
Using games as some sort of toy implies that the acGvity itself is intrinsically moGvaGng, 
because it provides fun (Riperfeld et al., 2009). Intrinsically moGvaGng play implies 
persistence of playing and a high likelihood of repeGGve usage (Riperfeld et al., 2009). This 
secGon explains the (intrinsically) moGvaGonal nature of games according to two 
psychological theories: the uses and graGficaGon paradigm advanced by Rosengren (1974), 
and the self-determinaGon theory by Ryan & Deci (2000). 

 Uses and gra.fica.on paradigm (Rosengren, 1974)  ·    The uses and graGficaGon 
paradigm advanced by Rosengren (1974) provides a theoreGcal explanaGon for the study of 
media effects from a systems perspecGve. This paradigm holds that people use media to 
obtain graGficaGons that are related to the individual's needs. Empirical research has shown 
that parGcular video games or genres are indeed chosen to saGsfy specific needs (Sherry, 
Lucas, Greenberg, & Lachlan, 2006; Jansz, Avis, & Vosmeer, 2010). 

 Sherry et al. (2006) set out to develop an understanding of video gameplay experiences 
by invesGgaGng the principal moGvaGons for play and how these moGvaGons relate to the 
amount of gameplay. Jansz et al. (2010) aimed to explored gender differences in players' 
moGvaGons and paperns of playing video games. 

 Jansz et al. (2010) found that video games are played to experience a certain degree of 
control. The virtual world of a game is appealing because it allows players to act as agents 
exerGng control over the game character and its context; although control is never total. 
Players are confronted immediately with the limits of their command when they make a 
mistake. 
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 AddiGonally, video games can be played to fulfill the desire to experience challenge and 
compe77on. Players like to push themselves to apain a higher level of skill and ozen feel a 
need to win or surpass others (Sherry et al., 2006; Jansz et al., 2010). 

 Furthermore, it was found that gaming is apracGve because it allows fantasy to unleash. 
Players engage in a variety of acts that will be difficult, or even impossible, to perform in real 
life (Sherry et al., 2006; Jansz et al., 2010). According to Jansz et al. (2010), players ozen use 
the adventurous game world to test their own behaviors and emoGons; the game comes to 
funcGon as a kind of safe laboratory. 

 As denoted before, people like to play against each other to experience compeGGon; 
but also do they like to play with each other and seek for social interac7on. This is obviously 
the case when people seek to play mulGplayer games online. However, Sherry et al. (2006) 
also show that single player games are ozen played in the company of siblings or friends.  

 Finally, players ozen feel a need to play video games because they seek diversion, using 
the game to take their minds off their usual concerns by doing something completely 
different. Video games are frequently used to avoid stress or responsibiliGes. Respondents 
reported playing video games to fill Gme, relax, escape from stress, or because there is 
nothing else to do (Sherry et al., 2006; Jansz et al. 2010). 

 Self-determina.on theory (Ryan, & Deci, 2000)  ·    According to the self-determinaGon 
theory (Ryan, & Deci, 2000) it holds that human behavior is determined by the interplay of 
three basic psychological needs: autonomy, competence, and relatedness. Autonomy refers to 
the desire to self-organize experience and behavior. Competence is the need for challenge 
and the experience of ones effecGveness. Relatedness refers to the need to experience 
connecGons to other people. 

 Ryan, Rigby, & Przybylski (2006) have established that gaming indeed saGsfies 
autonomy needs. Although control is never total, the virtual world of a game is appealing 
because it allows players to act as agents exerGng control over the game character and its 
context. Competence is saGsfied as well, in parGcular by the challenges included in games. 
Finally, players saGsfy their need for relatedness by engaging themselves with other players. 
The needs autonomy, competence and relatedness seem relevant moGvaGons for game-
usage, since these desires have been found to work as good predictors of persistence in play 
(Ryan et al., 2006). 

 Two psychological theories of mo.va.on compared  ·    When comparing the uses and 
graGficaGons paradigm and self-determinaGon theory, it is easily noGced that self-
determinaGon theory purposefully concentrates on three basic needs, whereas the uses and 
graGficaGon paradigm includes a larger set of moGvaGons, specifically for the use of video 
games. By agglomeraGng moGvaGonal aspects to three basic components, self determinaGon 
theory aims to be applicable to many different situaGons, which increases the theories' 
predicGve power. The uses and graGficaGon paradigm by contrast, is more concerned with 
describing the diversity of needs one seeks to saGsfy when playing a digital game.  

Although the uses and graGficaGons paradigm and self-determinaGon theory differ in terms of 
scope and predicGve power, both theories have a lot in common as well. For instance, the 
need for autonomy in the self-determinaGon theory closely resembles the control moGvaGon 
as described by the uses and graGficaGon paradigm. Similarly, competence is equivalent to 
challenge, and a need for relatedness relates to social interac7on.  
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4.3 Serious games & gamification – Reuniting education and joy 

 Children's play is inseparably associated with learning (Freud, 1920; Huizinga, 1936; 
Piaget, 1950; Bepelheim, 1987; Elkind, 2008). Children explore the world through play, 
extend their skills and competencies, and experiment with possible selves. Only at a later 
point during elementary school do entertainment and learning start to driz apart. "Older 
children may even associate play with being noneducaGonal and learning with being anything 
but enjoyable" (Riperfeld, Cody, & Vorderer, 2009). 

 Media are considered to be a tool that is able to reunite the purpose of entertainment 
and educaGon; most recently in the form of games (Riperfeld et al., 2009). These new type of 
educaGonal games are named serious games. The term serious games was coined by Abt in 
1987. Abt conducted research azer simulaGon games, uGlized for educaGon. This term gained 
interest azer the Serious Games Ini7a7ve was established in 2002 (Riperfeld et al., 2009).  

 A serious game is "a game in which educaGon (in its various forms) is the primary goal, 
rather than entertainment" (Michael & Chen, 2005; Riperfeld et al., 2009). Boyle, Hainey, 
Connolly, Gray, Earp, Op, Lim, Ninaus, Ribeiro, & Pereira (2016) conclude that serious games 
closely relate to games for learning; the terms seem to be used more or less synonymously in 
the literature. 

 AddiGonally, the concept of serious games closely relates to the concept of gamificaiton. 
GamificaGon is "the applicaGon of game design elements and principles in non-game 
contexts" and is applied to engage people (Frissen, Lammes, De Lange, De Mul, & Raessens, 
2015). GamificaGon has been defined as “a process of enhancing services with (moGvaGonal) 
affordances in order to invoke gameful experiences and further behavioral 
outcomes” (Huotari, & Hamari, 2012).  

4.3.1 Effec[veness of serious games 
 Riperfeld et al. (2009) highlight that liple systemaGc research is available to prove that 
game technology provides unique opportuniGes for deep, sustained learning. Also in the uses 
and graGficaGon research by Sherry et al. (2006), respondents did not menGon using video 
games for learning. 

 In response, Connolly, Boyle, MacArthur, Hainey, & Boyle (2012) conducted a 
systemaGc literature review on empirical evidence of the impacts and outcomes of computer 
games and serious games. Boyle et al. (2016) have recently updated the systemaGc literature 
review. Both studies aim to develop a workable classificaGon of empirically tested outcomes 
and impacts of playing games with respect to engagement and learning. 

 Table 4.1 summarizes both of these studies and highlights the number of papers 
addressing different purposes (separate tables of these studies can be read from appendix A). 
The most frequently occurring outcome reported for serious games  was knowledge 
acquisiGon, while entertainment games addressed a broader range of affecGve, behavior 
change, perceptual and cogniGve and physiological outcomes (Boyle et al., 2016). It can be 
concluded that both entertainment and serious games might be used to enable and endorse 
learning - in all its various dynamic forms (Connolly et al., 2012; Boyle et al., 2016). 
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4.3.2 Effec[veness of gamifica[on 
 Hamari, Koivisto, & Sarsa (2014), conducted a systemaGc literature review to determine 
whether gamificaGon does work or not. Hamari et al. (2014) suggest that gamificaGon 
provides posiGve effects, however, the effects are greatly dependent on the context in which 
the gamificaGon is being implemented, as well as on the target audience. Furthermore, 
Hamari et al. (2014) suggest that effects of gamificaGon may not be long-term, but instead 
could be caused due to a novelty effect. Nevertheless, removing gamificaGon might have 
detrimental effects to those users who are sGll engaged by gamificaGon, possibly due to loss 
aversion from losing for instance earned points (Hamari et al., 2014). 

 Of all the studies that were evaluated by Hamari et al. (2014), gamificaGon of educaGon 
was the most common context for the implementaGons. Hamari et al. (2014) conclude that 
“gamificaGon can be applied in an educaGonal context to increase moGvaGon and 
engagement in learning tasks”,  although, negaGve outcomes such as increased compeGGon 
and task evaluaGon difficulGes, have to be accounted for. 

Table 4.1  ·    Number of studies addressing different purposes by the learning and behavioral 
outcomes of the game  ·    Adapted from Connolly et al. (2012) and Boyle et al. (2016)

Outcome of playing Entertainment game Serious game

AffecGve 41 12

Behavior change 22 9

Perceptual & cogniGve 25 16

Knowledge acquisiGon 8 71

Physiological 27 0

Skill 3 15

Soz & social skills 12 10

Total 138 132
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5 An explora3on of the concept quality of life 

 Empirical research on serious games and gamificaGon reports promising outcomes, 
suggesGng that posiGve results tend to be achieved (Connolly et al., 2012; Boyle et al., 2016; 
Hamari et al., 2014). Yet, it remains unclear how serious games and gamifica=on affect quality of 
life. First, this chapter provides a definiGon for quality of life and associated terms. Second, 
the impact of games and gamificaGon on quality of life is evaluated in chapter 6, by means of 
a systemaGc literature review. 

 Leidelmeijer, & Van Kamp (2004) constructed a conceptual framework and demarcaGon 
of concepts related to environmental quality and livability. The research describes quality of 
life as life sa7sfac7on (Diener, 1995, as cited in Leidelmeijer, & Van Kamp, 2004), and happy life 
expectancy (Veenhoven, 1996, as cited in Leidelmeijer, & Van Kamp, 2004). A more formal 
definiGon is given by Szalai (1980, as cited in Leidelmeijer, & Van Kamp, 2004), who refers to 
quality of life as "the degree of excellence or saGsfactory character of life. A person's 
existenGal state, well-being, or saGsfacGon with life [...] is determined on the one hand by 
exogenous (objecGve) facts and factors of his life and on the other hand by the endogenous 
(subjective) perception and assessment he has of these facts and factors, of life and of himself". 

 In summary, Szalai (1980, as cited in Leidelmeijer, & Van Kamp, 2004) states that a 
person's quality of life is determined by external factors and the person's own percepGon of 
these factors. Since external factors affect saGsfacGon with life, this definiGon emphasizes the 
importance of environmental quality. Lansing & Marans (1969, as cited in Leidelmeijer, & Van 
Kamp, 2004) define an environment of high quality as "an environment that conveys a sense 
of well-being and saGsfacGon to its populaGon through characterisGcs that may be physical, 
social or symbolic". 

 The interplay between the physical, social or symbolic environment and a persons's 
judgement of quality of this environment is not only captured in the term quality of life, but is 
also captured in the term livability. Pacione (1990, as cited in Leidelmeijer, & Van Kamp, 2004), 
defines livability as "a quality that is not an apribute inherent in the environment but a 
behavior related funcGon of the interacGon between environmental characterisGcs and 
person characterisGcs". 

 Similarly to the term quality of life, the term livability outlines the importance of 
external factors and a person's percepGon of those factors. Quality of life and livability closely 
relate, although some subtle disGncGons exist. First, livability is only a funcGon of a person's 
percepGons of external factors, whereas quality of life is a sum of both objecGve and 
subjecGve judgements of environmental quality. In addiGon, livability mainly concentrates on 
the current situaGon, whereas quality of life also includes expectancies of future well-being. 

 However, quality of life, as opposed to livability, includes a prospect on future livability. 
A posiGve prospect on livability is named sustainability. Sustainability is defined as 'long term 
livability' (Flores, Pickep, Zipperer, Pouyat & Pirani, 2000, as cited in Leidelmeijer, & Van 
Kamp, 2004), "a community's ability to develop and/or maintain a high quality of life in the 
present in a way that provides for the same in the future" (Shafer, Lee & Turner, 2000), and "a 
global process of development that minimizes the use of environments resources and reduces 
the impact on environmental sinks using processes that simultaneously improve economy and 
the quality of life" (United NaGons, 1987, as cited in Leidelmeijer, & Van Kamp, 2004). 
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 Quality of life from a human ecological perspec.ve  ·    In figure 5.1, Shafer, Lee & 
Turner (2000) propose a model that portrays the interplay between quality of life, livability, 
sustainability and the external factors from a human ecological perspecGve. 

 Shafer, Lee & Turner (2000) model all external factors according to the People, Planet, 
Prosperity paradigm, that was outlined first by Elkington in 1994. This paradigm – also named 
the triple boSom line paradigm – holds that a community's ulGmate value or quality can and 
should be measured not just by economic performance, but also by its social, ethical and 
environmental impact (Norman & MacDonald, 2004). AddiGonally, Shafer, Lee & Turner (2000) 
explicitly model the interacGons between people, planet and prosperity, to portray how the 
concepts livability and sustainability relate to quality of life (Leidelmeijer, & Van Kamp, 2004). 

 The model for quality of life by Shafer, Lee & Turner (2000) is a cornerstone in this 
research and serves as a departure point for the systemaGc literature review, chapter 6. 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Figure 5.1  ·    A conceptual model of factors that contribute to community quality of life from 
a human ecological perspec=ve  ·    Adapted from Shafer et al. (2000)
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6 Rela3on between serious games and quality of life 

6.1 Research goal 

 This chapter presents a systemaGc literature review that is performed to explore how 
serious games affect users’ quality of life. This review applies the search protocol as proposed 
by Kitchenham, & Charters (2007). Adhering to these systemaGc guidelines, ensures that this 
literature review is reproducible. The goal of this systemaGc literature review is to explore the 
relaGon between serious games (and gamificaGon) and quality of life in general. 

 > Research ques7on R0  · How do serious games and gamifica=on affect quality of life? 

6.2 Search strategy 

 This secGon describes the applied search strategy, to ensure that this systemaGc 
literature review is reproducible. This secGon describes search terms, sources and search 
results. 

6.2.1 Search terms & keywords 
 The most relevant keywords for this systemaGc literature review are 'serious game(s)' and 
'quality of life’. Nevertheless, inclusion of keyword variants is necessary to ensure that all 
relevant literature is captured. Keyword variants are idenGfied from literature. Moreover, the 
synonyms for the term serious game are extracted from the work of Boyle et al. (2016), and 
synonyms for the term quality of life are extract from the studies by Shafer et al. (2000) and 
Leidelmeijer, & Van Kamp (2004). In table 6.1, a concise summary of keywords is presented. 

 Keywords related to 'serious game(s)'  ·    According to Boyle et al. (2016), the term 
serious game and game for learning are used synonymously in literature. In this systemaGc 
literature review, the term game for learning has been translated into the keywords 
'educaGonal game' and 'game-based learning'. Inclusion of the term 'game for learning' as a 
keyword did not lead to differenGated results. 

 Effects on quality of life that are found by applicaGon of game principles in a non-
gaming se{ng, rather than by a standalone game, are also deemed relevant for this research. 
Hence, also the term 'gamifica7on' has been included as a keyword. GamificaGon is "the 
applicaGon of game design elements and principles in non-game contexts" and is applied to 
engage people (Frissen et al., 2015). GamificaGon has been defined as “a process of enhancing 
services with (moGvaGonal) affordances in order to invoke gameful experiences and further 
behavioral outcomes” (Huotari, & Hamari, 2012). 

 By contrast, the term 'game' was excluded as a keyword, since this research focuses on 
substanGated impacts of games on quality of life, rather than on unexpected educaGonal 
outcomes from games that are primarily deployed for entertainment. 

 Keywords related to 'quality of life'  ·    The term well-being is included as a keyword 
since this word is someGmes used as synonym for quality of life (Szalai, 1980, as cited in 
Leidelmeijer, & Van Kamp, 2004). AddiGonally, the antecedents livability (or liveability), 
sustainability and environmental quality have been included as keywords as well. 
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6.2.2 Sources & databases 
 All 109 databases that are part of the library of Eindhoven University of Technology are 
included in this review. This ensures a wide coverage of research fields, as well as availability 
of full text documents from the library of Eindhoven University of Technology. 

6.2.3 Search results 
 Since this research is prone to a rigid Gmeframe, only the research Gtle, abstract and 
subject terms of studies are searched for keywords. A full-text search idenGfying studies that 
include a keyword related to serious games and quality of life in any part of the document 
returns 60,413 results, which is too much to evaluate with the resources given and within the 
given Gmeframe. 

 Furthermore, the search for literature is narrowed down further based on language, 
since the literature has to be wripen in English. AddiGonally, the study has to be published 
azer 2002, because research on serious games flourished azer the Serious Games Ini7a7ve 
was established in 2002 (Riperfeld et al., 2009). Nevertheless, applicaGon of this criterion 
might be obsolete, since all relevant studies are published azer 2002.  

 The search strategy found a total of 51 studies and is summarized in table 6.2. When 
the keyword 'sustainability' was excluded, only 24 results were found. In appendix B a 
comprehensive list of literature can be read. 

Table 6.1  ·    Keyword synonyms and variants

Outcome of playing Synonym(s) or closely related concepts

serious game educaGonal game, game-based learning, gamificaGon

quality of life well-being, livability (or liveability), sustainability, environmental 
quality

Table 6.2  ·    Search results

Database Focus

Search query ( (TitleCombined:( ((serious game*) OR ("educaGonal game*") OR 
("game-based learning") OR (gamificaGon)) AND (("quality of life") 
OR (well-being) OR (livability) OR (liveability) OR (sustainability) OR 
("environmental quality")) )) OR (Abstract:( ((serious game*) OR 
("educaGonal game*") OR ("game-based learning") OR 
(gamificaGon)) AND (("quality of life") OR (well-being) OR (livability) 
OR (liveability) OR (sustainability) OR ("environmental quality")) )) ) 
AND (SubjectTerms:( ((serious game*) OR ("educaGonal game*") OR 
("game-based learning") OR (gamificaGon)) )) 1

PublicaGon types Book, book chapter, conference proceeding, journal arGcle

PublicaGon years 2002 – 2017

Search in Title, abstract, subject terms

Language filter English

Unique results 51

 1   Note that the keyword 'serious game*' is not wriDen in between double quotes to ensure phrases as 'serious online 
   game' or 'serious video game' are included in the search results as well.
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6.3 Selection strategy 

 This secGon describes the selecGon criteria that have been applied to construe a short 
list of literature. SelecGon of literature is done by evaluaGng the research Gtle, abstract and 
keywords. The results of the selecGon strategy are presented in appendix C. 

 Since this systemaGc literature review is focused on substanGated impacts of serious 
games on quality of life, only empirical evidence has been selected. AddiGonally, the selected 
research arguably has to adhere to the model for quality of life by Shafer, Lee & Turner (2000), 
although this criterion is more subjecGve of nature. Due to its subjecGve nature, the last 
selecGon criterion is ideally applied by mulGple researchers (Kitchenham, & Charters, 2007). 
Nevertheless, this systemaGc literature review is performed individually. 

 Selected studies  ·    Eventually, a total of 10 studies has been selected, see appendix C. 

6.4 Extraction strategy 

 To increase understanding of the specific game that is researched in a selected paper, 
the research field and a general game descripGon are presented. To further increase 
understanding of a specific game and to prove the empirical nature of a study, the target 
audience as well as the user test details are disclosed. To outline the adherence to the model 
for quality of life as presented by Shafer, Lee & Turner (2000), the perspecGve on quality of 
life of the selected paper is described. To evaluate the relaGon between a specific game as 
researched in a selected paper and the construct quality of life, the generic game purpose and 
outcomes of the research are described. 

 The outcomes of this extracGon strategy are presented in the synthesis. The body text 
of the synthesis focusses on idenGfying the relaGon between serious games and quality of 
life. Appendix C summarizes what studies have been selected based on the extracGon criteria 
as described in this secGon. 

6.5 Synthesis 

 The selected studies can roughly be categorized into the research fields sustainable 
development, and health & well-being. A concise summary of selected studies based on the 
extracGon strategy as described in the previous secGon can be read from appendix D. 

 Research on sustainable development  ·    Almost every selected study from the 
research field sustainable development evaluates its impact based on both social, 
environmental, and economic outcomes. Hence, almost every selected study from this 
research field adopts the model for quality of life as proposed by Shafer et al. (2000). 
According to Antle, Tanenbaum, Bevans, Seaborn, & Wang (2011), sustainable development 
requires understanding of "the views of different stakeholders, and awareness of the complex 
trade-offs involved in preserving the environment and developing faciliGes to support a 
growing populaGon". Only the research by Cheah, Wei, & Mohamad, (2013) does not evaluate 
prosperity, but rather focusses on people and planet, since the research only evaluates the 
social and environmental impact of polluGon. 
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 Raising awareness on sustainability issues is among the most frequently menGoned 
outcomes of the selected studies that relate to the field of sustainable development. Antle et 
al. (2011) designed a game that enhances people’s awareness of the complexity of sustainable 
development planning for an urban area. Similarly, Lameras, Petridis, & Dunwell (2014) found 
that their game raises awareness on sustainability issues for public construcGons relevant to 
engineering and architectural disciplines. Schulze, MarGn, Finger, Henzen, Lindner, Pietzsch, 
Werntze, Zander, & Seppelt (2015) found that their game sGmulates discussion and reflecGon 
on 'potenGal realiGes’. Cheah et al. (2013) argue that their game raises awareness on the 
social impact of polluGon and could possibly moGvate players to protect the universe from 
polluGon. 

 Also educaGon is frequently outlined as a purpose of serious games and gamificaGon. 
Antle et al. (2011) argue that their game can effecGvely engage the public in learning about 
the complexity of sustainability development. Similarly, Cheah et al. (2013), Lameras et al. 
(2014) and Schulze et al. (2015), argue that serious games are a useful tool for accumulaGng, 
consolidaGng and extending knowledge in sustainability within an educaGonal environment.  

 Finally, it is concluded that serious games can be applied to teach more specific skills 
and knowledge, since serious game possibly sGmulates an ac7on-to-knowledge learning mode 
(Schulze et al., 2015). Cheah et al. (2013) show that their game can parGcularly be useful to 
improve decision making skills, specifically on cause-effect relaGonships and prevenGve 
acGons. Pierce, & Madani (2013) argue that their game serves as a useful educaGonal tool to 
teach about common pool resources and Duin, Pourabdollahian, Thoben, & Taisch, (2013) 
show that their game has the potenGal to be an effecGve learning method for teaching life 
cycle assessment. 

 Research on health & well-being  ·    The studies from the research field health & well-
being take a more people-oriented perspecGve on quality of life, rather than evaluaGng 
environmental and economic impact as well. 

 Most studies in the field of health & well-being focus on increasing moGvaGon and 
overall enjoyment of performing an acGvity. Buchem, Merceron, Kreutel, Haesner, & Steinert, 
(2015) show that their game increases moGvaGon of senior parGcipants to focus on a physical 
training program and contributes to an overall enjoyable experience. Both Hall, Kimbrough, 
Haas, Weinhardt, & Caton (2012) and Hall, Glanz, Caton, & Weinhardt, (2013) conclude that 
gamificaGon can be successfully applied to moGvate users to daily reflect their well-being, 
while providing truthful data. Schickler, Pryss, Reichert, Schobel, Langguth, & Schlee, (2016) 
argue that moGvaGon of paGents suffering from noise cancelling brain disorder (Gnnitus) can 
be significantly increased by using serious games instead of convenGonal training procedures. 

6.6 Conclusion & discussion 

 This systemaGc literature review evaluates how serious games and gamificaGon affect 
quality of life. The selected empirical studies show that serious games and gamificaGon might 
be used to create awareness and are valuable tools for educaGonal purposes. Using serious 
games to impact sustainable development can benefit from the educaGonal and arousing 
characterisGcs of serious games, since communicaGon, cooperaGon, informaGon disclosure 
and social learning are important factors in promoGng a shiz towards sustainable resource 
use (Pierce, & Madani, 2013). 
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 AddiGonally, serious games and gamificaGon seem valuable tools to increase 
engagement in acGviGes that improve quality of life. Increasing moGvaGon and engagement 
may be criGcal to improve quality of life, since levels of moGvaGon and enjoyment are criGcal 
for adherence to training and learning effects (Schickler et al., 2016). 

 Nevertheless, the validity of the evaluated studies seems moderate, because samples 
include close relaGves of the authors (i.e. FaceBook friends) and/or students, that might have 
have a parGcular interest in the result of the study. Also, it should be noted that the 
comprehensiveness of the systemaGc literature review seems debatable, because an 
evaluaGon of research Gtle, abstract and subject terms is chosen over a full-text search, and 
since the encompassing character of search terms, parGcularly with respect to quality of life, 
seems doubnul. 

 In a future systemaGc literature review it is recommended to adopt a full-text search 
strategy. A full-text search idenGfying studies that include a keyword related to serious games 
and quality of life in any part of the document returns 60,413 results. Nevertheless, one might 
add a second condiGon that forces a keyword related to serious games and gamificaGon to be 
present the subject terms of a study. This results in idenGficaGon of 357 studies. SGll, this 
number of studies would be too extensive to evaluate with the resources given and within the 
given Gmeframe. 

 Furthermore, it is advised to reevaluate the keywords that have been applied to 
scavenge for literature. A remarkable vacant keyword is ‘health’. The keyword health has not 
been included in the search strategy, since health-related research might apply to a specific 
target audience only, i.e. the research by Schickler, et al. (2016) that aims to train suppression 
of noise cancelling brain disorder for Gnnitus paGents. In hindsight, inclusion of the keyword 
health could have been beneficial, since the term seems to be used as a synonym for well-
being and quality of life in literature. 
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7 Solu3on design – the game EHV>GO 

7.1 Solution requirements 

 The municipality of Eindhoven (i.e. the client) commissioned this research to explore the 
effecGveness of a game and its impact on quality of life of local ciGzens. Therefore a game is 
designed that empowers end users to improve their quality of life and targets people who live 
or work in the city of Eindhoven. The game is designed within a Gmeframe of 4 weeks, on a 
budget of €500,- sponsored by the municipality of Eindhoven. Hence, designing a game from 
scratch would not be realisGc. Instead, available resources are efficiently employed, based on 
a decomposiGon of the goal of the game. 

 DecomposiGon of the goal (i.e. to empower end users to improve their quality of life) 
implies that end users are provided with a tool to improve specific antecedents of quality of 
life. Self-directed improvement of quality of life implies that one has to adopt certain behavior 
and perform certain acGviGes. Hence, a simulaGon game does not seem appropriate. Closer 
examinaGon of the studies that are evaluated in chapter 6 reveals that only the game 
proposed by Buchem, Merceron, Kreutel, Haesner, & Steinert, (2015) requires actual (not 
virtual) behavior and acGviGes. 

 The research by Buchem et al. (2015) aims to support improvement of bodily funcGons 
of elderly people using wearables. Buchem et al. (2015) show that their game increases 
moGvaGon of senior parGcipants to focus on a physical training program and contributes to an 
overall enjoyable experience. Although the game designed for this research is not primarily 
intended to target the elderly, and will not include wearables due to a constrained budget, the 
concept of providing a game to sustain focus on a parGcular set of acGviGes is adopted. 

 AddiGonally, Buchem et al. (2015) implemented baples and challenges (digital 
compeGGons) as elements of gamificaGon design. For example, their game allows users to 
compare the number of steps they made with others. The implementaGon of challenges 
makes sense, also because both the uses and gra7fica7on paradigm and self-determina7on 
theory, advocate that compeGGon in games is intrinsically moGvaGng, see secGon 4.2.1. In 
order to push parGcipants to feel a need to win, prizes are awarded. 

 Buchem et al. (2015) implemented their game to promote adopGon of a certain physical 
training program. Hence, besides requesGng parGcipants to perform a certain acGvity, the 
researchers also promoted a training program. Also for the game that is designed, the concept 
of recommending specific acGviGes and events that demand behavior that potenGally 
improves quality of life is adopted. 

 Further decomposiGon of the goal reveals that the client demands an empirical proof of 
concept (presented in part 3). In order to empirically evaluate whether engagement in the 
game empowers end users to percepGbly improve their quality of life, data has to be 
gathered. This data on evaluaGon of antecedents of quality of life could be gathered based on 
self-reports. Closer examinaGon of the studies that are evaluated in chapter 6 reveals two 
studies that focus on self-reports in parGcular. Both Hall, Kimbrough, Haas, Weinhardt, & 
Caton (2012) and Hall, Glanz, Caton, & Weinhardt, (2013) conclude that gamificaGon can be 
successfully applied to moGvate users to daily reflect their well-being, while providing truthful 
data. The concept of ‘enforcing’ people to share self-reports as part of the game is adopted. 
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 Besides that the arGfact that is designed has to be a game that empowers users to 
improve their quality of life, soluGon design has to: 

1. SGmulate actual (not virtual) behavior and acGviGes that improve quality of life. 

2. Implement challenges to intrinsically moGvate users to perform certain acGviGes. 
3. Award the best-performant users. 
4. Recommend specific acGviGes and events that demand desired behavior. 

5. ‘Enforce’ people to share self-reports as part of the challenges. 

7.2 The platform GameBus 

 A resource that is parGcularly applicable to fulfill the requirements within the given Gme 
constraint and budget is the applicaGon GameBus. The applicaGon GameBus has been 
developed by Eindhoven University of Technology. The applicaGon encourages and rewards 
families and friends to stay acGve socially, mentally and physically through specific challenges. 
The game empowers you as an individual or as part of a team (i.e. of family members, 
colleagues, or classmates) to earn experience points by performing healthy acGviGes. The goal 
of the game is to collect more experience points than other individuals or teams. 

 A challenge records what healthy acGviGes yield experience points. Primarily, the game 
is designed to reward social, mental and physical acGviGes. However, players are allowed to 
create custom challenges, and hence can also decide themselves what acGviGes should be 
rewarded. For example: whenever you – as an avid sportsman – go for a run, or whenever 
your team member - who enjoys brain training games - plays a game of Sudoku, GameBus 
translates any of your team's healthy efforts into virtual experience points (XP). As a result, 
GameBus allows users to perform the acGviGes they enjoy truly as an individual in such a way 
that they are part of an integrated social interacGon (SCOPE, 2015). 

 In order to claim experience points, users have to prove that they engaged in a specific 
healthy acGvity. This "proof of acGvity" comes from data that is either provided by external 
(health-related) applicaGons (i.e. a third-party step counter tracking your daily number of 
steps), or the GameBus applicaGon itself (i.e. a photograph of you doing physical exercise in 
the gym). Hence, the game connects with exisGng (health-related) applicaGons, and provides a 
planorm to translate inputs from other applicaGons into a personal score, depending on the 
dynamic game rules (SCOPE, 2015). 

 GameBus as a mo.va.on to improve quality of life  ·    Within this pilot, individuals are 
empowered to improve their PosiGve Health and decrease their Ecological Footprint as 
antecedents of quality of life, also see secGon 9.1. Originally, the planorm GameBus is used to 
moGvate families to improve their health and well-being. For example: your grandparents earn 
experience points by finishing their favorite brain training game, you earn experience points 
by working out physically, and your siblings earn experience points by playing a game of 
soccer with friends. All together you and your family play the games you enjoy truly as an 
individual, and you unite as a team to compete against other families in the neighborhood. 
Within this research, the effecGveness of this concept is evaluated among early adopters, not 
teams, also see secGon 2.3. 
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7.3 Game configuration 

 The game EHV>GO is played using the planorm GameBus and is supported through a 
website (separated and independent from the planorm GameBus). The planorm GameBus is 
used to host game challenges, while the website is used to engage (potenGal) parGcipants and 
collect user data, see appendix E. 

7.3.1 Design process 
 The game is developed in consultaGon with a focus group of the municipality of 
Eindhoven (Kernteam Slimme en Gezonde Stad) and a service provider (GameBus). The design 
process included two brainstorm sessions among the client and service provider. The design 
process adopts the recommendaGon of McGonigal (2011, p. 14) to create unconvenGonal 
partnerships, so that game researchers and game developers can work with engineers, policy 
makers and execuGves to harness the power of games. 

7.3.2 Game challenges design 
 The game challenges are developed in consultaGon with a focus group at the client side 
(Kernteam Slimme en Gezonde Stad) and are designed to affect the people and planet 
dimensions of the model for quality of life as proposed by Shafer et al. (2000). The acGviGes 
that yield experience points are distributed over two challenges that 1) sGmulate to improve 
bodily funcGons, 2) promote ecological friendly commuGng, and 3) trigger social behavior. In 
both challenges, no disGncGon in allocaGon of experience points has been made between 
different user roles. 

 The challenge "Bewegen, Begrijpen, Bewust" has been offered twice (from 03/04/2017 
to 30/04/2016 and from 01/05/2017 to 28/05/2017); the challenge "Groen & Slim, Blauw & 
Gezond" has been offered once  (from 01/05/2017 to 28/05/2017). From 03/04/2017 to 
30/04/2016 only one challenge has been offered in order not to overload parGcipants, also 
see appendix F and appendix G.  

 Challenge 1: Bewegen, Begrijpen, Bewust (Move Consciously)  ·    Primarily, this 
challenges aims to encourage users to improve their bodily funcGons. AddiGonally, ecological 
friendly commuGng is promoted by moGvaGng users to walk and bike. Table 7.1 provides an 
overview of all specific acGviGes that were rewarded during this challenge. 

 The number of experience points rewarded for the physical acGviGes (walking, cycling 
and working-out) are determined using the Metabolic Equivalent of Task (MET), see appendix 
H. The MET is a physiological measure expressing the energy cost of physical acGviGes and is 
defined as the rate of energy consumpGon during a specific physical acGvity. The number of 
experience points rewarded for the remaining acGviGes are determined in consultaGon with a 
focus group at the client side. 

 Challenge 2: Groen & Slim, Blauw & Gezond (Green & Smart, Blue & Healthy)  ·    
Primarily, this challenge aims to sGmulate users to commute ecological friendly. AddiGonally, 
improvement of bodily funcGons is sGmulated by moGvaGng users to bike and go for a lunch 
hike. Table 7.2 provides an overview of all specific acGviGes that were rewarded during this 
challenge. The number of experience points rewarded for the acGviGes are determined in 
consultaGon with a focus group at the client side. 
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Table 7.1  ·    Rewarded ac7vi7es of challenge 1

Ac;vity Proof of engagement in ac;vity XP 
(apply for all roles)

Walking

501 — 2500 daily steps External applicaGon, i.e. Moves + 2

2501 — 5000 daily steps External applicaGon, i.e. Moves + 4

5001 - 7500 daily steps External applicaGon, i.e. Moves + 6

> 7500 daily steps External applicaGon, i.e. Moves + 8

Cycling

501 — 2500 daily meters by bike External applicaGon, i.e. Moves + 4

2501 — 5000 daily meters by bike External applicaGon, i.e. Moves + 8

5001 — 7500 daily meters by bike External applicaGon, i.e. Moves + 12

> 7500 daily meters by bike External applicaGon, i.e. Moves + 16

Doing sports: running, working-out, swimming, etc.

6 — 15 daily acGve minutes Photo, or external applicaGon, i.e. Moves + 4

16 — 30 daily acGve minutes Photo, or external applicaGon, i.e. Moves + 8

31 — 45 daily acGve minutes Photo, or external applicaGon, i.e. Moves + 12

> 45 daily acGve minutes Photo, or external applicaGon, i.e. Moves + 16

Miscellaneous

 Bonus points: sporGng together Photo + 4

Encouraging athletes Photo + 1

Sharing progress with #EHVGO Social media + 1

Table 7.2  ·    Rewarded ac7vi7es of challenge 2

Ac;vity Proof of engagement in ac;vity XP 
(apply for all roles)

Eco-friendly commuGng

> 1001 daily meters by bike External applicaGon, i.e. Moves + 10

> 35 “driving points” External applicaGon, i.e. Flo + 7

Bodily movement & social skills

Lunch hiking Photo + 5

Lunch hiking together Photo + 8

Miscellaneous

ParGcipaGng in a "green" organized event Photo + 10

Sharing progress with #EHVGO Social media + 1
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7.3.3 Highlighted events & organized ac[vi[es 
 During the game EHV>GO, specific events are suggested to the parGcipants, to fulfill 
the fourth requirement. The highlighted events also 1) sGmulate improvement of bodily 
funcGons, 2) promote ecological friendly commuGng, and/or 3) trigger social behavior. See 
appendix F and appendix G for an overview. 

7.3.4 Awards & prizes 
 The best-performant users are given the perspecGve to win an appealing prize, in order 
to saGsfy the third requirement.  Awards are sponsored by the municipality of Eindhoven 
(budget of € 500,-, also see appendix I). ParGcipants with more than 120 experience points 
for  two out of three challenges had a chance to win an acGvity tracker (1x FitBit Charge 2) or 
drinking bople (2x Dopper). 

 Each parGcipant that earned more than 120 experience points in two out of three 
challenges is included in a drawing of lots at the award ceremony. The cut-off of 120 
experience points has been determined in consultaGon with a focus group at the client side. A 
total of 120 experience points can be achieved by accomplishing a reasonable number of 
acGviGes, also see appendix H. 
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PART 3 

SOLUTION VALIDATION 

Work and play are words used to describe the same thing under differing condi=ons. 
— Mark Twain  

 This part aims to evaluate whether engagement in the game EHV>GO empowers end 
users to percepGbly improve their quality of life, by means of a empirical research. This 
quanGtaGve part describes a quasi-experimental study that evaluates six antecedents of 
quality of life. 
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8 Introduc3on to the empirical research 

 From the systemaGc literature review as presented in chapter 6 it is concluded that 
serious games and gamificaGon can be valuable tools to increase engagement in acGviGes that 
improve quality of life. This part evaluates whether these potenGal outcomes also prove in 
pracGce for the concept game EHV>GO. 

8.1 Research question 

 This empirical research is conducted to evaluate whether the game EHV>GO empowers 
users to improve their quality of life, hence the following research quesGon: 

 > Research ques7on R1  · Does engagement in the game EHV>GO empower end users to  
           percep=bly improve their quality of life? 

8.2 Scope 

 This empirical research evaluates the concept game EHV>GO as implemented between 
06/03/2017 and 25/06/2017, among early adopters, also see secGon 2.3. 

8.3 Hypothesis & prediction 

 The game aims to empower users to improve their PosiGve Health and decrease their 
Ecological Footprint, also see chapter 7. Based on these antecedents of quality of life and the 
literature review as presented in part two, the following proposiGons are tested: 

 > Proposi7on A1  · The game EHV>GO empowers users to improve their individual    
         quality of life. 

 > Proposi7on B1  · The game EHV>GO empowers users to improve their Posi=ve Health. 

 > Proposi7on B2  · The game EHV>GO empowers users to improve their bodily func=ons. 

 > Proposi7on B3  · The game EHV>GO empowers users to improve their social life. 

 > Proposi7on C1  · The game EHV>GO empowers users to decrease their Ecological Footprint. 

 > Proposi7on C2  · The game EHV>GO empowers users to decrease their Ecological Footprint 
         due to daily commu=ng. 
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 Figure 8.1 summarizes the proposiGons that are tested (in blue). Whether the game 
EHV>GO moGvates to improve quality of life and its antecedents is not explicitly tested 
staGsGcally, rather the effecGveness of the game is evaluated in part 4. For the empirical 
research, it has been assumed that the game provides moGvaGon based on the theoreGcal 
background as provided in chapter 4.  
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9 Empirical research methodology 

 To determine whether the game EHV>GO actually empowers users to improve their 
quality of life, evidence is obtained from self-reflecGve surveys as well as game acGvity data. 
The health status and Ecological Footprint of both a control group and experimental group is 
measured before and azer the intervenGon. 

 This research uGlizes a quasi-experimental design, because random assignment of 
parGcipants could have potenGally harmed external validity of the study due to the low 
number of parGcipants in general. Random assignment of parGcipants would mean that the 
experimental group is devoted to engage in the serious game. Since voluntary par7cipa7on is a 
defining threat of any game (McGonigal, 2011), this would mean that subjects in the 
experimental group are free to decide whether to engage in the game or not. PotenGally, 
freedom of choice of the experimental group to engage in the game may have dramaGcally 
lowered the number of subjects actually parGcipaGng in the game. On the other hand, forcing 
the experimental group to engage in the game would have violated voluntary par7cipa7on - a 
defining threat that any game possesses (McGonigal, 2011). 

 ConsequenGally, anyone interested in the game EHV>GO was given the freedom of 
choice to engage in the game or not, resulGng in a non-random control group and a non-
random experimental group (a non-equivalent control group design). This design weakens 
internal validity since both groups are not similar: subjects in the experimental group are 
obviously more moGvated to engage in a game, and hence the effecGveness of the game 
might be overesGmated. 

 Apart from potenGal sample selec7on biases, this research design is prone to 
contamina7on effects. ContaminaGon occurs when informaGon about the experiment is 
communicated between groups of parGcipants, which may lead to resentment, rivalry, or 
diffusion of treatment (Fife-Schaw, 2006). Since some parGcipants have chosen not to engage 
in the game - and hence be part of the control group - while living under the same roof with 
parGcipants who did engage in the game - and hence were part of the experimental group - 
the experimental and control group might have influenced each other in some way. 

 Furthermore, this research design is prone to the Hawthorne effect, which occurs when 
people's behavior changes simply because they believe someone (i.e., researchers, persons in 
authority) is interested in them (Fife-Schaw, 2006). AddiGonally, this research design is prone 
to selec7on–matura7on interac7on. Hence, group differences may arise out of differenGal rates 
of maturaGon - i.e. the experimental group might contain proporGonately more high ability 
respondents - rather than exposure to the game EHV>GO (Fife-Schaw, 2006). 

 Finally, this research design is prone to the observer-expectancy effect, which is a 
significant threat to a study's internal validity. This bias causes the researcher to 
subconsciously influence the parGcipants of an experiment. AddiGonally, the confirmaGon 
bias might cause incorrect interpretaGons of results, because of the tendency of the 
researcher to look for informaGon that confirms the hypothesis. 
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9.1 Performance measurements 

 Quality of life is defined as a high-level societal concept: it might take a while before a 
change is noGceable at this level. As antecedents of quality of life, PosiGve Health and 
Ecological Footprint of all parGcipants is measured before and azer the intervenGon. All 
survey instruments are provided in Dutch language. 

9.1.1 Posi[ve Health 
 Since 1948 the World Health OrganizaGon defines health as "a state of complete 
physical, mental and social well-being and not merely the absence of disease or 
infirmity" (WHO, 2006). According to Huber et al. (2011), this definiGon is outdated, as 
populaGons age and the papern of illnesses changes. Huber et al. (2016) take a disrupGve 
approach on health called Posi7ve Health, which is defined as "the ability to adapt and to self-
manage in the face of social, physical, and emoGonal challenges". 

 As opposed to the definiGon of health by the World Health OrganizaGon, the definiGon 
by Huber et al. (2016) explicitly supports the ideology that the game EHV>GO aims to spread. 
More precisely, the game EHV>GO aims to empower users to improve their quality of life and 
hence support users' self-management in the face of social, physical, and emoGonal 
challenges. Consequently, parGcipants' health status is measured using all six dimensions of 
PosiGve Health as proposed by Huber et al. (2016). This dynamic ideology is accompanied by 
a survey instrument (available at hpp://iposiGvehealth.com) which evaluates perceived 
indicators of health in order to make health a measurable construct. ParGcipants rated their 
agreement on an 11-point Likert-scale, (0 = strongly disagree, 10 = strongly agree). 

 Since the ideology of PosiGve Health is rather new, its survey instrument is not yet a 
validated research tool. AlternaGvely, parGcipants' health status could have been measured 
using the SF-36 Health Survey. Nevertheless, the PosiGve Health survey instrument has been 
adopted since this instrument also explicitly measures quality of life of individuals. 

9.1.2 Ecological Footprint 
 The Ecological Footprint is a measure that quanGfies the ecological impact of humanity. 
According to Wackernagel et al. (2002) the Ecological Footprint is measured as “the area of 
biologically producGve land and water required to produce the resources consumed and to 
assimilate the wastes generated by humanity, under the predominant management and 
producGon pracGces in any given year”. The Global Footprint Network developed a survey 
instrument to determine an individual's Ecological Footprint. The Ecological Footprint is 
expressed in hectares: a five-hectare Ecological Footprint means that an individual uses all of 
the services produced in a year by five hectares of world-average producGve land (Ewing, 
2010). 

 The Dutch version of the survey instrument is available on the website of the World 
Wildlife Fund (hpp://voetafdruktest.wnf.nl) and has been updated in 2008. The survey 
instrument measures ecological impact in four dimension: 1) home & household, 2) food, 3) 
lifestyle, 4) travel & mobility. An alternaGve survey instrument to measure ecological impact 
developed by Jan Juffermans has been evaluated. This survey instrument has been classified 
as inadequate, because this instrument does not explicitly measure the impact of travel & 
mobility. 
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9.2 Data analysis 

 A descripGve analysis as well as a linear regression analysis are performed to test the 
proposiGons as outlined in secGon 7.3. Prior to these analysis, the internal consistency of 
scales is evaluated and a correcGon of pre-test scores is performed, which is necessary due to 
the quasi-experimental nature of the study, see secGon 9.3.2. 

9.2.1 Internal consistency of scales 
 Internal consistency of test items that measure a specific construct is evaluated using 
Cronbach’s alpha. Cronbach’s alpha is used to assess the reliability, or internal consistency, of 
a set of test items. Within this research — and as a rule of thumb — a Cronbach’s alpha value 
below 0,6 indicates inconsistencies among a set of items, suggesGng the set of items should 
not be perceived as a scale. Cronbach’s alpha values between 0,6 and 0,7 are moderate, 
suggesGng the set of items might be perceived as a scale, although with care. Cronbach’s 
alpha values between 0,7 and 0,95 are saGsfactory, suggesGng the set of items might be 
perceived as a scale. A Cronbach’s alpha value above 0,95 indicates that items are too inter-
related, suggesGng that some items might be redundant. 

9.2.2 Pre-test measurement error correc[on 
 The iniGal nonequivalence between research groups and a measurement bias on pre-
test scores creates a necessity to correct pre-test scores (Trochim, Donnelly, & Arora, 2015). 
First, test scores are biased, since at the Gme a survey is taken, a respondent might perform 
beper or worse than expected, i.e. one might feel more posiGve or negaGve regarding one’s 
bodily funcGons than one should. Since there are mulGple subjects in a group, some subjects 
might perform beper than they should, while others perform worse than they should. The 
measurement error on the post-test cancels out because of this property, and hence the slope 
of a regression line will not be affected. However, the measurement error on the pre-test 
remains, because the regression analysis does not fit the line relaGve to the horizontal 
displacement of observaGons. Hence, the slope of a regression line will be affected due to a 
measurement error in the pre-test. This problem does not occur in randomized designs, 
because in these designs the research groups are equivalent on the pre-test. Hence, 
apenuaGon of the slope will be equivalent among research groups. 

 To account for the measurement error of the pre-test score, the pre-test scores will be 
adjusted with the reliability. Reliability directly relates to the error term, i.e. if there is no 
measurement error, the error term is 0 and reliability is 1, and vice versa. Hence, pre-test 
scores are corrected according to the formula for adjusGng pre-test values for unreliability as 
presented by Trochim et al. (2015): � . Where �  is the corrected pre-test 
score, �  is the original pre-test score, �  is the average pre-test score of a parGcular research 
group, and �  is the reliability of pre-test scores of a parGcular research group. As suggested by   
Trochim et al. (2015), this research adopts Cronbach’s alpha as a measure for � . 

9.2.3 Descrip[ve sta[s[cs 
 To grasp potenGal underlying variable relaGons, the variaGons in pre- and post-test 
scores between the control and experimental group are evaluated. The mean, median, and 
standard deviaGon are reported. AddiGonally, scaperplots that differenGate between research 
groups and report post-test scores on the y-axis and pre-test scores on the x-axis are 
evaluated. 

xadj = x + r ⋅ (x − x ) xadj

x x
r

r
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9.2.4 Linear regression 
 To test whether the potenGal variable relaGons as uncovered with a descripGve analysis 
are staGsGcally significant, several mulGple linear regression analysis are performed. Within 
these regression analysis, consistent scales (i.e Cronbach’s alpha value > 0,6) are perceived as 
intervals, rather than ordinal values. From the literature review performed by Jaccard & Wan 
(1996, p. 4), “for many staGsGcal tests, rather severe departures [from intervalness on 
parametric staGsGcs] do not seem to affect Type I and Type II errors dramaGcally”. 
Nevertheless, it is recognized that this approach might result in a loss of informaGon. The 
regression models are fit using ordinary least squares. 

 The regression models will be trained to predict post-test scores using pre-test scores, 
disGnguishing between the research groups. For example, the regression model is trained to 
predict the bodily funcGon (BF) measure of subjects azer the pilot period, using their 
corrected BF measure before the pilot. The model fits a different regression line for both the 
control group (coded 0) and experimental group (coded 1). Hence, the regression equaGon will 
be: � . In this case, the coefficient �  would apply 
for the experimental group only and hence is called the treatment effect. Whenever the 
coefficient �  is significant (p-value < 0,05), the experimental group does staGsGcally differ 
from the control group. The corrected pre-test scores (the covariate) are included to control 
for variaGon within both research groups. For example, it is likely that the bodily funcGons of 
subjects vary, even within the research groups. This analysis is well-established and is known 
as the Analysis of Covariance (ANCOVA). 

 The ANCOVA as described in the previous paragraph assumes that regression planes 
are parallel: the coefficient �  (slope) is the same for both the control and experimental group. 
For this research, it does not make sense to assume equal slopes, because it is expected that 
the performance on antecedents of quality of life by the experimental group improves at a 
higher rate (= slope) than the control group. AddiGonally, since subjects of the control group 
are not empowered at all to improve their quality of life, it might even be expected that the 
performance on the measures of quality of life by the control group might even decrease and 
therefore have a negaGve slope. 

 A variaGon would be to assume unequal slopes. To assume unequal slopes, an 
interac7on term has to be included in the model. For example, the regression equaGon will be: 
� . Whenever the 

coefficient �  is significant (p-value < 0,05), the experimental group does staGsGcally differ 
from the control group AND has a different slope. This research presents the analysis 
assuming unequal slopes (subsecGon 10.2.4). 

 Assump.ons of linear regression  ·    The linear regression model makes some 
underlying assumpGons. In parGcular, the regression model assumes: 1) a linear relaGonship, 
3) a normally distributed error term, 4) independence between explanatory variables and the 
error terms. The underlying assumpGons of the regression model have to be met, before valid 
claims based on the model can be made. AssumpGons are tested in chapter 10, but are 
presented only for staGsGcally significant proposiGons, in order not to bloat this document. 

BFpost = b0 + b1 ⋅ BFpre−corrected + b2 ⋅ group b2

b2

b1

BFpost = b0 + b1 ⋅ BFpre−corrected + b2 ⋅ group + b3 ⋅ BFpre−corrected ⋅ group
b3
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10 Empirical results & analysis 

 StaGsGcal analysis is performed following the procedure as described in chapter 9, to 
test the proposiGons as described in secGon 7.3. 

10.1 Data 

 Figure 10.1 displays the overall study design. Pre- and post-tests have been taken from 
a control group (n = 7) and an experimental group (n = 9). Appendix F and G portrays when 
pre- and post-tests were taken, as well as when parGcipants engaged in a challenge. All 
parGcipants joined voluntarily and provided informed consent prior to the study. 
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10.1.1 Data prepara[on 
 Data has been gathered using a website. Data is extracted using SQL and cleaned using 
Microsoz Excel. Thirteen items of the Intrinsic MoGvaGon Inventory survey instrument have 
been recoded. Only subjects with both pre-test and post-test scores are recorded into the 
dataset, see appendix J. No data points have been excluded from the dataset (i.e. no outliers 
have been detected). Because the sample size is relaGvely small, these subjects are deemed 
precious to assure some degree of external validity of the study. AddiGonally, no data point is 
obviously incorrectly entered or measured. 

10.1.2 Demographic characteris[cs 
 Table 10.1 portrays the demographic characterisGcs of parGcipants. This table does not 
unambiguously reveal differences between the two research groups. Nevertheless, both 
research groups are staGsGcally different, since groups are not randomly drawn. Obviously, 
the parGcipants that chose to engage in the game are more moGvated to play a game. 

Table 10.1  ·    Demographic characteris7cs of par7cipants

Demographic

Small dataset (n = 12) Large dataset (n = 16)

Control 

(n = 6)

Experiment 

(n = 6)

Control 

(n = 7)

Experiment 

(n = 9)

Gender

Male 4 6 5 6

Female 2 0 2 3

Age (at start of pilot 03/04/17)

< 20 years 1 0 1 1

20 — 40 years 3 2 3 3

40 — 60 years 2 2 3 3

> 60 years 0 2 0 2

EducaGon

HAVO / VWO 0 0 1 2

HBO / WO Bachelor 4 4 4 5

HBO / WO Master 2 2 2 2

Profession

Government official 4 4 4 4

Student 2 1 2 2

Other 0 1 1 3
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10.2 Analysis & interpretation 

10.2.1 Internal consistency of scales 
 Table 10.2 reports the number of test items that have been used to measure the 
dimensions of PosiGve Health, as well as the corresponding Cronbach’s alpha values for both 
the pre- and post-test of both the small and large dataset. Since all Cronbach’s alpha values 
exceed 0,70, all dimensions of PosiGve Health may be treated as scales. Hence, sets of test 
item scores are averaged (seven items per set) for each dimension of PosiGve Health. Internal 
consistency of the Ecological Footprint survey instrument could not be evaluated, since this 
survey instrument depends on third-party calculaGons. 

10.2.2 Pre-test measurement error correc[on 
 Table 10.3 portrays Cronbach’s alpha values of the dimensions of PosiGve Health for the 
control and experimental group for both datasets. These reliability measures have been used 
to correct pre-test scores according to �  (Trochim et al., 2015), see 9.2.2. 
Pre-test scores of the dimensions of the Ecological Footprint are not corrected, since their 
reliability cannot be esGmated. 

Table 10.2  ·    Reliability of the Posi7ve Health dimensions

Construct Items

Small dataset (n = 12) Large dataset (n = 16)

Pre-test α Post-test α Pre-test α Post-test α

Bodily funcGons (BF) 7 0,7697 0,8068 0,7295 0,7663

Mental funcGons (MF) 7 0,8817 0,9109 0,8675 0,9071

Spiritual dimension (SD) 7 0,9213 0,9484 0,9097 0,9412

Quality of life (QoL) 7 0,7944 0,8678 0,8022 0,8745

Social parGcipaGon (SP) 7 0,8505 0,9592 0,8518 0,9481

Daily funcGoning (DF) 7 0,9059 0,9232 0,8368 0,8852

 0,000  High Cronbach’s alpha value (> 0,95) 
 0,000  SaGsfactory Cronbach’s alpha value (0,7 – 0,95)

0,000  Inferior Cronbach’s alpha value (0,6 – 0,7) 
0,000  Low Cronbach’s alpha value (< 0,6)

xadj = x + r ⋅ (x − x )

Table 10.3  ·    Reliability of Posi7ve Health dimensions, pre-test only, separated research groups

Construct

Small dataset (n = 12) Large dataset (n = 16)

Control group 

pre-test α 

(n = 6)

Experimental 

group pre-test α  

(n = 6)

Control group 

pre-test α 

(n = 7)

Experimental 

group pre-test α  

(n = 9)

Bodily funcGons (BF) 0,7500 0,7654 0,7368 0,7167

Mental funcGons (MF) 0,7664 0,9140 0,7109 0,9053

Spiritual dimension (SD) 0,6859 0,9408 0,7380 0,9292

Quality of life (QoL) 0,8722 0,7176 0,8755 0,7761

Social parGcipaGon (SP) 0,9419 0,7366 0,9177 0,8254

Daily funcGoning (DF) 0,9511 0,8366 0,9256 0,6792

 0,000  High Cronbach’s alpha value (> 0,95) 
 0,000  SaGsfactory Cronbach’s alpha value (0,7 – 0,95)

0,000  Inferior Cronbach’s alpha value (0,6 – 0,7) 
0,000  Low Cronbach’s alpha value (< 0,6)
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10.2.3 Descrip[ve sta[s[cs 
 This subsecGon describes the applicability of proposiGons A1 — C2 by comparing the 
variaGons in pre- and post-test scores between the control and experimental group for both 
the small and large dataset, based on table 10.4. This table displays the mean, median and 
standard deviaGon of differences between post- and pre-tests for specific constructs that 
have been measured using the PosiGve Health and Ecological Footprint survey instruments, 
see appendix K for the enGre table. 

 Proposi.on A1  ·    The game EHV>GO empowers users to improve their individual quality 
of life  ·    The mean difference between the post- and pre-test on the dimension quality of life 
(ΔQoL) of the experimental group reports a posiGve effect (= increase of QoL), and a 
magnitude that is larger than the mean ΔQoL for the control group, for both the small and 
large dataset. Hence, the mean ΔQoL seems to confirm this proposiGon. Nevertheless, the 
median ΔQoL of the experimental group reports a negaGve effect (= decrease of QoL), and a 
magnitude that is smaller than the median ΔQoL for the control group, for both the small and 
large dataset. Hence, the median ΔQoL seems to contradict this proposiGon. 

 Proposi.on B1  ·    The game EHV>GO empowers users to improve their Posi7ve Health  ·    
The mean difference between the post- and pre-test on the aggregated Posi7ve Health (ΔPH) 
of the experimental group reports a posiGve effect (= increase of PH), and a magnitude that is 
larger than the mean ΔPH for the control group, for both the small and large dataset. Hence, 

Table 10.4  ·    Median and standard devia7on of differences between pre- and post-test scores

Measurement instrument / scale

Small dataset (n = 12) Large dataset (n = 16)

Control 

(n = 6)

Experimental 

(n = 6)

Control 

(n = 7)

Experimental 

(n = 9)

Posi;ve Health difference (ΔPH)

Bodily funcGons difference (ΔBF)

Quality of life difference (ΔQoL)

Social parGcipaGon difference (ΔSP)

Ecological Footprint difference (ΔEF)

Travel / mobility difference (ΔTM)

 0,000  Expected relaGon, expected magnitude (compared to control group) 
 0,000  Unexpected relaGon, expected magnitude (compared to control group) 
 0,000  Expected relaGon, unexpected magnitude (compared to control group) 
 0,000  Unexpected relaGon, unexpected magnitude (compared to control group)

�    =  0,175 
�  =  0,214 
�    =  0,907

x
Md
s

�    = - 0,119 
�  = - 0,143 
�    =  0,546

x
Md
s

�    =  0,085 
�  = - 0,010 
s   =  0,604

x
Md

�    = - 0,101 
�  = - 0,043 
�    =  0,608

x
Md
s

�    =  0,428 
�  =  0,344 
�    =  0,683

x
Md
s

�    = - 0,199 
�  =  0,000 
�    =  0,368

x
Md
s

�    = - 0,262 
�  = - 0,137 
�    =  0,765

x
Md
s

�    =  0,048 
�  = - 0,021 
s   =  0,511

x
Md

�    =  0,123 
�  =  0,018 
�    =  0,791

x
Md
s

�    = - 0,378 
�  = - 0,197 
�    =  0,791

x
Md
s

�    =  0,032 
�  = - 0,017 
s   =  0,645

x
Md

�    = - 0,193 
�  =  0,033 
�    =  0,566

x
Md
s

�    = - 0,061 
�  = - 0,022 
�    =  0,828

x
Md
s

�    = - 0,147 
�  = - 0,088 
�    =  0,282

x
Md
s

�    =  0,127 
�  = - 0,052 
�    =  0,797

x
Md
s

�    = - 0,143 
�  =  0,011 
s   =  0,449

x
Md

�    =  0,024 
�  =  0,162 
�    =  0,879

x
Md
s

�    =  0,138 
�  = - 0,077 
s   =  0,802

x
Md

�    = - 0,140 
�  =  0,066 
�    =  0,536

x
Md
s

�    = - 0,267 
�  = - 0,231 
�    =  0,355

x
Md
s

�    = - 0,139 
�  = - 0,102 
�    =  0,256

x
Md
s

�    =  0,333 
�  =  0,226 
�    =  0,564

x
Md
s

�    = - 0,233 
�  = -0,116 
�    =  0,391

x
Md
s

�    =  0,102 
�  =  0,041 
s   =  0,743

x
Md
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the mean ΔPH seems to confirm this proposiGon. Nevertheless, the median ΔPH of the 
experimental group within the small dataset reports a negaGve effect (= decrease of PH), but 
a magnitude that is larger than the median ΔPH for the control group. AddiGonally, the 
median ΔPH of the experimental group within the large dataset also reports a negaGve effect 
(= decrease of PH), and a magnitude that is smaller than the median ΔPH for the control 
group. Hence, the median ΔPH for the large dataset seems to contradict the proposiGon, 
whereas the median ΔPH for the small dataset does not contradict the proposiGon, but rather 
portrays an unexpected relaGon. 

 Proposi.on B2  ·    The game EHV>GO empowers users to improve their bodily func7ons  ·    
The mean difference between the post- and pre-test on the dimension bodily func7ons (ΔBF) 
of the experimental group reports a posiGve effect (= increase of BF), and a magnitude that is 
larger than the mean ΔBF for the control group, for both the small and large dataset. Hence, 
the mean ΔBF seems to confirm this proposiGon. Also, the median ΔBF of the experimental 
group reports a posiGve effect (= increase of BF), and a magnitude that is larger than the 
median ΔBF for the control group, for both the small and large dataset. Hence, the median 
ΔBF also seems to confirm this proposiGon. 

 Proposi.on B3  ·    The game EHV>GO empowers users to improve their social life  ·    The 
mean difference between the post- and pre-test on the dimension social par7cipa7on (ΔSP) of 
the experimental group reports a posiGve effect (= increase of SP), and a magnitude that is 
larger than the mean ΔSP for the control group, for both the small and large dataset. Hence, 
the mean ΔSP seems to confirm this proposiGon. Also, the median ΔSP of the experimental 
group reports a posiGve effect (= increase of SP), and a magnitude that is larger than the 
median ΔSP for the control group, for both the small and large dataset. Hence, the median 
ΔSP also seems to confirm this proposiGon. 

 Proposi.on C1  ·    The game EHV>GO empowers users to decrease their Ecological 
Footprint  ·    The mean difference between the post- and pre-test on the aggregated 
Ecological Footprint (ΔEF) of the experimental group within the large dataset reports a 
negaGve effect (= decrease of PH), and a magnitude that is larger than the median ΔPH for 
the control group. Nevertheless, the median ΔEF of the experimental group within the small 
dataset also reports a negaGve effect (= decrease of PH), but a magnitude that is smaller than 
the mean ΔPH for the control group. Hence, the mean ΔPH for the large dataset seems to 
confirm the proposiGon, whereas the mean ΔPH for the small dataset seems to contradict the 
proposiGon. Nevertheless, the median ΔEF of the experimental group reports a negaGve 
effect (= decrease of EF), and a magnitude that is larger than the median ΔEF for the control 
group, for both the small and large dataset. Hence, the median ΔEF seems to confirm this 
proposiGon. 

 Proposi.on C2  ·    The game EHV>GO empowers users to decrease their Ecological 
Footprint due to daily commu7ng  ·    Both the mean and median difference between the post- 
and pre-test on the dimension transport / mobility (ΔTM) of the experimental group within the 
small dataset report a negaGve effect (= decrease of TM), but a magnitude that is smaller than 
the mean ΔTM for the control group. Hence, both the mean and median ΔTM for the small 
dataset seem to contradict this proposiGon. Nevertheless, both the mean and median ΔTM of 
the experimental group within the large dataset also report a negaGve effect (= decrease of 
TM), although their magnitude is larger than both the mean and median ΔTM for the control 
group. Hence, both the mean and median ΔTM for the large dataset seem to confirm this 
proposiGon. 
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10.2.4 Linear regression assuming unequal slopes 
 Proposi.on A1  ·    The game EHV>GO empowers users to improve their individual quality 
of life  ·    This proposiGon has not been staGsGcally proven: analysis of both the small and 
large dataset report insignificant results. Hence, the performance of the experimental group 
does not significantly differ from the performance of the control group. Nevertheless, analysis 
of the small dataset, yielded the interacGon term �  to be close to 
significance (t-value = 1,98; p-value = 0,0831). 

 Proposi.on B1  ·    The game EHV>GO empowers users to improve their Posi7ve Health  ·    
This proposiGon has not been staGsGcally proven: analysis of both the small and large dataset 
report insignificant results. Hence, the performance of the experimental group does not 
significantly differ from the performance of the control group. Nevertheless, analysis of the 
small dataset, yielded a significant t-value (2,18), but an insignificant p-value (0,0613) for the 
interacGon term � . 

 Proposi.on B2  ·    The game EHV>GO empowers users to improve their bodily func7ons  ·    
Analysis of the small dataset reports a staGsGcally significant result on this proposiGon (t-
value = 2,36; p-value = 0,0463). Hence, the performance of the experimental group does 
significantly differ from the performance of the control group, within the small dataset. 
Analysis of the large dataset has not staGsGcally proven this proposiGon. Analysis of the large 
dataset yielded a significant t-value (2,11), but an insignificant p-value (0,0564) for the 
interacGon term � . 

 The analysis of the small dataset reports a reasonable residual plot (without papern), 
although the normal probability plot is doubnul, since many residuals deviate slightly, see 
appendix L.  Hence, results should be interpreted with care, because the model may 
potenGally be invalid. 

QoLpre−corrected ⋅ group

PHpre−corrected ⋅ group

BFpre−corrected ⋅ group
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 Figure 10.2 displays the fiped lines as a result of the regression analysis based on the 
small dataset. Within the interval for which data has been collected, a significant treatment 
level difference is present: the construct bodily func7ons as measured for the experimental 
group improves with a magnitude that is significantly larger than the degree to which the 
construct bodily func7ons as measured for the control group improves. Judging from figure 
10.2, extrapolaGon, and hence generalizaGon, might give misleading results. 

 Proposi.on B3  ·    The game EHV>GO empowers users to improve their social life  ·    
Analysis of the small dataset staGsGcally proves this proposiGon (t-value = 3,40; p-value = 
0,0094). Hence, the performance of the experimental group does significantly differ from the 
performance of the control group, within the small dataset. On the other hand, analysis of the 
large dataset has not staGsGcally proven this proposiGon. Analysis of the large dataset, yielded 
the interacGon term �  to be close to significance (t-value = 1,94; p-value 
= 0,0756). 

 The analysis of the small dataset reports a reasonable residual plot (without papern), 
although the normal probability plot is doubnul, since many residuals deviate slightly, see 
appendix L.  Hence, results should be interpreted with care, because the model may 
potenGally be invalid. 

 Figure 10.3 displays the fiped lines as a result of the regression analysis based on the 
small dataset. Within the interval for which data has been collected, a significant treatment 
level difference is present: the construct social par7cipa7on as measured for the experimental 
group improves with a magnitude that is significantly larger than the degree to which the 
construct social par7cipa7on as measured for the control group improves. Judging from figure 
10.3, extrapolaGon, and hence generalizaGon, might give misleading results. 

SPpre−corrected ⋅ group
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 Proposi.on C1  ·    The game EHV>GO empowers users to decrease their Ecological 
Footprint  ·    This proposiGon has not been staGsGcally proven: analysis of both the small and 
large dataset report insignificant results. Hence, the performance of the experimental group 
does not significantly differ from the performance of the control group. 

 Proposi.on C2  ·    The game EHV>GO empowers users to decrease their Ecological 
Footprint due to daily commu7ng  ·    Analysis of the large dataset staGsGcally proves this 
proposiGon (t-value = 2,23; p-value = 0,0455). Hence, the performance of the experimental 
group does significantly differ from the performance of the control group, within the large 
dataset. On the other hand, analysis of the small dataset does not report significant results. 

 The analysis of the large dataset reports a reasonable residual plot (without papern), 
although the normal probability plot is doubnul, since many residuals deviate slightly, see 
appendix L.  Hence, results should be interpreted with care, because the model may 
potenGally be invalid. 

 Figure 10.4 displays the fiped lines as a result of the regression analysis based on the 
large dataset. Within the interval for which data has been collected, a significant treatment 
level difference is present: the construct travel / mobility as measured for the experimental 
group decreases with a magnitude that is significantly smaller than the degree to which the 
construct travel / mobility as measured for the control group decreases. Judging from figure 
10.4, extrapolaGon, and hence generalizaGon, might give misleading results. 
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10.3 Solution validation – conclusion & discussion 

 From the staGsGcally significant results it may be concluded that the concept game 
EHV>GO empowers users to improve some facets of their quality of life, i.e. bodily func7ons, 
social par7cipa7on, although the Ecological Footprint due to daily commu7ng deteriorated. 

 The staGsGcally significant results show a posiGve effect of the game EHV>GO for 
bodily funcGons and social parGcipaGon on the interval for which data has been gathered. 
Closer examinaGon of data reveals that the game EHV>GO might not be accounted for the 
posiGve effect on social parGcipaGon, since only 10%, see appendix M, of the acGviGes that 
have been claimed are classified as ‘social’. Yet, this posiGve effect might have been caused by 
the acGvity of playing a game, which might have sGmulated parGcipants to seek for social 
interac7on (Sherry et al., 2006; Jansz et al., 2010; Ryan et al.,2006), also see secGon 4.2.1. The 
improvement of bodily funcGons is likely to be caused by the game EHV>GO, since an 
extraordinary number of 88% of the acGviGes that have been claimed are classified as 
physical. 

 The game EHV>GO seems to negaGvely affect the Ecological Footprint due to daily 
commuGng on the interval for which data has been gathered. Closer examinaGon of data 
reveals an explanaGon for this undesired effect. Being dependent on daily commuted distance 
and travel mode, the measurement scale for this construct relies on informaGon on holiday 
planning (whether one goes abroad, whether one travels by plane, etc.). Apparently, many 
parGcipants have been adjusGng their holiday planning over the course of the pilot period. 
The game EHV>GO was not primarily intended to impose ideas for ecological friendly 
holidays. Hence, this negaGve effect should probably not be apributed to the game EHV>GO. 

 These claims have to be received with great care. InterpretaGon of linear regression 
models is difficult, parGally because there might be explanatory variables missing that are 
important to explain the outcome variable. As a result a fiped regression coefficient �  cannot 
be perceived as an esGmate for �  and hence is not representaGve for the enGre populaGon. 
AddiGonally, the regression model does not outline whether a relaGonship is casual or not, 
since the model does not disGnguish between correlaGon and causality. In summary, it is 
remains difficult to prove that the outcomes apply for the enGre populaGon and that the game 
EHV>GO was truly responsible for these outcomes. External validity of this study is low, due 
to the low number of respondents. Furthermore, the quasi-experimental nature of this 
research might harm internal validity. It is important to empirically test the applicaGon among 
the actual target audience at a large sample size. Therefore, an implementaGon of the game 
among families in a specific city neighborhood (on a larger scale) is necessary to evaluate 
whether the effects truly apply. 

bi
βi
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PART 4 

IMPLEMENTATION EVALUATION 

 We do not stop playing because we grow old, we grow old because we stop playing! 
— Benjamin Franklin  

 This part aims to evaluate how the effecGveness of the game EHV>GO can be 
improved, by means of a case study. This qualitaGve part is designed as a case study and 
explores deployment of the game EHV>GO and related processes in detail. 
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11 Introduc3on to the case study 

 From the empirical research as presented in part 3 it is concluded that the game 
EHV>GO might be a valuable tool to empower users to improve their quality of life 
(parGcularly bodily funcGons). This part evaluates the opportuniGes to increase the 
effecGveness of the game. 

11.1 Research question 

 This case study is conducted to explore strategies to improve the effec(veness of the 
game EHV>GO, hence the following research quesGon: 

 > Research ques7on R2  · How can the effec=veness of the game EHV>GO be improved? 

11.2 Scope 

 Within the case study the empirical study associated with this research is analyzed, 
along with another comparable empirical study. Originally (as of 01/02/2017), the case study 
should encompass mulGple iniGaGves, games and empirical studies (i.e. should be designed as 
a field study). Unfortunately, due to Gme constraints and unavailability of sources the analysis 
examines only two empirical studies that rely on the same gaming planorm (as of 
01/03/2017). 

11.3 The case 

 Since the game EHV>GO is in development, a deeper understanding of the 
effecGveness of the game is valuable to improve the game. This case study explores what 
game features end users desire in order to feel more empowered to improve their quality of 
life. Also a current state descripGon outlining in detail how the game has been deployed is 
presented. Subsequently, a future prospect for the game drawn, based on qualitaGve 
feedback and end user requirements. Finally, the gaps between the current and future state 
descripGon are outlined, parGcularly focussing on high-priority features, together with 
potenGal strategies to bridge these gaps. 
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12 Case study methodology 

12.1 Current state description 

12.1.1 Design choice comparison 
 Specific design choices that have been made before execuGng this research are 
evaluated. These design choices might have an impact on the number of respondents that 
showed interest, and the number of parGcipants that eventually chose to engage in the game. 
To give future direcGons, the design choices made in this study are compared with a 
comparison study, that has also been executed in a municipal se{ng. 

12.1.2 The voice of the end user 
 The Voice of the end user is heard using Kano's model to idenGfy the need for serious 
games of designated end users. Kano's model is widely used to idenGfy apributes that have 
the greatest influence on customer saGsfacGon (Yang, 2005). These features can be used to 
determine prioriGes for product or service development and improvement. 

 To reveal the voice of the end user, four focus group brainstorms are organized to 
idenGfy possible features and apributes that empower end users to improve their quality of 
life, see appendix F. This qualitaGve feedback has been coded into specific game feature 
requests in consultaGon with a focus group. Subsequently, these codes are evaluated to 
determine whether features are either threshold, performance, excitement or non-relevant 
apributes. EvaluaGon of features is based on the theories described in the literature review 
(part 2) and quanGtaGve data on intrinsic moGvaGon as provided by the parGcipants. Note 
that this analysis is not meant as an overview of all (possible) features and apributes of the 
game EHV>GO, but rather summarizes the qualitaGve input from respondents. 

 Intrinsic mo.va.on  ·    ParGcipants' intrinsic moGvaGon has been assessed using six 
subscales of the Intrinsic MoGvaGon Inventory (Ryan, Rigby & Przybylski, 2006), which is 
based on self-determinaGon theory by Ryan & Deci (2000), see subsecGon 4.2.1. ParGcipants 
rated their agreement on a 7-point Likert-scale, (1 = strongly disagree, 7 = strongly agree). 
Analysis on intrinsic moGvaGon are performed using the experimental group of the large 
dataset (n = 9) only, because the number of experimental subjects of the small dataset (n = 6) 
was too limited to perform a regression analysis with mulGple variables. 

 The subscale relatedness is omiped, because the game EHV>GO has been centered 
around individual compeGGon: the game did not require interacGons with a supervisor, nor 
did the game employ the team features that the planorm GameBus offers. 

12.1.3 Current state analysis 
 A current state analysis is performed to determine the value that the service-provider 
currently delivers. In order to create a value stream map of the current situaGon, insight in the 
service blueprint, informaGon flow and KPIs is necessary. 

 Service blueprint  ·    A service blueprint allows for a quanGtaGve descripGon of criGcal 
service elements, to outline the interacGons between a user and a serious game. A service 
blueprint provides an objecGve picture of what an organizaGon delivers, and how. Service 
blueprints are an effecGve starGng point for service innovaGon, quality improvement, 
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customer experience design, and strategic change focused around customers (Bitner, Ostrom, 
& Morgan, 2008). 

 Informa.on flows  ·    The flow of informaGon is evaluated to determine which of the 
service elements of the service blueprint are supported by which data. A data model is drawn 
to map the flow of informaGon. 

 Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)  ·    The service blueprint and informaGon flow is 
evaluated to determine the KPIs that are currently used to evaluate the performance level of 
the service. The KPIs are evaluated on appropriateness, correctness and impact. 

12.2 Future state description 

12.2.1 Future state analysis 
 This analysis concisely summarizes: 1) all qualitaGve data that has been gathered during 
this research, 2) addiGonal features of the GameBus applicaGon that have not been used in 
the pilot, and 3) features that have been used during this pilot (by means of a website) but are 
not yet part of the GameBus applicaGon. This analysis relies on interpretaGons of the 
researcher, and hence serves as a starGng point for debate, only. Future research is necessary 
to evaluate and extend this future state descripGon. 

12.2.2 Gap analysis & strategies for improvement 
 The gap analysis outlines gaps between the current state and future state and aims to 
quanGfy the difference between these two states. Since the future state analysis is yet only a 
starGng point for debate, the gap analysis is focused on opportuniGes with high priority. 
AddiGonally, some potenGal strategies that can be employed to bridge the gaps between the 
current state and desired state are explored. 
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13 Current state descrip3on 

13.1 Design choices 

 This study found 43 interested respondents within a short Gmeframe, although only 15 
parGcipants chose to actually engage in the game. The comparison study enthused more than 
130 respondents to actually engage in the game. This secGon evaluates what design choices 
have been made that might explain this huge difference. 

 Aim & focus  ·    This research aims to explore how a concept serious game that 
moGvates to improve quality of life might be deployed effecGvely. ParGcularly, this research 
aims to deploy a concept serious game that moGvates users to improve their health status 
and decrease their Ecological Footprint. The comparison study focuses on providing 
moGvaGon to improve health only. Both studies primarily focus on the physical and social 
aspects of health only. The comparison study obeyed the possibiliGes for cogniGve 
development on request of the client. 

 Research design  ·    This research uGlizes a quasi-experimental design (including 
experimental and control subjects, both taking a pre- and post-test). The comparison study 
will not include a control group and will be based solely on a post-test, in combinaGon with 
user data. The decision not to take a pre-test has been made explicitly, in order not to burden 
parGcipants with quesGonnaires. 

 This research used a website – which is separated from the game – to gather data. In 
order to minimize the burden parGcipants are requested to register an account allowing for 
data coupling – i.e. personal details have to be entered only once. In hindsight, the use of an 
independent website might have actually harmed the number of parGcipants that eventually 
engaged in the game, since users were not perceiving both planorms as independent. Hence, 
users were expecGng to register only once, causing idenGficaGon problems on both planorms. 

 Planning & .me-frame  ·    Within this research 1) 1 week is scheduled to create 
awareness; 2) 1 week is scheduled to collect pre-tests; 3) 2 * 4 weeks are scheduled to 
complete game challenges; 4) 1 week is scheduled to collect post-tests. Hence, this study has 
a total duraGon of 11 weeks, see appendix F. The comparison study runs over the course of 7 
months, including a challenge roughly once a month. 

 Both studies did not exhausGvely invesGgate the needs of end users beforehand, rather 
this study tries to extract the needs of the end user while tesGng a concept game. Hence, this 
research takes an iteraGve approach to the development of the game, where (mulGple) pilots 
with short duraGon are used to analyze the value and defects of the game and improve the 
applicaGon accordingly. 

 Recruitment & selec.on  ·    This study has been issued by the department of urban 
developments, whereas the comparison study has been issued by the department of sports. 
This study took a bopom-up approach to be able to deploy fast, since the study had to be 
executed within a limited Gmeframe. Controversially, the comparison study took a top-down 
approach, presumably resulGng in more commitment throughout the organizaGon. 
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 Both studies appointed lead users as ambassadors. This study aimed to spread 
awareness for the game by using word-to-mouth promoGon of ambassadors. Apparently, this 
snow-ball method only yielded approximately five respondents, probably because 
ambassadors did not funcGon as intended and probably due to bopom-up approach. The 
ambassadors within the comparison study are more acGvely engaged, perhaps because of the 
top-down approach, and provide valuable feedback on potenGal threats. 

 Communica.on  ·    During this research, communicaGon has flown through rather 
formal channels - i.e. email, an independent website, and formal feedback meeGngs. The 
comparison study also adopts formal channels for communicaGon, parGcularly email. For this 
study emails are being sent via a website, whereas in the comparison study emails are being 
sent using the company newslepers. Furthermore, the comparison study also uses less formal 
methods of communicaGon i.e. WhatsApp to keep in touch with the ambassadors. The 
comparison study does not make use of a website to provide addiGonal informaGon on for 
example the aim of the study and highlighted events. 

 Game setup  ·    For this study, challenges are designed to affect quality of life. In 
parGcular, challenges aim to improve parGcipant’s bodily funcGons, decrease parGcipant’s 
Ecological Footprint due to daily commuGng as well as improvement of social parGcipaGon. 
The comparison study focusses on improving bodily funcGons and social parGcipaGon only. 

 In this study, all parGcipants competed individually instead of in teams, although 
originally the client demanded an implementaGon among teams of families within a 
neighborhood, also see secGon 3.3. The comparison study also adopts an individual approach, 
but extends the compeGGve experience with buddy teams. A buddy team is a team of two 
parGcipants that are assigned to each other based on their score on a preliminary challenge: 
the best performing user is assigned to the worst performing user, the second best 
performing user is assigned to the second worst performing user, and so on. 

 Sustain mo.va.on  ·    Both studies have suggested a series of events that are 
rewarded with experience points to the respondents. AddiGonally, both studies offer a chance 
to win some dedicated awards. 

13.2 Voice of the end user 

13.2.1 Qualita[ve feedback 
 During four focus group brainstorm sessions, also see appendix F, several features and 
apributes have been evaluated. Also the 27 respondents that did not engage in the game (see 
figure 10.1) are quesGoned. The features that were menGoned ozenGmes are portrayed in 
figure 13.1. 

13.2.2 Intrinsic mo[va[on 
 In order to evaluate qualitaGve feedback and categorize this feedback according to 
Kano’s model, an analysis on intrinsic moGvaGon of parGcipants has been performed. Analysis 
on the Intrinsic MoGvaGon Inventory are performed using the large dataset only: regression 
(with more than five variables) using only the small dataset yields infinitely many soluGons, 
due to the low number of subject. 
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 When evaluaGng Cronbach’s alpha for this large dataset, see appendix N, all Cronbach’s 
alpha values exceed 0,70, except for the pressure / tension set. Hence, the construct pressure 
/ tension (PT) is not taken into account, since the reliability of this construct is insufficient 
(Cronbach’s alpha of 0,48). 

 From a regression analysis, only the constructs value / usefulness seems significantly 
important to explain the construct interest / enjoyment (t-value = 6,67; p-value = 0,0003). The 
percepGon of value / usefulness has a posiGve relaGon with the enjoyment received from the 
game EHV>GO. Hence, the more one perceives the game as useful, the more one enjoys the 
game. Focus group brainstorm sessions revealed that parGcipants found value / usefulness of 
the game EHV>GO in the fun and educaGonal nature of the game, not only did they perceive 
value / usefulness as the moGvaGon to improve quality of life. 

 AddiGonally, the construct perceived competence seems significantly important to 
explain the construct interest / enjoyment (t-value = 3,96; p-value = 0,0055), although this 
construct essenGally explains the same part of the construct interest / enjoyment as the 
construct value / usefulness. A regression analysis with both the constructs value / usefulness 
and perceived competence explaining the construct interest / enjoyment makes the construct 
perceived competence obsolete. Hence, the construct value / usefulness beper explains the 
construct interest / enjoyment. Nevertheless, perceived competence has a posiGve relaGon with 
the enjoyment received from the game EHV>GO. Hence, the more one believes one is 
competent to play the game, the more one enjoys the game.  

13.2.3 Classifica[on of features 
 Threshold a\ributes  ·    The feature “simple and intuiGve user interface design” is 
classified as a threshold feature, because the respondents that did not engage in the 
challenges outlined the lack of simplicity as a major reason not to engage. 

 Also the possibility to “create a team with relaGves” is classified as a threshold element, 
because of the needs of respondents to “form a community”. Although the feature to create a 
team is present in the applicaGon, the unavailability of relaGves to play with has been a major 
drawback for respondents. ParGcipants did not feel related to each other. Although the 
subscale relatedness of the Intrinsic MoGvaGon Inventory was not explicitly measured (due to 
its focus on familiarity with a supervisor), this construct seems of great importance for the 
enjoyment one receives from the game, also see subsecGon 4.2.1. As a result, also the 
possibility to “compete against / with relaGves” is classified as a threshold apribute. 

 AddiGonally, the possibility to “review claimed acGviGes of other challenge parGcipants 
(to evaluate fairness)” is classified as a threshold apribute, because feeling cheated might 
cause parGcipants to stop using the game. According to McGonigal (2011) everyone in a good 
game has tried hard, played fair, and worked together, regardless of who won or lost. 

 Finally, an “in-app acGvity tracker” is classified as a threshold apribute, because many 
parGcipants expressed their dissaGsfacGon with the obligaGon to install addiGonal 
applicaGons before the game funcGons properly. The connecGon with other applicaGons 
provides advantages for the ones that have these applicaGons already installed, but a burden 
for the ones that have not yet installed these applicaGons. 
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 Performance a\ributes  ·    “MoGvaGonal challenges” are classified as a performance 
feature, because analysis of parGcipants’ intrinsic moGvaGon shows that usefulness of the 
game is an important predictor for the degree of enjoyment they receive. Furthermore, 
according to McGonigal (2011) a compelling story makes the goal more enGcing and complex 
scoring metrics make the feedback systems more moGvaGng.  

 The possibility to “connect with other applicaGons” is classified as a performance 
apribute, because the more external applicaGons that are connected, the higher the 
applicability of the game (network effect). AlternaGvely, this funcGon could have been 
classified as a threshold apribute, because currently this feature is necessary to uncover the 
full potenGal of the applicaGon. 

 The possibility to win prizes – either in-app badges or (monetary) external awards – are 
classified as performance apribute. According to McGonigal (2011) achievements mulGply the 
opportuniGes for experiencing success. 

 Excitement a\ributes  ·    During the focus group brainstorm sessions, parGcipants are 
asked to define unique features that would provide great excitement. This yielded feature 
request for possibiliGes to: 1)“recommend healthy acGviGes to team members” (i.e. walking 
routes); 2) “receive recommendaGons of organized events in-app”; and 3) “share experience 
points with others”. 

Simple and intuiGve user interface design Win in-app badges & prizes

Create a team with relaGves Win external awards (product or experience)

Review claimed acGviGes of other challenge 
parGcipants (to evaluate fairness)

Recommend healthy acGviGes to team 
members (i.e. walking routes)

MoGvaGonal challenges Receive in-app recommendaGons for events

Compete against / with relaGves In-app acGvity tracker

Connect with other applicaGons Share experience points with others

� 1

� 11� 5

� 8� 2

� 12� 6

� 9� 3

� 10� 4
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Figure 13.1  ·    Representa=on of kano’s model analysis
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Figure 13.2  ·    Service blueprints of different project phases



13.3 Current state analysis 

13.3.1 Service blueprint 
 Figure 13.2 depicts a service blueprint of the project phases as scheduled within the 
Ganp-chart of appendix F. The service blueprint has been created to develop a more 
thorough understanding of process steps that have been taken and the effort end users are 
required to make. The gray boxes depict interacGons between humans; the orange boxes 
display interacGons with the website; the yellow boxes depict interacGons with a 
communicaGon channel (parGcularly email); and the blue boxes display interacGons with the 
GameBus applicaGon. The spheres depict the start of the process and the bold spheres depict 
the end of a parGcular process. The diamonds depict a moment of choice where the user was 
given the ability to either conGnue or stop parGcipaGng in the project. The bold, red spheres 
depict an “exit” where the parGcipant choose not to engage in the game anymore. The planes 
depict some more sophisGcated processes, which are out of scope for this current state 
analysis. AddiGonally, service blueprints do not have the ability to depict loops. SGll, the 
processes “engage parGcipants” and “play the game” interact with each other and are also 
executed mulGple Gmes during the challenges. 

 Upon evaluaGon of the service blueprint, it should be noted that the first phase 
“iniGalize the project” and the last phase “analyze the project” only require interacGons 
between the service provider and the client. The phases “Kick-off the game” and “Reward 
parGcipants” only require interacGons between the service provider and the end users. The 
other phases “Recruit & select parGcipants”, “Measure baseline KPI performance” and 
“Measure KPI performance” require interacGons among all stakeholders. 

13.3.2 Informa[on flow 
 Figure 13.3 depicts a data model showing the enGGes and apributes that have been 
recorded during the pilot. The apributes of the enGty parGcipant are gathered during the 
phase “recruit & select parGcipants”. The apributes of the enGties survey and performance 
measure are gathered during the phases “measure baseline KPI performance” and “measure 
KPI performance” respecGvely. These data enGGes have been recorded using the website; all 
other enGGes have been recorded using the applicaGon GameBus. The apributes of the enGty 
GameBus account have been recorded during the phase “kick-off the game”. The other 
enGGes have been recorded during the phases “play the game”. 

13.3.3 Key Performance Indicators 
 The Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) that have been recorded during the project are 
dimensions of PosiGve Health, dimensions of the Ecological Footprint and dimensions of 
intrinsic moGvaGon. 

 Appropriateness  ·    The PosiGve Health and Ecological Footprint survey instruments 
are appropriate as antecedents for quality of life, see chapter 5. The Intrinsic MoGvaGon 
Inventory survey instrument is an appropriate measure to supplement the analysis of the voice 
of the end user (secGon 13.2), as this instrument allows for deeper insights in the intrinsic 
moGvaGon of parGcipants to engage in the game. 
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 Correctness  ·    The high internal consistency for dimensions of PosiGve Health and 
intrinsic moGvaGon indicate that the measures are reliable. Hence, all dimensions of PosiGve 
Health and intrinsic moGvaGon are perceived as correct , apart from the dimension perceived 
choice of the Intrinsic MoGvaGon Inventory, that only reported a Cronbach’s alpha value of 
0,48, see subsecGon 13.2.2. The correctness of Ecological Footprint measures could not be 
assessed, see subsecGon 10.2.1. 

 Impact  ·    The game EHV>GO has a high impact on the dimensions that significantly 
improved for the experimental group, as compared to the control group. In parGcular, bodily 
funcGons significant improved, presumably because parGcipants engaged in the game 
EHV>GO, see part 3. 
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14 Future state descrip3on 

14.1 Future state analysis – starting point for debate 

 This secGon evaluates a possible future state of the game EHV>GO according to the 
four defining traits of games as defined by McGonigal (2011). This analysis relies on 
interpretaGons of the researcher, and hence serves as a starGng point for debate, only. 

14.1.1 Goal 
 The game aims to empower users to improve their quality of life. This goal is translated 
into challenges that moGvate to improve specific aspects of quality of life. Within a challenge, 
one earns experience points by performing healthy acGviGes. To “win” a challenge, users 
(either individual or in teams) have to: collect more experience points than others enrolled in 
the challenge, or collect experience points above a certain threshold specific to the challenge, 
or collect more experience points than the average user enrolled in the challenge. 
Furthermore, the game aims to create a social space for people to connect. Users can create 
teams (i.e. of family members, colleagues, or classmates) and “follow” other users to evaluate 
each other’s progress. Finally, the game adopts the survey instrument PosiGve Health and 
other survey tools to allow users to monitor their performance. 

14.1.2 Rules 
 The healthy acGviGes that yield experience points are recorded in rules. Each challenge 
has its own set of rules, depending on the specific goal of the challenge. Furthermore, 
experience points are claimed manually (apachment of photograph as proof) or automaGcally 
(either via external health-related applicaGons, or via the in-app acGvity tracker and brain 
trainer). Finally, challenges are either individual are team-based, but never of a mixed type. 

14.1.3 Feedback system 
 All experience points that one gains based on the rules of a specific challenge are 
aggregated on a scoreboard (for each challenge). AddiGonally, special achievements and 
acGviGes (i.e. compleGon of a challenge, or more than 10.000 steps a day) are rewarded with 
in-app badges. Winning a challenge is also rewarded with an in-app badge and – whenever 
the challenge is sponsored by an external party – with a physical prize. Finally, albeit the rules 
inviGng people to perform healthy acGviGes, also suggesGons of locaGons and events that 
support these acGviGes and events are provided in-app. 

14.1.4 Voluntary par[cipa[on 
 All parGcipants should accept the rules of a challenge and perceive the scoring 
mechanism as fair. By default, whenever a user parGcipates in a challenge, a user’s acGvity 
data is available for other challenge parGcipants to review  whether the claim of experience 
points is fair (users can “down vote" an acGvity whenever they think the claim is unfair). A user 
is allowed at any Gme to withdraw from a challenge making user data unavailable for other 
challenge parGcipants. Also can a user decide whether a specific acGvity should be visible to 
parGcipants of a specific challenge, or not. Whenever the user chooses not to share the 
acGvity, the acGvity does not yield experience points for that specific challenge. Finally, 
experience points are awarded depending on different user roles (i.e. children, adults, elderly), 
e.g. elderly are awarded more experience points for performing physical acGvity than adults. 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14.1.5 Graphical representa[on 
 Figure 14.1 provides a possible graphical representaGon of the game EHV>GO. 
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Figure 14.1  ·    Possible graphical representa=on of the game EHV>GO in the future
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Figure 14.1  ·    (con=nued)



14.2 Gap analysis & strategies for improvement 

 Since the future state analysis as presented in secGon 14.1 is only a starGng point for 
debate yet, the remainder of this chapter focusses on the apributes that are classified as 
threshold apributes in figure 13.1, and are not, or only parGally, implemented in the game. 
According to the respondents, the game somehow lacks a simple and intui7ve user interface 
design, an in-app ac7vity tracker and the possibility to review claimed ac7vi7es of other challenge 
par7cipants (to evaluate fairness). End users want a game that is easy to use and fair. 

14.2.1 Ease of use 
 The applicaGon GameBus and the website are perceived as difficult and counter-
intuiGve. Respondents that did not engage in the game ozenGmes menGoned that they did 
not parGcipate because “the applicaGon costed too much Gme and my availability is limited”. 
Apparently there is a gap between the amount of effort end users are willing to make, and the 
(percepGon of the) amount of effort the game EHV>GO actually requests. 

 Table 14.1 provides an overview of all acGviGes that end users completed and the Gme 
those acGviGes took, based on secGon 13.3 and figure 13.2. From table 14.1 it can be 
concluded that only the process steps “join rewarded event” and “perform rewarded acGvity” 
yield value. Also the process steps “review baseline KPI performance” and “review KPI 
performance” are classified as value adding, because a evaluaGng personal behavior might 
sGmulate to improve. All other acGviGes are non-value adding, although some are necessary 
to support the value adding acGviGes. 

 Strategy to improve ease of use  ·    This subsecGon presents some improvements to 
reduce the required non-value added Gme to play the game by approximately 87%. 

 In order to improve ease of use, the process steps “fill out GameBus survey” – which are 
three quesGons on current health status azer registraGon of a GameBus account – can be 
deleted: this data was never used during the pilot and hence this process step is obsolete, 
saving 1 minute of non-value added Gme. 

 Surveys that were taken via the website (i.e. on PosiGve Health and Ecological 
Footprint) could be integrated within the game, to ease gathering of self-reports, however this 
will not substanGally reduce the Gme engaged in non-value adding acGviGes. It is advisable to 
integrate the website and GameBus applicaGon in one, although this improvement will not 
reduce the Gme engaged in non-value adding acGviGes. 

 Meanwhile, integraGon of an acGvity tracker will substanGally reduce the Gme engaged 
in non-value adding acGviGes. An integrated acGvity will ease use of the game for users that 
do not yet have external applicaGons of these type installed, saving approximately 10 minutes 
of non-value added Gme per applicaGon. ParGcipants perceived the process step “prepare 
external applicaGons to track acGvity” as a source of annoyance, also see secGon 13.2. Within 
this pilot, this acGvity accounted for approximately 20 minutes of non-value added Gme. 
IntegraGng an acGvity tracker will also make the necessity to “Log rewarded acGviGes (to earn 
XP)” redundant, saving approximately two minutes per acGviGes, which translates to 
approximately 180 minutes for this pilot. 
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Table 14.1  ·    Dura7on of end user specific tasks (n = 1)
Ac;vity Value Class Dura;on

Read invitaGon to engage in EHV>GO N 1 min. read (±250 words)

Read documentaGon 
 The research case 
 The game experience 
 Quick installaGon manual

NVA 
N 
NVA

6 min. read (± 1500 words), 100 min. video 
8 min. read (± 2000 words), 1 min. video 
2 min. read (± 500 words)

Join the project by leaving personal details N R 1 min.

Read welcome email NVA 1 min. read (± 200 words)

Read request to fill-out survey NVA 1 min. read (± 150 words)

Fill out survey PH N R 5 min.

Fill out survey EF N R 5 min.

Review baseline KPI performance VA 2 min.

Read request to join GameBus NVA 1 min. read (± 200 words)

Read quick installaGon manual N 2 min. read (± 500 words)

Visit quick installaGon / kick-off session N 15 min. + 10 min. travel

Register a GameBus account N R 1 min.

Fill out GameBus survey NVA R 1 min.

Search & join team N R 1 min.

Search & join challenge N R 1 min.

Connect external applications (i.e. activity tracker) N R 10 min. per applicaGon 
(2 applicaGons = 20 min.)

Read moGvaGonal noGficaGon / 
noGficaGon on upcoming events

NVA 6 · 1 min. read (± 250 words)

Join rewarded event VA ± 60 min., ± 30 min. travel

Perform rewarded acGvity VA R ± 60 min. / day

Log rewarded acGviGes (to earn XP) N R ± 2 min. / acGvity 
(120 XP = ± 30 acGviGes (appendix H) = ± 60 min.)

Read request to fill-out survey NVA 1 min. read (± 200 words)

Fill out survey PH N R 5 min.

Fill out survey EF N R 5 min.

Fill out survey IMI NVA R 5 min.

Review KPI performance VA 2 min.

Read invitation of immediate evaluation lunch NVA 1 min. read (± 200 words)

Be present at immediate evaluaGon lunch NVA 60 min., 10 min. travel

Read invitaGon of award ceremony NVA 1 min. read (± 200 words)

Be present at award ceremony NVA 35 min., 10 min. travel

Total of required acGviGes NVA: 230 min., VA: 3.360 min.
 NVA Non-value adding: does not moGvate to improve quality of life 
 N  Non-value adding, but necessary to support value adding acGviGes 
 VA  Value adding: moGvates to improve quality of life 
 R  Required for this research in order to play the game
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14.2.2 Perceived fairness 
 In order for every player to agree on the rules and consequently parGcipate voluntarily, 
the scoring mechanism has to be fair. According to McGonigal (2011, p. 270) in a good game 
“everyone has tried hard, played fair, and worked together, regardless of who wins or loses”. 
Currently, users are allowed to claim experience points themselves, allowing some room for 
cheaGng. Users can only evaluate each other’s acGviGes when they are part of the same team. 
Whenever users parGcipate in a challenge but are not part of the same team, they are not 
able to see each other’s performance, which might lead to suspicion of cheaGng. AddiGonally, 
if parGcipants are in a team but parGcipate in a challenge individually (hence the team is not 
enrolled in the challenge) the users cannot see their updates. Nevertheless, acGvity 
informaGon holds delicate data and recklessly sharing these data to anybody could cause 
privacy related issues. To ensure parGcipants could review each other’s claimed acGviGes, and 
hence prevent suspicion of cheaGng, the administrator choose to also enroll the team (with all 
parGcipants enrolled) in the challenge. This caused ambiguity, because it was not clear 
whether the challenges were individual or team-based. 

 Strategy to increase perceived fairness  ·    In order to avoid parGcipants feeling 
cheated, all parGcipants should accept the rules of a challenge and perceive the scoring 
mechanism as fair before enrolling. By default, whenever a user parGcipates in a challenge, a 
user’s acGvity data is available for other challenge parGcipants to review whether the claim of 
experience points is fair (users can “down vote" an acGvity whenever they think the claim is 
unfair). To avoid privacy issues, a user is allowed at any Gme to withdraw from a challenge 
making user data unavailable for other challenge parGcipants. Also can a user decide whether 
a specific acGvity should be visible to parGcipants of a specific challenge, or not. Whenever 
the user chooses not to share the acGvity, the acGvity does not yield experience points for 
that specific challenge. This improvement requires exhausGve tesGng for acceptance among 
actual end users. Apart from PosiGve Health, Ecological Footprint, and intrinsic moGvaGon, 
perceived fairness could be a key performance indicator, to evaluate whether the game is 
perceived as fair, or not. 

 In order to prevent ambiguity on whether a challenge is individual or team-based, a 
challenge should be either individual or team-based, but never a mixture. 

14.3 Implementation valuation – conclusion & discussion 

 A review of the voice of the end user explored what game features end users desire in 
order to feel more empowered to improve their quality of life. Most importantly, end users 
want a game that is easy to use and fair. AddiGonally, the current state descripGon evaluates 
the design choices, processes, data flow and key performance indicators of the empirical 
research as presented in part three in detail, to be able to quickly scavenge for potenGal flaws 
in the service and idenGfy future opportuniGes. Furthermore, this descripGon eases 
replicaGon of this enGre study. 

 The gap analysis and strategy analysis have been especially focused on the major 
opportuniGes that emerged from the review of the voice of the end user: according to the 
respondents, the game currently somehow lacks simplicity and the possibility to review the 
acGviGes claimed by other challenge parGcipants, in order to evaluate fairness. 
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 To improve ease of use, approximately 87% of non-value added Gme that has been 
required to play the game can be made obsolete by reducing the process step “fill out 
GameBus survey”, and by integraGng an acGvity tracker.  

 In order to avoid parGcipants feeling cheated, all challenge parGcipants can review (and 
“down-vote”) each other’s claimed acGviGes. Users own their data and can decide themselves 
whether an acGvity is shared in a challenge or not, however, if an acGvity is not shared, 
experience points will not be rewarded. This improvement requires exhausGve tesGng for 
acceptance among actual end users. Therefore, perceived fairness could be a key performance 
indicator, to evaluate whether the game is perceived as fair, or not. 

 The business case  ·    The future state descripGon also outlines a future prospect by 
combining all sources of informaGon that have been gathered during this research. This 
analysis serves as a starGng point for debate. The client and service provider should 
collaborate to envision a future state that both parGes want to strive for. The client might 
envision this game as a valuable tool to empower the public to improve their quality of life, 
and consequently the livability of the city of Eindhoven. 

 Furthermore, the client and service provider should collaborate to test the applicaGon 
among the actual target audience at a larger scale, both to reinvesGgate the impact and 
effecGveness of the game. Before implemenGng the game among the public, it is advisable to 
account for the potenGal flaw that this study uncovered (parGcularly regarding ease of use 
and perceived fairness), potenGally by implemenGng the improvement suggesGons. 
PotenGally, collaboraGon among the client and service provider could accelerate development 
of the game EHV>GO: the client can facilitate implementaGon of the game in an actual 
neighborhood of the city of Eindhoven, while the service provider can supply the technical 
knowledge necessary to improve the game. 
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15 Conclusion & discussion 

 For this research, exactly one iteraGon through the research cycle as proposed by 
Wieringa (2014) has been performed. Performing one enGre iteraGon was necessary to 
accomplish the research goal (i.e. explore the effecGveness of a game that empowers end 
users to improve their quality of life). This research broadly explores the game EHV>GO – that 
has been designed for this project – because this study also serves as a pracGcal exploraGon 
of possibiliGes that are to be analyzed in more detail during an implementaGon at a larger 
scale, i.e. an implementaGon within a neighborhood of the city of Eindhoven. This chapter 
presents the answers to the research quesGons as well as the conclusions that are drawn. 

 > Research ques7on R0  · How do serious games and gamifica=on affect quality of life? 

 This research quesGon is answered by means of a systemaGc literature review, for which 
only empirical research has been selected. Although the validity of the evaluated studies 
seems moderate, it is concluded that games and gamificaGon might be used to create 
awareness and are valuable tools for educaGonal purposes. Using serious games to impact 
sustainable development can benefit from the educaGonal and arousing characterisGcs of 
serious games, since communicaGon, cooperaGon, informaGon disclosure and social learning 
are important factors in promoGng a shiz towards sustainable resource use (Pierce, & Madani, 
2013). AddiGonally, serious games and gamificaGon seem valuable tools to increase 
engagement in acGviGes that improve quality of life. Increasing moGvaGon and engagement 
may be criGcal to improve quality of life, since levels of moGvaGon and enjoyment are criGcal 
for adherence to training and learning effects (Schickler et al., 2016). 

 In a future systemaGc literature review it is recommended to adopt a full-text search 
strategy. A full-text search idenGfying studies that include a keyword related to serious games 
and quality of life in any part of the document returns 60,413 results. Nevertheless, one might 
add a second condiGon that forces a keyword related to serious games to be present the 
subject terms of a study. This results in idenGficaGon of 357 studies. SGll, this number of 
studies would be too extensive to evaluate with the given resources and Gmeframe. 

 Furthermore, it is advised to reevaluate the keywords that have been applied to 
scavenge for literature. A remarkable vacant keyword is ‘health’. The keyword health has not 
been included in the search strategy, since health-related research might apply to a specific 
target audience only, i.e. the research by Schickler, et al. (2016) that aims to train suppression 
of noise cancelling brain disorder for Gnnitus paGents. In hindsight, inclusion of the keyword 
health could have been beneficial, since the term seems to be used as a synonym for well-
being and quality of life in literature. 

 > Research ques7on R1  · Does engagement in the game EHV>GO empower end users to  
           percep=bly improve their quality of life? 

 This research quesGon is answered by means of an empirical study among government 
officials and students. From the staGsGcally significant results it may be concluded that the 
concept game EHV>GO empowers users to improve some facets of their quality of life, i.e. 
bodily funcGons, social parGcipaGon, although the Ecological Footprint due to daily 
commuGng deteriorated. 
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 However, these claims have to be received with great care. The game EHV>GO seems 
to negaGvely affect the Ecological Footprint due to daily commuGng on the interval for which 
data has been gathered. Closer examinaGon of data reveals that the survey instrument also 
weighs the holiday locaGon and transport mode. The game EHV>GO was not primarily 
intended to impose ideas for ecological friendly holidays. Hence, this negaGve effect should 
probably not be apributed to the game EHV>GO. AddiGonally, the staGsGcally significant 
posiGve effect of the game EHV>GO on social parGcipaGon, might not be accounted for by 
the game, since only 10% of the acGviGes that have been claimed are classified as ‘social’. Yet, 
this posiGve effect might have been caused by the acGvity of playing a game, which might 
have sGmulated parGcipants to seek for social interac7on (Sherry et al., 2006; Jansz et al., 
2010; Ryan et al.,2006). AddiGonally, the staGsGcally significant improvement of bodily 
funcGons is likely to be caused by the game EHV>GO, since an extraordinary number of 88% 
of the acGviGes that have been claimed are classified as physical. 

 Again, these interpretaGons have to be received with care, and might not apply for the 
actual target audience. external validity of this study is low, due to the low number of 
respondents. Furthermore, the quasi-experimental nature of this research might harm internal 
validity. It is important to empirically test the applicaGon among the actual target audience 
and a larger sample size. Hence, an implementaGon of the game among families in a specific 
city neighborhood (on a larger scale) is necessary to evaluate whether the effects truly apply 
in pracGce. 

 > Research ques7on R2  · How can the effec=veness of the game EHV>GO be improved? 

 This research quesGon is answered by means of a case study that evaluates the enGre 
pilot in detail based on analysis of qualitaGve feedback, design choices, processes, data flow, 
and key performance indicators. 

 From qualitaGve end user feedback, it is concluded that the game currently somehow 
lacks simplicity and the possibility to review the acGviGes claimed by other challenge 
parGcipants, in order to evaluate fairness. To improve ease of use, approximately 87% of non-
value added Gme that has been required to play the game can be made obsolete, i.e. by 
integraGng an acGvity tracker. In order to avoid parGcipants feeling cheated, all challenge 
parGcipants should be able to review (and “down-vote”) each other’s claimed acGviGes. Users 
own their data and can decide themselves whether an acGvity is shared in a challenge or not, 
however, if an acGvity is not shared, experience points will not be rewarded. 

 These improvements require exhausGve tesGng for acceptance among actual end users. 
PotenGally, collaboraGon among the client and service provider could accelerate development 
of the game EHV>GO: the client can facilitate implementaGon of the game in an actual 
neighborhood of the city of Eindhoven, while the service provider can supply the technical 
knowledge necessary to improve the game. The client and service provider should collaborate 
to envision a future state that both parGes want to strive for. The client might envision this 
game as a valuable tool to empower the public to improve their quality of life, and 
consequently the livability of the city of Eindhoven. 
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A Separate findings from Conolloy et al. (2012) and Boyle et al.  

 (2016) 

 Table E1.1 and E1.2 display the number of papers addressing different purposes 
idenGfied from the systemaGc literature reviews by Conolloy et al. (2012) and Boyle et al. 
(2016), respecGvely. 

Table E1.1  ·    Number of studies addressing different purposes by the learning and behavioral 
outcomes of the game  ·    Adapted from Connolly et al. (2012)

Outcome of playing Entertainment game Serious game

AffecGve 26 7

Behavior change 7 6

Perceptual & cogniGve 13 7

Knowledge acquisiGon 3 29

Physiological 11 0

Skill 1 7

Soz & social skills 6 5

Total 67 61

Table E1.2  ·    Number of studies addressing different purposes by the learning and behavioral 
outcomes of the game  ·    Adapted from Boyle et al. (2016)

Outcome of playing Entertainment game Serious game

AffecGve 15 5

Behavior change 15 3

Perceptual & cogniGve 12 9

Knowledge acquisiGon 5 42

Physiological 16 0

Skill 2 8

Soz & social skills 6 5

Total 71 71
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B Overview of all search results 

 This appendix displays all bodies of literature, sorted by relevance according to the 
search engine Focus, that were idenGfied by applying the search strategy. 
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(CGC), 2013 Third InternaGonal Conference on (pp. 277-282). IEEE. 

4. Madani, K., Pierce, T. W., & Mirchi, A. (2017). Serious games on environmental 
management. Sustainable CiGes and Society, 29, 1-11. 
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38(6), 20. 
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11160-11189. 
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(pp. 195-200). IEEE. 

11. Vilarinho, T., Farshchian, B., Wienhofen, L. W., Franang, T., & Gulbrandsen, H. (2016). 
Combining Persuasive Compu7ng and User Centered Design into an Energy Awareness 
System for Smart Houses. In Intelligent Environments (IE), 2016 12th InternaGonal 
Conference on (pp. 32-39). IEEE. 

12. Zhang, B., Benton, S., Pearson, W., LeMoine, J., Herbertson, N., Williams, H., & 
Goodman, L. (2016). Playing 3D: Digital technologies and novel 3d virtual environments to 
support the needs of Chinese learners in western educa7on: Cross-cultural collabora7on, 
gamifica7on, well-being and social inclusion. In Virtual System & MulGmedia (VSMM), 
2016 22nd InternaGonal Conference on (pp. 1-9). IEEE. 
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13. Buchem, I., Merceron, A., Kreutel, J., Haesner, M., & Steinert, A. (2015). Gamifica7on 
designs in wearable Enhanced Learning for healthy ageing. In InteracGve Mobile 
CommunicaGon Technologies and Learning (IMCL), 2015 InternaGonal Conference on 
(pp. 9-15). IEEE. 

14. Lee, J. J., Matamoros, E., Kern, R., Marks, J., de Luna, C., & Jordan-Cooley, W. (2013). 
Greenify: fostering sustainable communi7es via gamifica7on. In CHI'13 Extended Abstracts 
on Human Factors in CompuGng Systems (pp. 1497-1502). ACM. 

15. Kankaanranta, M. H., & Neipaanmäki, P. (Eds.). (2008). Design and use of serious games 
(Vol. 37). Springer Science & Business Media. 

16. 16. Hall, M., Kimbrough, S. O., Haas, C., Weinhardt, C., & Caton, S. (2012). Towards the 
gamifica7on of well-being measures. In E-Science (e-Science), 2012 IEEE 8th InternaGonal 
Conference on (pp. 1-8). IEEE. 

17. Lejeune, A., & Nkambou, R. (2013, January). A Table Game to Elicit Green Capaci7es in 
Business Models. In ISPIM Conference Proceedings (p. 1). The InternaGonal Society for 
Professional InnovaGon Management (ISPIM). 

18. Tavcar, A., Kuznar, D., & Gams, M. (2017). Hybrid Mul7-Agent Strategy Discovering 
Algorithm for human behavior. Expert Systems with ApplicaGons, 71, 370-382. 

19. Sánchez, R. G., Thin, A. G., Hauge, J. B., Fiucci, G., Nabeth, T., Rudnianski, M., ... & Star, 
K. (2012). Value proposi7ons for serious games in health and well-being. In InternaGonal 
Conference on Serious Games Development and ApplicaGons (pp. 150-157). Springer 
Berlin Heidelberg. 

20. dos Santos, A. D., Strada, F., & Bo{no, A. (2016). The design of an augmented reality 
collabora7ve game for sustainable development. In Games and Learning Alliance (pp. 
15-23). Springer InternaGonal Publishing. 

21. Cheah, W., Wei, T. Z., & Mohamad, F. S. (2013). Interac7ve Mobile Game for Learning 
about Sustainability Educa7on. In InformaGcs and CreaGve MulGmedia (ICICM), 2013 
InternaGonal Conference on (pp. 168-173). IEEE. 

22. Pierce, T., & Madani, K. (2013, October). Online gaming for sustainable common pool 
resource management and tragedy of the commons preven7on. In Systems, Man, and 
CyberneGcs (SMC), 2013 IEEE InternaGonal Conference on (pp. 1765-1770). IEEE. 

23. Ma, M., Oliveira, M. F., Hauge, J. B., Duin, H., & Thoben, K. D. (Eds.). (2012). Serious 
Games Development and Applica7ons: Third InternaGonal Conference, SGDA 2012, 
Bremen, Germany, September 26-29, 2012, Proceedings (Vol. 7528). Springer. 

24. Brooks, A. L., Brahnam, S., & Jain, L. C. (2014). Technologies of Inclusive Well-Being at the 
Intersec7on of Serious Games, Alterna7ve Reali7es, and Play Therapy. In Technologies of 
Inclusive Well-Being (pp. 1-10). Springer Berlin Heidelberg. 

25. Marsh, T., Ma, M., Oliveira, M. F., Hauge, J. B., & Göbel, S. (Eds.). (2016). Serious Games: 
Second Joint InternaGonal Conference, JCSG 2016, Brisbane, QLD, Australia, 
September 26-27, 2016, Proceedings (Vol. 9894). Springer. 

26. Wiemeyer, J., & Kliem, A. (2011). Serious games in preven7on and rehabilita7on—a new 
panacea for elderly people? European Review of Aging and Physical AcGvity, 9(1), 41. 
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27. Reichlin, L., Mani, N., McArthur, K., Harris, A., Rajan, N., & Dacso, C. (2011). Assessing 
the acceptability and usability of an interac7ve serious game in aiding treatment decisions 
for pa7ents with localized prostate cancer. Journal of medical Internet research, 13(1), e4.  

28. Cerinšek, G., Petersen, S. A., & Heikura, T. (2013). Contextually enriched competence 
model in the field of sustainable manufacturing for simula7on style technology enhanced 
learning environments. Journal of Intelligent Manufacturing, 24(3), 441-455. 

29. Schickler, M., Pryss, R., Reichert, M., Schobel, J., Langguth, B., & Schlee, W. (2016). Using 
Mobile Serious Games in the Context of Chronic Disorders: A Mobile Game Concept for the 
Treatment of Tinnitus. In Computer-Based Medical Systems (CBMS), 2016 IEEE 29th 
InternaGonal Symposium on (pp. 343-348). IEEE. 

30. Ordaz, N., Romero, D., Gorecky, D., & Siller, H. R. (2015). Serious Games and Virtual 
Simulator for Automo7ve Manufacturing Educa7on & Training. Procedia Computer Science, 
75, 267-274. 

31. Katsaliaki, K., & Mustafee, N. (2012). A survey of serious games on sustainable 
development. In SimulaGon Conference (WSC), Proceedings of the 2012 Winter (pp. 
1-13). IEEE. 

32. Nakai, A., Pyae, A., Luimula, M., Hongo, S., Vuola, H., & Smed, J. (2015). Inves7ga7ng the 
effects of mo7on-based Kinect game system on user cogni7on. Journal on MulGmodal User 
Interfaces, 9(4), 403-411. 

33. Castaño, J. B., Escobar, J. D. H., Cardona, J. E. M., & Herrera, J. F. L. (2014). Shoulder 
flexion rehabilita7on in pa7ents with monoparesia using an exergame. In Serious Games 
and ApplicaGons for Health (SeGAH), 2014 IEEE 3rd InternaGonal Conference on (pp. 
1-5). IEEE. 

34. Heo, J., Culp, B., Yamada, N., & Won, Y. (2013). Promo7ng successful aging through 
compe77ve sports par7cipa7on: Insights from older adults. QualitaGve health research, 
23(1), 105-113. 

35. Zafrulla, Z., Brashear, H., Starner, T., Hamilton, H., & PresG, P. (2011). American sign 
language recogni7on with the kinect. In Proceedings of the 13th internaGonal conference 
on mulGmodal interfaces (pp. 279-286). ACM. 

36. Lameras, P., Petridis, P., & Dunwell, I. (2014). Raising awareness on sustainability issues 
through a mobile game. In InteracGve Mobile CommunicaGon Technologies and Learning 
(IMCL), 2014 InternaGonal Conference on (pp. 217-221). IEEE. 

37. de Aquino Lopes, R., Junior, E. A. L., Cardoso, A., & Lopes, E. J. (2014). Recovery and 
coping stress supported by serious games. In Serious Games and ApplicaGons for Health 
(SeGAH), 2014 IEEE 3rd InternaGonal Conference on (pp. 1-7). IEEE. 

38. Xu, Y., Johnson, P. M., Moore, C. A., Brewer, R. S., & Takayama, J. (2013). SGSEAM: 
Assessing serious game frameworks from a stakeholder experience perspec7ve. In 
Proceedings of the First InternaGonal Conference on Gameful Design, Research, and 
ApplicaGons (pp. 75-78). ACM. 

39. MarGns, T., Carvalho, V., & Soares, F. (2013). Applica7on for physiotherapy and tracking of 
pa7ents with neurological diseases-Preliminary studies. In Serious Games and ApplicaGons 
for Health (SeGAH), 2013 IEEE 2nd InternaGonal Conference on (pp. 1-8). IEEE. 
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40. Antle, A. N., Tanenbaum, J., Bevans, A., Seaborn, K., & Wang, S. (2011). Balancing act: 
enabling public engagement with sustainability issues through a mul7-touch tabletop 
collabora7ve game. In IFIP Conference on Human-Computer InteracGon (pp. 194-211). 
Springer Berlin Heidelberg. 

41. dos Reis Alves, S. F., Uribe-Quevedo, A. J., da Silva, I. N., & Ferasoli Filho, H. (2014). 
Pomodoro, a mobile robot plaworm for hand mo7on exercising. In Biomedical RoboGcs and 
Biomechatronics (2014 5th IEEE RAS & EMBS InternaGonal Conference on (pp. 
970-974). IEEE. 

42. Duin, H., Pourabdollahian, B., Thoben, K. D., & Taisch, M. (2013). On the effec7veness of 
teaching sustainable global manufacturing with serious gaming. In Engineering, Technology 
and InnovaGon (ICE) & IEEE InternaGonal Technology Management Conference, 2013 
InternaGonal Conference on (pp. 1-8). IEEE. 

43. Tanenbaum, J. G., Antle, A. N., & Robinson, J. (2013). Three perspec7ves on behavior 
change for serious games. In Proceedings of the SIGCHI Conference on Human Factors in 
CompuGng Systems (pp. 3389-3392). ACM. 

44. Hsieh, G., Munson, S. A., Kaptein, M. C., Oinas-Kukkonen, H., & Nov, O. (2014). 
Personalizing behavior change technologies. In CHI'14 Extended Abstracts on Human 
Factors in CompuGng Systems (pp. 107-110). ACM. 

45. Duin, H., Oliveira, M., & Thoben, K. D. (2012, June). A methodology for developing serious 
gaming stories for sustainable manufacturing. In Engineering, Technology and InnovaGon 
(ICE), 2012 18th InternaGonal ICE Conference on (pp. 1-9). IEEE. 

46. El Mawas, N., Cahier, J. P., & Bénel, A. (2012, July). Serious games for exper7se training: 
Rules in ques7ons. In Computer Games (CGAMES), 2012 17th InternaGonal Conference 
on (pp. 18-24). IEEE. 

47. Dores, A. R., Miranda, M. J., Carvalho, I. P., Mendes, L., Barbosa, F., Coelho, A., ... & 
Caldas, A. C. (2012, June). Virtual City: neurocogni7ve rehabilita7on of acquired brain 
injury. In InformaGon Systems and Technologies (CISTI), 2012 7th Iberian Conference on 
(pp. 1-4). IEEE. 

48. Cahier, J. P., El Mawas, N., Zhou, C., & Benel, A. (2011). Web 2.0, serious game: 
Structuring knowledge for par7cipa7ve and educa7ve representa7ons of the city. Paper 
presented at the IET InternaGonal Conference on Smart and Sustainable City (ICSSC 
2011). 

49. Duin, H., & Thoben, K. D. (2011). Serious gaming for sustainable manufacturing: A 
requirements analysis. In Concurrent Enterprising (ICE), 2011 17th InternaGonal 
Conference on (pp. 1-8). IEEE. 

50. Styliadis, C., KonstanGnidis, E., Billis, A., & Bamidis, P. (2014). Employing affec7on in 
elderly healthcare serious games interven7ons. In Proceedings of the 7th internaGonal 
conference on pervasive technologies related to assisGve environments (p. 32). ACM. 
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C Selection of studies 

 The effort to select literature is summarized in figure C.1. Within the figure, studies are 
fit within the model for quality of life by Shafer et al. (2000). 
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Figure C.1  ·    Graphical representa=on of applica=on of selec=on criteria: studies and their fit 
with the model for quality of life by Shafer et al. (2000)  ·    See appendix B for numbering of 
studies  ·    OmiSed numbers correspond to studies that did not adopt the model for quality of life by 
Shafer et al. (2000)
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 Table C.1 provides an overview of studies that are selected to evaluate in detail. 

Table C.1  ·    Selected studies

# Authors Year Research ;tle

40 Antle, Tanenbaum, 
Bevans, Seaborn & Wang

2011 Balancing act: enabling public engagement with 
sustainability issues through a mulG-touch tabletop 
collaboraGve game

13 Buchem, Merceron, 
Kreutel, Haesner & 
Steinert

2015 GamificaGon designs in wearable Enhanced Learning 
for healthy ageing

21 Cheah, Wei & Mohamad 2013 InteracGve Mobile Game for Learning about 
Sustainability EducaGon

42 Duin, Pourabdollahian, 
Thoben & Taisch

2013 On the effecGveness of teaching sustainable global 
manufacturing with serious gaming

16 Hall, Kimbrough, Haas, 
Weinhardt & Caton

2012 Towards the gamificaGon of well-being measures

3 Hall, Glanz, Caton, & 
Weinhardt

2013 Measuring your best you: A gamificaGon framework 
for well-being measurement

36 Lameras, Petridis & 
Dunwell

2014 Raising awareness on sustainability issues through a 
mobile game

22 Pierce & Madani 2013 Online gaming for sustainable common pool resource 
management and tragedy of the commons prevenGon

29 Schickler, Pryss, Reichert, 
Schobel, Langguth & 
Schlee

2016 Using Mobile Serious Games in the Context of 
Chronic Disorders: A Mobile Game Concept for the 
Treatment of Tinnitus

1 Schulze, MarGn, Finger, 
Henzen, Lindner, 
Pietzsch, Werntze, Zander 
& Seppelt

2015 Design, implementaGon and test of a serious online 
game for exploring complex relaGonships of 
sustainable land management and human well-being
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D Synthesis table from systematic literature review 

Table D.1  ·    Synthesis of selected studies
Study Field Game purpose Game description Target audience Test audience Perspective Impact

Antle, et al. (2011) Sustainable 
development · 
serious game

Raise awareness for 
sustainable 
development issues

The game Futura simulates a growing populaCon. Players must decide 
what kinds of food, shelter, or energy producing faciliCes to construct, 
and aHempts to achieve sustainable balance: neither wasCng resources 
nor failing to provide for the populaCon’s needs. If the environmental 
impact becomes too negaCve, natural disasters begin to occur.

Players of 7 years old 
and above

90 respondents at 
the 2010 Vancouver 
Winter Olympics

People-Planet-
Prosperity

Knowledge acquisiCon; create awareness 
on the complexity of sustainable 
development

Buchem, et al. (2015) Health & well-being · 
serious game / 
gamificaCon

Support improvement 
of bodily functions of 
elderly using wearables

The game fMOOC baHle compares a number of acCvity types – such as 
the number of steps achieved or social interacCons – among users and 
user groups.

Seniors 20 senior 
parCcipants

People Increased moCvaCon; knowledge 
acquisiCon; beHer orientaCon in the 
training program

Cheah, et al. (2013) Sustainable 
development · 
serious game

Educate 
environmental 
sustainability issues

The game LifeTree is centered around a character who has a mission to 
protect all trees in a simulated universe. Players deal with natural 
disasters that are triggered by polluCon, for instance haze, tornadoes and 
so forth. Every stage of the game provides opportuniCes for players to 
protect the universe from polluCon.

Children and pupils 20 volunteers People-Planet Soc & social skills; learn to use decision 
making skills. Knowledge acquisiCon; 
learn to create a sustainable environment

Duin, et al. (2013) Sustainable 
development · 
serious game

Promote sustainable 
manufacturing

Within the TARGET project, the player takes over the role of a 
Sustainability Manager at a producCon company. The company offers a 
‘green’ product because it uses less energy than subsCtutes. However, 
the producCon processes are not yet environmentally friendly. The player 
has to communicate with other workers in order to obtain important 
informaCon needed for conducCng a Life Cycle Assessment. The game 
terminates when a completed Life Cycle Assessment report is submiHed.

Students and teachers 24 master students 
and 9 teachers from 
the department 
Industrial 
Engineering

People-Planet-
Prosperity

Knowledge acquisiCon; learning method 
to perform a Life Cycle Assessment

Hall, et al. (2012) Health & well-being · 
gamificaCon

Calculate a user's 
Human Flourishing 
Score

In the game BeWell users self-report on their well-being and are 
encouraged by moCvaConal game elements to measure their well-being 
on a regular basis. The game can elicit individuals' well-being informaCon 
and track changes.

All individuals 174 individuals from 
the first authors’ 
personal Facebook 
network

People Psychological; moCvaCng users to self-
report on well-being

Hall, et al. (2013) Health & well-being · 
gamificaCon

Calculate a user's 
Human Flourishing 
Score

In the game BeWell users self-report on their well-being and are 
encouraged by moCvaConal game elements to measure their well-being 
on a regular basis. The game can elicit individuals' well-being informaCon 
and track changes.

All individuals 121 individuals from 
the authors’ personal 
Facebook networks

People Psychological; moCvaCng users to self-
report on well-being

Lameras, et al (2014) Sustainable 
development · 
serious game

Raise awareness for 
sustainable urban 
planning

The Sustainability Serious Game involves the user in the redesign of a 
virtual public park through a series of short mini-games. The mini-games 
introduce the player to the process of urban planning, the design of 
sustainable spaces and the parCcipaCon of ciCzens in this process. The 
game terminates when the player pitches the redesign for the public park 
to the city council.

University students and 
professionals in 
engineering and 
architectural disciplines

33 computer science 
students

People-Planet-
Prosperity

Knowledge acquisiCon; create awareness 
on sustainability issues

Pierce, & Madani 
(2013)

Sustainable 
development · 
serious game

Promote sustainable 
management of 
common pool 
resources

The game Irrigania is a role-playing game in which users play as farmers 
within a village. Each village contains farmers and is a part of a larger 
'village cluster'. Each farmer chooses his own irrigaCon scheme consisCng 
of river water, groundwater, and rainwater to use on the ten fields that 
each farmer possesses. The goal of the game is to be either the most 
profitable farmer or the best village in the village cluster.

Students 28 graduate civil and 
environmental 
engineering students

People-Planet-
Prosperity

Knowledge acquisiCon; communicaCon, 
cooperaCon, informaCon disclosure and 
social learning promote a shic towards 
sustainable resource use

Schickler, et al. (2016) Health & well-being · 
serious game

Train suppression of 
noise cancelling brain 
disorder (Cnnitus)

Within a mobile game users must detect animals solely based on their 
sounds. When playing, the user cannot see the animals. More precisely, 
the applicaCon shows a black screen to the player. The aim of the game 
is to detect all configured animals by taking pictures. The player succeeds 
if all animals are detected.

Tinnitus paCents 24 respondents of 
which two reported 
to be affected by 
Cnnitus

People Increase paCent moCvaCon

Schulze, et al. (2015) Sustainable 
development · 
serious game

Raise awareness for 
sustainable land 
management

The game LandYOUs provides the opportunity to govern a country by 
exploring how contrasCng dimensions of sustainability can be 
harmonized regionally, while conCnuously being threatened by global 
trade fluctuaCons. Players step into the role of a governor who controls 
the land use of the virtual country by various capital investments.

Students from the age 
of 14

30 parCcipants (age 
21 - 54)

People-Planet-
Prosperity

Knowledge acquisiCon; aHract aHenCon; 
sCmulate discussion and reflecCon
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E Screenshots of the mobile application GameBus & website 

 Figure E.1 and E.2 provide a selecGon of screenshots of the challenge “Bewegen, 
Begrijpen, Bewust” and the challenge “Groen & Slim, Blauw & Gezond”, respecGvely. Figure   
E.3 provides a selecGon of screenshots of the website. 
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Figure E.1  ·    Screenshots of the challenge “Bewegen, Begrijpen, Bewust” taken form the 
mobile applica=on GameBus (descrip=on, rules and ranking)

Figure E.2  ·    Screenshots of the challenge “Groen & Slim, Blauw & Gezond” taken form the 
mobile applica=on GameBus (descrip=on, rules and ranking)
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Figure E.3  ·    Screenshots of the website (homepage, surveys and guide)



F Project Gantt-chart 
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G Activity timeline 

 

Date Role Ac;on Enroled

Pre-test Challenges Post-test

PH EF BBB1 BBB2 GSBG PH EF IMI

20/03 ||||

21/03 [R] PINO Blurb via intranet ~250 w. |||| |||

22/03 [R] 

[R] 
[R] 
[R] 
[R] 
[R]

PINO Blurb via intranet  
  [renewed] ~250 w. 
Mail Blurb via Mr. Kerklaan 
Mail Blurb via Mr. Heijster 
Mail Blurb via Mr. Verhoeven 
Mail Blurb via Mr. Dielissen 
Mail Blurb via Ms. Van Gemert

||||

23/03 |||| ||

24/03 |||| ||

25/03 |

26/03 |

27/03 ||||

28/03 ||

29/03 [R] Mail Request to fill out survey  
  ~150 words

| || ||

30/03 ||| |||

31/03 | | |

01/04 ||| ||

02/04 [R] Mail InvitaGon to join kick-off  
  ~200 words

|| ||

03/04 [R] Event Kick-off meeGng 0 visits | |||| |||| ||||

04/04 [R] [K] 
 [K]

Event Kick-off meeGng 0 visits 
Mail Kick-off invitaGon reminder  
  ~200 words

| || |

05/04 [R] 
[R]

Event Kick-off meeGng 0 visits 
Mail Kick-off invitaGon reminder  
  ~250 words 
Event Field run for civil servants 
  0 par7cipants

|| || |

06/04  [K] Event Kick-off meeGng 1 visit | | |

07/04 [R] Event Kick-off meeGng 0 visits |

08/04

09/04

10/04 [R] Mail Weekly update 1    
  ~250 words 
Event POP-UP Yoga  0 visits

| | ||||

11/04 | |

12/04 | | |

13/04

14/04

15/04

16/04

17/04
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Table G.1  ·    Ac7vity 7meline and impact of marke7ng messages



18/04 [R] Mail Weekly update 2    
  ~250 words

19/04

20/04

21/04

22/04 Event Hipwalk    0 visits

23/04

24/04 [R] 

[R]

Mail Weekly update 3    
  ~250 words 
Event POP-UP Yoga   1 visit

25/04

26/04 [R] 

 [K]

Mail Invite intermediate eval.  
  ~200 words 
Mail Invite intermediate eval.  
  ~200 words

| | |

27/04

28/04

29/04  [K] Mail Suspend intermediate eval.  
  ~200 words

30/04

01/05 [R] 
[R] [K]

Mail Weekly update 
Event EvaluaGon lunch

|||| |||| 
||

|||| |||| 
||

02/05

03/05

04/05 Event Lunch break concert  0 visits

05/05 Event In-house day Duurzame Kost
  0 visits

06/05

07/05 [R] Mail Weekly update 5    
  ~300 words 
Event Soul market   0 visits

08/05

09/05

10/05 [R] [K] Event EvaluaGon lunch  8 visits

11/05 Event Lunch break concert  0 visits

12/05 Event In-house day Duurzame Kost
  0 visits

13/05

14/05

15/05 [R] Mail Weekly update 6    
  ~300 words 
Event POP-UP Yoga  0 visits

16/05

17/05

18/05 Event Lunch break concert  0 visits 
Event NaGonal commute-by-bike  
  day  0 par7cipants

19/05 Event In-house day Duurzame Kost
  0 visits

20/05

Date Role Ac;on Enroled

Pre-test Challenges Post-test

PH EF BBB1 BBB2 GSBG PH EF IMI
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21/05 Event Feel Good market 0 visits

22/05 [R] Mail Weekly update 7    
  ~200 words 
Event POP-UP Yoga  0 visits

23/05

24/05

25/05

26/05 Event In-house day Duurzame Kost
  0 visits

27/05

28/05

29/05 [R]
Mail Weekly update 8 & request  
  to fill out survey ~150 words

|| | || | ||

30/05 || || ||

31/05

01/06

02/06 | | |

03/06

04/06

05/06 | || ||

06/06 |

07/06 | | |

08/06 | | |

09/06  ||  |

10/06

11/06

12/06  |||  |||

13/06

14/06  |

15/06  |  |

Date Role Ac;on Enroled

Pre-test Challenges Post-test

PH EF BBB1 BBB2 GSBG PH EF IMI
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H Calculations to determine number of experience points per  

 activity 

 Number of experience points to allocate for walking, cycling and working-out  ·    To 
award acGviGes as fair as possible, the Metabolic Equivalent of Task (MET) has been 
evaluated. This measure expresses the rate of energy consumpGon during a specific physical 
acGvity. Table H.1 provides an overview of the MET-scores of specific acGviGes that have 
been rewarded during the pilot. 

 As a starGng point it is decided that every 1000 steps should yield approximately 1 
experience point. 1000 steps are roughly equal to a distance of 700 meters (n = 1). Therefore, 
walking yields �  experience points per kilometer. CompensaGng for the MET of cycling (= 

5), �  experience points should be awarded per kilometer traveled by bicycle. 

 Walking 1000 steps cost approximately 5 minutes (n = 1). Therefore, walking yields 
�  experience points per minute. CompensaGng for the MET of working-out (= ±7), 
�  experience points should be awarded per ‘acGve’ minute. 

 Minimum number of experience points to “win” a challenge  ·    The minimum goal for 
the challenge “Bewegen, Begrijpen, Bewust” was to: walk 500 - 2500 steps daily, cycle 5 
kilometers weekly, work-out 5 - 15 minutes weekly, share progress weekly, and work-out 
together three Gmes. Performing these acGviGes yielded �  
experience points. Roughly �  acGviGes were necessary to “win” this 
challenge. 

 The minimum goal for the challenge “Groen & Slim, Blauw & Gezond” was to: cycle 
more than one kilometer twice a week, drive "green" once a week, go for a lunch hike twice, 
and parGcipate in a "green" organized event once. Performing these acGviGes yielded
�  experience points. Roughly �  acGviGes were 
necessary to “win” this challenge. 

1
0,7 ≈ 1,4

1,4
3,5 ⋅ 5 = 2

1
5 = 0,2
0,2
3,5 ⋅ 7 = 0,4

Table H.1  ·    Metabolic equivalent of selected tasks (Ainsworth et al., 2011)

Ac;vity Metabolic Equivalent of Task

Walking 3,5

Cycling 5

Working-out 
 Running 
 Playing soccer 
 Playing tennis 
 Dancing

± 7 
8 
7 
8 
6

28 * 2 + 4 * 8 + 4 * 4 + 4 * 1 + 3 * 4 = 120
28 + 4 + 4 + 4 + 3 = 43

8 * 10 + 4 * 7 + 2 * 5 + 1 * 10 = 128 8 + 4 + 2 + 1 = 15
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I Income and expenses 

 Table I.1 provides an overview of income and expenses. 

Table I.1  ·    Income and expenses

Descrip;on Quan;ty Value

Income

Budget as provided by the municipality of Eindhoven 1 € 500,00

Subtotal € 500,00

Expenses

16 € (78,87)

Fitbit Charge 2 1 € (139,00)

Dopper 2 € (25,00)

Subtotal € (242,87)

Total € 257,13
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J Raw data 

Table J.1  ·    Small dataset (n = 12): control group n = 6, experimental group n = 6; large dataset (n = 16): control group n = 7, experimental group n = 9
ID Gender DoB Educa.on Group BBB1 BBB2 GSBG Date PH-pre PH-pre BF-pre MF-pre SD-pre QoL-pre SP-pre DF-pre Date PH-post PH-post BF-post MF-post SD-post QoL-post

101 M 20-05-96 4 1 336 408 350 30-03-17 9,143 8,571 9,286 9,286 9,429 9,143 9,143 30-05-17 9,738 9,429 9,857 10,000 10,000

102 M 16-10-71 4 1 165 198 70 03-04-17 7,452 6,857 7,571 7,714 7,286 7,714 7,571 30-05-17 8,095 7,857 8,286 8,000 7,429

103 M 01-01-52 5 1 172 196 0 03-04-17 6,048 6,143 5,286 4,429 7,000 6,429 7,000 29-05-17 5,286 6,000 4,714 4,000 6,857

104 M 31-10-67 4 1 159 248 323 31-03-17 7,643 7,429 8,286 8,000 6,714 8,000 7,429 05-06-17 7,667 7,571 7,857 8,000 7,000

105 M 29-11-52 4 1 340 0 0 30-03-17 8,048 8,000 8,000 8,286 8,000 8,000 8,000 07-06-17 8,000 8,000 8,000 8,000 8,000

106 M 02-07-81 5 1 38 0 0 30-03-17 8,357 8,429 8,714 8,571 8,571 7,429 8,429 08-06-17 8,095 8,571 8,000 8,000 8,000

111 V 26-10-93 4 1 70 34 16 02-04-17 8,881 8,429 9,000 9,286 9,429 8,857 8,286 02-06-17 8,452 8,000 8,429 8,286 8,714

112 V 27-07-67 3 1 40 170 125 01-04-17 7,857 7,286 7,286 8,286 8,000 8,000 8,286 29-05-17 9,643 9,000 9,571 9,429 10,000

113 V 11-02-99 3 1 220 94 66 01-01-70 8,738 8,286 8,286 8,857 9,000 9,571 8,429 06-06-17 8,429 8,857 8,143 9,286 8,571

201 M 26-10-95 4 0 10-04-17 7,500 7,286 7,429 8,000 7,286 8,143 6,857 12-06-17 7,619 7,286 7,286 8,143 7,429

202 M 26-03-98 4 0 01-04-17 8,071 8,000 7,857 8,143 8,286 8,857 7,286 09-06-17 7,786 8,000 7,429 8,000 7,857

203 V 09-05-74 5 0 11-04-17 9,214 9,571 8,000 9,000 9,429 9,857 9,429 12-06-17 8,571 7,714 8,000 9,000 8,429

204 V 02-12-64 5 0 05-04-17 8,381 7,714 7,714 7,857 8,714 8,714 9,571 12-06-17 8,595 8,429 8,571 8,000 8,714

205 M 31-08-95 4 0 04-04-17 8,500 8,429 9,000 8,143 8,143 8,571 8,714 09-06-17 8,524 8,714 8,000 7,857 8,571

206 M 25-06-77 4 0 29-03-17 8,714 8,143 8,714 9,000 9,000 9,000 8,429 15-06-17 8,452 7,429 8,286 8,429 9,000

211 M 29-12-66 3 0 01-04-17 7,929 7,429 8,000 7,571 7,857 8,286 8,429 29-05-17 9,357 8,571 9,286 9,143 9,429

Table J.1  ·    (con>nued)
ID SP-post DF-post Date EF-pre EF-pre HH-pre FD-pre LS-pre TM-pre Date EF-post EFP-post HH-post FD-post LS-post TM-post Date IMI IE PC EI PT PF VU

101 9,714 9,429 30-03-17 5,459 0,470 2,339 1,387 1,263 30-05-17 5,052 0,470 2,339 1,538 0,704 30-05-17 6,286 7,000 5,800 7,000 6,143 6,000

102 8,000 9,000 03-04-17 6,156 0,743 2,096 1,390 1,928 30-05-17 5,084 0,208 1,882 1,450 1,544 30-05-17 6,143 5,167 4,800 6,800 6,714 6,000

103 5,143 5,000 03-04-17 4,368 0,688 1,493 1,872 0,316 29-05-17 5,068 0,994 1,558 2,014 0,502 29-05-17 3,143 3,000 3,000 6,400 5,429 1,571

104 8,000 7,571 31-03-17 4,993 0,117 1,882 1,595 1,399 05-06-17 4,818 0,117 1,882 1,369 1,451 05-06-17 4,857 6,167 5,200 6,000 6,000 5,000

105 8,000 8,000 30-03-17 4,814 0,591 1,802 1,404 1,017 07-06-17 5,072 0,767 2,060 1,404 0,841 07-06-17 6,143 6,667 4,000 5,600 6,286 7,000

106 8,000 8,000 30-03-17 4,337 0,380 1,816 1,502 0,639 08-06-17 4,427 0,371 2,030 1,387 0,639 08-06-17 3,286 3,667 5,000 5,800 5,714 3,143

111 9,000 8,286 02-04-17 9,104 0,806 1,298 2,133 4,866 02-06-17 7,108 0,336 1,298 1,595 3,878 02-06-17 4,571 3,000 3,400 6,000 4,714 3,857

112 9,857 10,000 01-04-17 5,075 0,568 2,060 1,569 0,878 29-05-17 4,878 0,792 1,822 1,686 0,579 29-05-17 6,000 6,500 6,000 5,800 7,000 6,000

113 9,000 6,714 01-01-70 5,467 0,440 2,339 1,983 0,704 05-06-17 4,863 0,672 2,273 1,445 0,473 05-06-17 4,857 5,000 3,800 6,600 6,571 5,714

201 8,429 7,143 10-04-17 6,092 0,402 2,060 2,862 0,768 12-06-17 6,092 0,402 2,060 2,863 0,768

202 8,143 7,286 01-04-17 5,076 0,904 1,822 1,569 0,781 09-06-17 5,242 0,720 1,822 1,857 0,844

203 9,143 9,143 11-04-17 5,040 0,298 2,030 1,569 1,143 12-06-17 5,106 0,298 2,096 1,569 1,143

204 8,429 9,429 05-04-17 5,398 0,223 2,096 1,928 1,151 12-06-17 4,775 0,442 1,887 1,533 0,912

205 9,286 8,714 04-04-17 4,471 0,513 1,608 1,595 0,754 14-06-17 4,834 0,513 2,060 1,739 0,522

206 9,000 8,571 29-03-17 6,881 0,864 2,060 2,155 1,802 15-06-17 5,752 0,864 2,060 2,014 0,814

211 9,857 9,857 01-04-17 4,685 0,737 2,060 1,533 0,355 29-05-17 4,862 0,792 2,030 1,686 0,355

105



K Descriptive analysis 

Table K.1  ·    Median and standard devia7on of differences between pre- and post-test scores

Measurement instrument / scale

Small dataset (n = 12) Large dataset (n = 16)

Control 

(n = 6)

Experiment 

(n = 6)

Control 

(n = 7)

Experiment 

(n = 9)

Posi;ve Health difference (ΔPH)

Bodily funcGons difference (ΔBF)

Mental funcGons difference (ΔMF)

Spiritual dimension difference (ΔSD)

Quality of life difference (ΔQoL)

Social parGcipaGon difference (ΔSP)

Daily funcGoning difference (ΔDF)

Ecological Footprint difference (ΔEF)

Home / household difference (ΔHH)

Food difference (ΔFD)

Lifestyle difference (ΔLS)

Travel / mobility difference (ΔTM)

 0,000  Expected relaGon, expected magnitude (compared to control group) 
 0,000  Unexpected relaGon, expected magnitude (compared to control group) 
 0,000  Expected relaGon, unexpected magnitude (compared to control group) 
 0,000  Unexpected relaGon, unexpected magnitude (compared to control group)

�    =  0,085 
�  = - 0,010 
s   =  0,604

x
Md

�    =  0,021 
�  = - 0,251 
�    =  0,719

x
Md
s

�    =  0,102 
�  =  0,041 
s   =  0,743

x
Md

�    =  0,204 
�  =  0,024 
s   =  0,557

x
Md

�    =  0,013 
�  =  0,000 
�    =  0,118

x
Md
s

�    =  0,007 
�  =  0,001 
s   =  0,225

x
Md

�    = - 0,262 
�  = - 0,137 
�    =  0,765

x
Md
s

�    = - 0,119 
�  = - 0,112 
s   =  0,229

x
Md

�    =  0,127 
�  = - 0,052 
�    =  0,797

x
Md
s

�    = - 0,064 
�  =  0,020 
s   =  1,290

x
Md

�    = - 0,008 
�  =  0,000 
�    =  0,303

x
Md
s

�    = - 0,233 
�  = -0,116 
�    =  0,391

x
Md
s

�    =  0,052 
�  =  0,000 
s   =  0,217

x
Md

�    =  0,127 
�  = - 0,113 
�    =  0,950

x
Md
s

�    = - 0,193 
�  =  0,033 
�    =  0,566

x
Md
s

�    =  0,138 
�  = - 0,077 
s   =  0,802

x
Md

�    = - 0,105 
�  =  0,000 
�    =  0,275

x
Md
s

�    = - 0,119 
�  = - 0,143 
�    =  0,546

x
Md
s

�    =  0,333 
�  =  0,226 
�    =  0,564

x
Md
s

�    = - 0,048 
�  = - 0,118 
s   =  0,537

x
Md

�    =  0,024 
�  =  0,162 
�    =  0,879

x
Md
s

�    = - 0,101 
�  = - 0,043 
�    =  0,608

x
Md
s

�    =  0,054 
�  =  0,033 
s   =  0,170

x
Md

�    = - 0,147 
�  = - 0,088 
�    =  0,282

x
Md
s

�    = - 0,061 
�  = - 0,022 
�    =  0,828

x
Md
s

�    =  0,123 
�  =  0,041 
s   =  0,599

x
Md

�    =  0,123 
�  =  0,018 
�    =  0,791

x
Md
s

�    = - 0,140 
�  =  0,066 
�    =  0,536

x
Md
s

�    =  0,040 
�  =  0,000 
s   =  0,201

x
Md

�    = - 0,199 
�  =  0,000 
�    =  0,368

x
Md
s

�    = - 0,139 
�  = - 0,102 
�    =  0,256

x
Md
s

�    =  0,428 
�  =  0,344 
�    =  0,683

x
Md
s

�    =  0,032 
�  = - 0,006 
�    =  0,702

x
Md
s

�    =  0,000 
�  = - 0,019 
�    =  0,162

x
Md
s

�    =  0,006 
�  =  0,000 
�    =  0,128

x
Md
s

�    = - 0,143 
�  =  0,011 
s   =  0,449

x
Md

�    = - 0,378 
�  = - 0,197 
�    =  0,791

x
Md
s

�    = - 0,190 
�  = - 0,297 
�    =  0,531

x
Md
s

�    =  0,175 
�  =  0,214 
�    =  0,907

x
Md
s

�    =  0,002 
�  =  0,000 
�    =  0,167

x
Md
s

�    =  -0,017 
�  =  0,000 
s   =  0,236

x
Md

�    = - 0,267 
�  = - 0,231 
�    =  0,355

x
Md
s

�    =  0,032 
�  = - 0,017 
s   =  0,645

x
Md

�    = - 0,072 
�  = - 0,190 
�    =  0,651

x
Md
s

�    =  0,048 
�  = - 0,021 
s   =  0,511

x
Md

�    = - 0,095 
�  =  0,036 
s   =  1,167

x
Md

�    = - 0,010 
�  =  0,000 
�    =  0,286

x
Md
s

�    =  0,002 
�  =  0,030 
s   =  0,149

x
Md
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L Regression analysis (assuming unequal slopes) 

L.1 Analysis of the construct quality of life 

 Analysis of the construct quality of life, small dataset 

Table L.1.1a  ·    Analysis of variance

Source DF Adj SS Adj MS F-value P-value

Regression 3 7,34332 2,44777 12,90 0,0020

Error 8 1,51772 0,18972

Total 11 8,86104

Model summary R2 = 82,87% R2 (adjusted) = 76,45%

Table L.1.1b  ·    Coefficients

Term Coefficient SE coeff 95% CI T-value P-value

Constant 2,720 2,535 (-3,125; 8,566) 1,07 0,3145

QoL-pre (corrected) 0,6622 0,2983 (-0,0257; 1,3501) 2,22 0,0572

Group -6,184 3,267 (-13,717; 1,349) -1,89 0,0950

QoL-pre (corrected) · group 0,7861 0,3971 (-0,1295; 1,7017) 1,98 0,0831
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 Analysis of the construct quality of life, large dataset 

L.2 Analysis of the construct Posi(ve Health 

Table L.1.2a  ·    Analysis of variance

Source DF Adj SS Adj MS F-value P-value

Regression 3 6,1749 2,05829 3,31 0,0571

Error 12 7,4519 0,62099

Total 15 13,6267

Model summary R2 = 45,31% R2 (adjusted) = 31,64%

Table L.1.2b  ·    Coefficients

Term Coefficient SE coeff 95% CI T-value P-value

Constant 5,317 4,277 (-4,002; 14,636) 1,24 0,2375

QoL-pre (corrected) 0,3783 0,5087 (-0,7300; 1,487) 0,74 0,4714

Group -5,694 5,156 (-16,927; 5,540) -1,10 0,2911

QoL-pre (corrected) · group 0,6835 0,6183 (-0,664; 2,0305) 1,11 0,2906
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 Analysis of the construct Posi<ve Health, small dataset 

 Analysis of the construct Posi<ve Health, large dataset 

Table L.2.1a  ·    Analysis of variance

Source DF Adj SS Adj MS F-value P-value

Regression 3 10,7927 3,59757 27,22 0,0002

Error 8 1,0573 0,13216

Total 11 11,8500

Model summary R2 = 91,08% R2 (adjusted) = 87,73%

Table L.2.1b  ·    Coefficients

Term Coefficient SE coefficient 95% CI T-value P-value

Constant 1,916 2,768 (-4,467; 8,298) 0,69 0,5085

PH-pre (corrected) 0,7553 0,3292 (-0,0037; 1,5143) 2,29 0,0509

Group -6,381 3,127 (-13,592; 0,831) -2,04 0,0756

PH-pre (corrected) · group 0,8225 0,3781 (-0,0494; 1,6944) 2,18 0,0613

Table L.2.1c  ·    Fits and diagnos7cs for unusual observa7ons

Observa;on PH-post Fit Residual Std residual Classification

2 8,095 7,40493 0,690075 2,10 R

Table L.2.2a  ·    Analysis of variance

Source DF Adj SS Adj MS F-value P-value

Regression 3 9,3343 3,11143 5,93 0,0101

Error 12 6,2998 0,52498

Total 15 15,6341

Model summary R2 = 59,70% R2 (adjusted) = 49,63%

Table L.2.2b  ·    Coefficients

Term Coefficient SE coefficient 95% CI T-value P-value

Constant 4,904 5,285 (-6,611; 16,418) 0,93 0,3717

PH-pre (corrected) 0,4215 0,6336 (-0,9589; 1,8019) 0,67 0,5184

Group -7,605 5,915 (-20,492; 5,283) -1,29 0,2228

PH-pre (corrected) · group 0,9325 0,7144 (-0,6240; 2,4889 1,31 0,2162

Table L.2.2c  ·    Fits and diagnos7cs for unusual observa7ons

Observa;on PH-post Fit Residual Std residual Classification

8 9,643 7,97335 1,66965 2,45 R
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L.3 Analysis of the construct bodily func(ons 

 Analysis of the construct bodily func<ons, small dataset 

Table L.3.1a  ·    Analysis of variance

Source DF Adj SS Adj MS F-value P-value

Regression 3 5,45325 1,81775 5,49 0,0241

Error 8 2,64746 0,33093

Total 11 8,10071

Model summary R2 = 67,32% R2 (adjusted) = 55,06%

Table L.3.1b  ·    Coefficients

Term Coefficient SE coefficient 95% CI T-value P-value

Constant 7,054 3,607 (-1,264; 15,372) 1,96 0,0862

BF-pre (corrected) 0,1068 0,4395 (-0,9066; 1,1202) 0,24 0,8141

Group -10,031 4,503 (-20,415; 0,354) -2,23 0,0565

BF-pre (corrected) · group 1,3304 0,5648 (0,0280; 2,6327) 2,36 0,0463
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 Analysis of the construct bodily func<ons, large dataset 

L.4 Analysis of the construct social par(cipa(on 

Table L.3.2a  ·    Analysis of variance

Source DF Adj SS Adj MS F-value P-value

Regression 3 4,6515 1,55052 3,40 0,0533

Error 12 5,4655 0,45546

Total 15 10,1171

Model summary R2 = 45,98% R2 (adjusted) = 32,47%

Table L.3.2b  ·    Coefficients

Term Coefficient SE coefficient 95% CI T-value P-value

Constant 8,563 3,941 (-0,023; 17,149) 2,17 0,0505

BF-pre (corrected) -0,0671 0,4866 -1,1273; 0,9931) -0,14 0,8926

Group -10,130 4,995 (-21,013; 0,752 -2,03 0,0653

BF-pre (corrected) · group 1,3258 0,6278 (-0,0421; 2,6938) 2,11 0,0564

Table L.3.2c  ·    Fits and diagnos7cs for unusual observa7ons

Observa;on PH-post Fit Residual Std residual Classification

12 7,714 7,94676 0,232760 -0,72 X
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 Analysis of the construct social par<cipa<on, small dataset 

Table L4.1a  ·    Analysis of variance

Source DF Adj SS Adj MS F-value P-value

Regression 3 12,6207 4,20691 17,46 0,0007

Error 8 1,9279 0,24099

Total 11 14,5487

Model summary R2 = 86,75% R2 (adjusted) = 81,78%

Table L.4.1b  ·    Coefficients

Term Coefficient SE coefficient 95% CI T-value P-value

Constant 5,567 3,618 (-2,777; 13,911) 1,54 0,1625

SP-pre (corrected) 0,3580 0,4079 -0,5826; 1,2987) 0,88 0,4057

Group -14,538 4,475 (-24,857; -4,219 -3,25 0,0117

SP-pre (corrected) · group 1,7972 0,5292 (0,5768; 3,0175) 3,40 0,0094
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 Analysis of the construct social par<cipa<on, large dataset 

Table L.4.2a  ·    Analysis of variance

Source DF Adj SS Adj MS F-value P-value

Regression 3 11,4536 3,81786 5,85 0,0106

Error 12 7,8287 0,65239

Total 15 19,2823

Model summary R2 = 59,40% R2 (adjusted) = 49,25%

Table L4.2b  ·    Coefficients

Term Coefficient SE coefficient 95% CI T-value P-value

Constant 8,883 5,594 (-3,306; 21,071) 1,59 0,1383

SP-pre (corrected) 0,0017 0,6365 (-1,3851; 1,3886) 0,00 0,9979

Group -12,183 6,333 (-25,981; 1,614) -1,92 0,0784

SP-pre (corrected) · group 1,4259 0,7331 (-0,1714; 3,0231) 1,94 0,0756

Table L.4.2c  ·    Fits and diagnos7cs for unusual observa7ons

Observa;on SP-post Fit Residual Std residual Classification

3 5,143 6,30074 -1,15774 -2,05 R

8 9,857 8,15191 1,70509 2,24 R

12 9,143 8,89986 0,24314 0,61 X
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L.5 Analysis of the construct Ecological Footprint 

 Analysis of the construct Ecological Footprint, small dataset 

Table L.5.1a  ·    Analysis of variance

Source DF Adj SS Adj MS F-value P-value

Regression 3 1,33346 0,444488 4,40 0,0416

Error 8 0,80787 0,100983

Total 11 2,14133

Model summary R2 = 62,27% R2 (adjusted) = 48,12%

Table L.5.1b  ·    Coefficients

Term Coefficient SE coefficient 95% CI T-value P-value

Constant 2,7295 0,9145 (0,6206; 4,8384 2,98 0,0175

EF-pre (corrected) 0,4680 0,1648 (0,0880; 0,8480) 2,84 0,0218

Group 1,244 1,381 (-1,940; 4,428) 0,90 0,3939

EF-pre (corrected) · group -0,2794 0,2625 (-0,8848; 0,3260) -1,06 0,3182
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 Analysis of the construct Ecological Footprint, large dataset 

L.6  Analysis of the construct Ecological Footprint due daily commu(ng 

Table L.5.2a  ·    Analysis of variance

Source DF Adj SS Adj MS F-value P-value

Regression 3 5,06513 1,68838 17,72 0,0001

Error 12 1,14326 0,09527

Total 15 6,20839

Model summary R2 = 81,59% R2 (adjusted) = 76,98%

Table L.5.2b  ·    Coefficients

Term Coefficient SE coefficient 95% CI T-value P-value

Constant 2,6686 0,8110 (0,9017; 4,4356) 3,29 0,0065

EF-pre (corrected) 0,4777 0,1492 0,1525; 0,8029) 3,20 0,0076

Group -0,2227 0,9166 (-2,2197; 1,7744) -0,24 0,8122

EF-pre (corrected) · group 0,0116 0,1670 (-0,3522; 0,3755) 0,07 0,9456

Table L.5.2c  ·    Fits and diagnos7cs for unusual observa7ons

Observa;on PH-post Fit Residual Std residual Classification

7 7,108 0,207014 6,90099 1,82 X
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 Analysis of the construct Ecological Footprint due daily commu<ng, small dataset 

 Analysis of the construct Ecological Footprint due daily commu<ng, large dataset 

Table L.6.1a  ·    Analysis of variance

Source DF Adj SS Adj MS F-value P-value

Regression 3 0,80553 0,268511 5,24 0,0272

Error 8 0,41014 0,051267

Total 11 1,21567

Model summary R2 = 66,26 R2 (adjusted) = 53,61

Table L.6.1b  ·    Coefficients

Term Coefficient SE coefficient 95% CI T-value P-value

Constant 0,6654 0,2819 (0,0153; 1,3154) 2,36 0,0459

EF-pre (corrected) 0,1579 0,2497 (-0,4179; 0,7338) 0,63 0,5447

Group -0,4576 0,3543 (-1,2745; 0,3594) -1,29 0,2326

EF-pre (corrected) · group 0,5178 0,3061 (-0,1881; 1,2237) 1,69 0,1292

Table L.6.2a  ·    Analysis of variance

Source DF Adj SS Adj MS F-value P-value

Regression 3 9,9579 3,31929 71,65 <0,0001

Error 12 0,5559 0,04633

Total 15 10,5138

Model summary R2 = 94,71% R2 (adjusted) = 93,39%

Table L.6.2b  ·    Coefficients

Term Coefficient SE coefficient 95% CI T-value P-value

Constant 0,4414 0,2024 (0,0005; 0,8823) 2,18 0,0498

TM-pre (corrected) 0,3359 0,1920 (-0,0826; 0,7543) 1,75 0,1058

Group -0,3928 0,2293 (-0,8924; 0,1068) -1,71 0,1124

TM-pre (corrected) · group 0,4462 0,1999 (0,0105; 0,8818) 2,23 0,0455

Table L.6.2c  ·    Fits and diagnos7cs for unusual observa7ons

Observa;on PH-post Fit Residual Std residual Classification

7 3,878 3,85387 0,0241317 0,34 X
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M Classification of claimed activities 
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N Reliability of the Intrinsic Motivation Inventory dimensions 

Table N.1  ·    Reliability of the Intrinsic Mo7va7on Inventory dimensions

Construct Items

Small dataset (n = 6) Large dataset (n = 9)

Experimental group post-test 

α

Experimental group post-test 

α

Interest / enjoyment (IE) 7 0,9409 0,8671

Perceived competence (PC) 6 0,9643 0,9528

Effort / importance (EI) 5 0,6411 0,7654

Pressure / tension (PT) 5 0,5191 0,4800

Perceived choice (PF) 7 0,7214 0,7904

Value / usefulness (VU) 7 0,9833 0,9622

 0,000  High Cronbach’s alpha value (> 0,95) 
 0,000  SaGsfactory Cronbach’s alpha value (0,7 – 0,95)

0,000  Inferior Cronbach’s alpha value (0,6 – 0,7) 
0,000  Low Cronbach’s alpha value (< 0,6)
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